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Right- or left-hand operation
Instant changeover without tools.

our engineers insisted on a design
that assures perfect alignment of
ram and dies.

Solution: The unique "Straight-8"
frame of drop-forged steel that has
no give or spring-plus the extra
bearing surface that supports the
ram when maximum pressure is
being exerted. Result: Perfect
alignment for every operation.

Accuracy, strength, dependability-everything you
want in a centerfire press at only 27.50
Savage products are sold only by retail sporting arms
dealers. F<;>r FREE, full-color, 40-page catalog of Savage
firearms and accessories, write: Savage Arms, Westfield

26, Mass.

~Sallage
World's most complete line
of firearms and accessories

Bullet swaging-convert in
mi nutes with handy kit.

A design so new-so unique-that we had to
invent a new term to describe it. Not a "C"
... not an "H"... not an "0" press - but the
Savage "Straight-8"!

A design that makes possible greater strength
and accuracy than any press you've ever
seen. Savage planned it entirely to meet
the centerfire reloaders' first requirement
-ACCURACY!

Our metallurgists recommended the
strongest possible material-a solid
steel drop forging-never before used
in a reloading press. For greatest preci-
sion in cartridge reloading, resizing and bullet swaging, .

Price subjectto change. Slightly higher in Canada.

Savage Micro-Dies-precision
machined, polished and hardened.

sta ndard 7/8" x 14 th reads.



the shotgun that's

MEASURED IN GENERATIONS
...not :merely in years

BROWNING AUTOMATIC-5
®

A Browning Automatic family, like you'll find almost anywhere in America. And it's
not surprising that age has affected neither the enthusiasm of the eldest hunter nor
the reliability of his Browning, purchased 50 years ago.

Brownings are made to give this kind of service. Today's are a mite better, thanks
to improved materials and technological advancements, but the ageless performance
built into these Automatics has been and will always be their most distinguishing
characteristic. That's why the true worth of a Browning Automatic is measured in
generations, years are not enough.

Hand.engraved, Standard & Lightweight mod,els. 12;3" Magnum 12, 16 or 20 gauge. All
popular chokes and barrel lengths, with or without ventilated rib. From $154.75 to $184.75.

,
Prices subject to change without notice

Write for catalog giving complete facts and data on Browning
gun~ PLUS special chapters containing practical shooting infor
mation. For shOlt;Unmng: chapters on stance, swing and lead,
gauge, gun weight, barrel length, choke, and shot shell
recommendations for various game. For rifle shooling: chapters on
how to shoot a rifle, sighting in; bullet trajectory; where
to aim for clean kills, recommended calibers and bullet weights.

BROWNING
®

Browning Arms Co., Dept. 618, St. Louis 3, Missouri
-in CANADA: Browning of Canada, Dept. 618, P.O. Box 991, Montreal 9, P.Q.
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KNOW YOUR
LAWMAKERS

Congressman Ralph Harding
Idaho

Congressman Joseph E. Karth
Minnesota

As a sportsman, as well as being a legislator, I support
the Second Amendment to the United States Constitution
in its broadest sense.

It is true, of course, that certain gun laws may reduce
crime-I have in mind promiscuous through-the-mails
selling without proper identification etc. In most cases,
h~wever, where crimes are committed, they are com
mitted with stolen V(eapons.

Certainly,. I believe thoroughly that a law-abiding private citizen should
in no way,' shape, or manner or form be prevented from keeping firearms
for participation in shooting sports for self defense purposes.

I read your magazine regularly and find it interesting, informative and
educational-congratulations.

Congressman Harold T. Johnson
California

Throughout my lifetime I have owned guns and have enioyed hunting
of all types available to sportsmen. For this reason I feel very strongly about
the preservation of the right of the individual citizen of the United States
of America to own and retain guns without undue interference from the
Federal government. I feel, however, that this right goes far deeper than the
right of sportsmen to own the weapon required for their advocation.

The Second Amendment of the Constitution of the United States specifi
cally prohibits any infringement upon the right of the people of this country
to keep and bear arms. The importance of this basic belief held by our
founding fathers is shown in the high priority which it was given in the adopt
ing of the Bill of Rights. That importance has not diminished one iota today
and every precaution must be taken to prevent any infringement on this
fundamental constitutional prerogative of the people of this nation.

I would not favor any legislation, federal or state,
which would unduly restrict private gun ownership in
this country. Citizens should have the right to retain
firearms in their homes.

The Second Amendment of the U. S. Constitution pro
vides: "A well regulated militia, being necessary to the
security of a free State, the right of the people to keep
and bear Arms shall not be infringed." And Idaho's
Constitution recognizes this right as well. In the Declara
tion of Rights is this provision: "Right to Bear Arms
The people have the right to bear arms for their security

and defense; but the legislature shall regulate the exercise of this right
by law."

The Idaho Supreme Court has also determined that the right to prohibit
the carrying of concealed weapons falls within the police power of a muni
cipality and ordinances enforcing proper use of guns have been found
constitutional.

It is my view that proper regulation of guns can be accomplished in
such a manner that it will both serve to reduce crime, and yet insure that
the rights of the' individual citizen and the sportsman are not infringed upon.

Truelya
sensational

purchase. Here
is a full length

stock with checkered
grip, flint musket for

the low price of $19.95

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

ACCESSORIES
Carbine Blank Firing attachment. . 7.50
Garand Blank Firing attachment. . . 5.00
Garand Combination Tool........ 1.25
Carbine Sling and Oiler Set 2.00
.45 Auto Clip Pou.ches. . . . . . . . . . . .75

each dozen 5.00
Colt .45 auto holster. NEW 1.95
Colt .45 shoulder holster NEW 1.95
Colt 1917 holster..••......USED 1.95
Carbine Bayonet 4.75
Garand Bayonet 4.75
Springfield Bayonet 3.50
Enfield No. 4 Bayonet.......... .95
French Model 1936 Bayonet...... .95
Enfield Short Bayonet. . . . . . . . . • . .95
Russian Model 91 Bayonet....... .95
Swiss Saw Tooth Bayonet..... . .. 4.50
1917 Bayonet 3.50
Riot Gun Hand Guards for above.. 3.50
Martini Rifle Socket Bayonet. . . .. 2.50
~lL~..l~~...E~....!!ayo~!:....:..: _:gi0I Remington Rolling Block Rifles 1
L_N.!!.A-!air2~~_~"-G~~!.!~...J

CLOSEOUT
Single shot percussion smooth bore

muskets new mfg. 12.50
Percussion Caps .... $1 0.00 per M Rifle

7.50 per M Pistol
All ammo shipped Railway Express Charges
Collect, other items sent Parcel Post if
sufficient postage is enclosed. Bayonets
and holsters, etc., 25¢ ea., rifles $1.00 ea.

SERVICE ARMAMENT has purchased the entire
contents of the W. \V. Greener Gun Co., Ltd.,
Birmingham. England. Gun Museum and a com
plete stock of ammo and parts. For a complete cat
alog listing mail 50¢ to cover postage & handling.

AMMO Per 100
.22 C B Caps.................. 1.20
DUTCH Mannlicher 6.5 mm....... 6.00
SWEDISH 6.5 x 55 mm.......... 6.00
7x57 mm Mauser............... 5.00
7.35 Italian................... 4.00
7.63 mm Mauser & Tokarev Pistol. 4.00
7.65 mm Mannlicher Pistol...... 4.00
7.62 mm RUSSIAN Rifle......... 5.00
7.65 mm ARGENTINE Mauser..... 5.00
.308 BALL.................... 10.00
30 Cal. CARBINE............... 6.00
30-40 KRAG 5.50
30·06 Springfield {corrosive)..... 4.00
30-06 Springfield (non-corrosive).. 5.00
303 BRITISH (non-corrosive),.... 5.50
8 mm FRENCH Lebel.. .. .. .. .. .. 5.00
8 mm Mauser (non-corrosive) . . .. 4.00
9 mm Steyr................... 3.50
9 mm Luger (corrosive) . . . . . . . .. 3.00
9 mm Luger (non-corr. boxer prim) 4.00
43 SPANISH 7.50
45 Auto Colt.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.00
43 EGYPTIAN (new mfg. SP) per 20 7.50

FLINT MUSKET
IN 28 GA.

NEW MARTIAL REFERENCE EDITION CATALOG
Every sportsman, hunter, shooter orIJ
collector will find something to /1--;;;;-
whet his appetite. This is the -':?::
world's most complete modern and . -",,=

antique ARMS & ARMAMENT CATA-_ --
lOG. Free with .every edition - a ......
genuine u.s. Army .45 pistol dis- .
assembly tool worth the price of
the catalog alone! $1.00

!:~mggmg;; ;::;:::::::,;;;11mmE;;;1;;;;;::":::::::":"'::::::::::;,;,::,,,,m::::::,,'::'t:;;mmr:mmmg;m:c:

.1& service armament co.
W 689 G Bergen Blvd. Ridgefield. N. J

Readers Note: All Congressmen may be addressed at "Home Office Building," and
all Senators at "Senate Office Building," both at "Washington 25, D. C." Address
all Governors at: State Capitol, name of capital city, name of State.
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DVIVIO
LABELMAKER
Make permanent, raised letter plastic
labels... in seconds. Professional quality
labels for pennies. Dial letters, numbers,
symbols, squeeze handle. _ 1001 uses
for the gun enthusiast. _ At fine stores
everywhere. Suggested price $9.95

FREE: Label samples and liter-
~ ature. Write: Dymo Industries,
© 1964 Inc., Dept. G-6-4, Box 1030,
Berkeley, Calif. Priced same in Canada.

6

Speer Manual #6
Bigger than ever and with more infor

mation per page, the newest Speer Loading
Manual is a must for every reloader. The
Speer staff has been testing old loads and
working up new ones for over a year, and
the new manual reflects the fantastic amount
of work that was poured into it.

Aside from the revamped loading tables,
complete with loading dope for practically all
the latest calibers, you'll find a great deal
of technical information and how-to tips.
Especially interesting is the section on
chronographed factory ammo, and this should
do much to end the many arguments that
start with "the factory gives this load such
and-so many fps, but my loads don't gimme
the same." There is lots more we could say
about the Speer Manual, but your best bet is
to get one-at $2.95, it is still the biggest
handloading bargain.

The New Model 70
Not one opinion voiced by the fifteen shoot

ers who had the chance to examine or shoot
the new Model 70 agreed with the opinions
expressed by the others. The new Model 70
only vaguely resembles the old model, and
then you really have to look for the points of
similarity since there are more points (}f dis
similarity.

Let's start with the barrel and the sights.
The front and the rear sights are easily re
movable, and the rear sight strongly re
sembles one of the high Williams sights.
Internally, the new Winchester Model 70 has

undergone the greatest changes. The engine
turned bolt-a considerable improvement in
the appearance-is recessed so that the
cartridge head is completely enclosed. A
breech bolt sleeve has been added, and for
the handloader who likes his ammo hot, this
feature is of great interest since it effectively
prevents possible gas blow back. It is a moot
point whether or not the cockiRg indicator is
of any importance, 'b\lt there is one, and you
might as welI" get used to seeing it. The
barrels on the new models are free floated,
excepting those on the .375 H&H and the
.458 Winchester Magnum. The trigger has
been widened and serrated, and the maga
zine follower fastening to the magazine spring
has been changed. A word of warning might
be indicated here. The old Model 70's had a
simple method of fastening the spring to the

follower; once you take the spring and the
follower apart on the new model, you'll have
the devil's own time to get them back t()
gether again, and snapping open the maga
zine floor plate without guarding it with your
hand will spill ammo and the follower all
over the coun tryside. The follower and trig
ger guard are aluminum.

The stock on the new Model 70 is probably
the greatest bone of contention among the

The S&W .47 Magnum
At press time. we started to put

our new S&W Model 57-the name
given the .41 Magnum-through its
paces. Finished in the customary fine
S&W style. the Model 57 weighs a
hefty 48 ounces with the 6 inch barrel.
The first few rounds of handloaded
ammo that were shipped to us by
Remington were not a production run,
but this ammo shot well. The test gun
was factory sighted to shoot dead-on.
but force of habit made us hold the
gun at the customary 6 o'clock. and
thus our first group was low. Recoil
is there. though we believe that it is
not severer than that of the .357
Magnum. and it is certainly lighter
than that of the .44 Magnum. Noise
level on our indoor pistol range was
not at all bad. even to the shooter.
and again it appeared to us that it
was on the order of the full loaded
.357 Magnum cartridge when fired in
a 6" S&W.

Remington will offer a 210 grain
lead bullet and a 210 grain S.P. load.
The lead bullet churns up, according
to Remington. a muzzle velocity of
1135 fps. and a muzzle energy of 600:
for the S.P. bullet. Remington lists
1600 fps and a respectable 1193 for
the muzzle energy.

Dies are available for this true .410
caliber from ReaS. Other handloading
companies will of course also carry
the needed stuff to cook up your own
loads. A complete and comprehensive
report on the S&W .41 Magnum will
appear in a forthcoming issue of GUNS
Magazine.

shooters who have seen the gun. Personally,
we fired only 10 rounds with the .30-06 test
gun and the factory open sights. The stock
is a high breakaway Monte Carlo comb type

(Continued on page 58)
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NEW eROSMAN "S8"'5
ITHE COMBAT "38"

TWO
REAL
PROS
UNEQUALLED EXCELLENCE
FOR COMPETITION, SERIOUS
PRACTICE AND FAMILY SHOOTING FUN

Crosman proudly adds these two new C02 Gas Powered
Revolvers to its world leading pellet gun line. These .22
caliber pellguns sir)lulate the looks, the feel and the
performance of their .38 cal. firearm counterparts. Heft one. The
weight and balance are the same. Both feature single and double
actions with the trigger pull poundage of a .38. Both take six .22
cal. Crosman Super Pells in revolving cylinder for slow or rapid fire
shooting. And both are extremely accurate at scaled C02 range.

FOR PROFESSIONALS - Lawmen, Military personnel, Target shooters
and other handgun enthusiasts can now compete and practice for proficiency,
simulating .38 firearm shooting for less than one cent per shot.

FOR FAMILY SHOOTING FUN - Real revolver shooting can now be
enjoyed in home areas, indoors or out, wherever the simple recommended pellgun
backstop is available or can be installed.

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION - Crosman dealers now have the "38" 's. See and try them
today, and discover the combination of looks, quality and performance that makes these "38" 's
truly the most significant development in CO2 handgun history. Triple your shooting fun, own a
Crosman Combat or Target "38" today.

ANOTHER FIRST FROM CROSMAN •••
The New Left-R-Right Reversible Holster. This unique new design makes it
possible to reverse the holster from Left to Right in seconds. It is offered
in combat and target styles and will also fit most popular .38 firearm re

volvers. Tip styled for easy access an.d fast
draw. Made of high quality specially cur· .
ried cowhide, it is priced at a low $6.98.

Your choice of colors
new Cordovan or Jet Black

GUNS • JUNE 1964

REVOLVER SPECIFICATIONS
• Overall Length: 8112" for combat; 11" for target
• Barrel Length: 3112" for combat; 6" for target
• Rifling: 6 lands R.H. twist, one turn in 16", Button rifled
• Pow.er Source: One Crosman 12.5 Gram Powerlet
• Number of Shots per Powerlet: Approximately 45

FAIRPORT, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
(IN CANADA, DUNNVILLE, ONTARIO)
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ROSSFIRE

takes care of tile
last 300 yards

oNeE you've squeezed

the trigger you've done

everything in your power

to make the hunt a suc

cess. Your bullet has to

finish the job you've

started. No bullet does the

job better than the new

Norma cartridge with the

Nosier Partition bullet. For

years Norma and Nosier

have been the best you

could buy. The trouble was

you had to buy them sep

arately. Now for the first

time you can buy them to

gether in a factory loaded

round. Available in most

popular calibers, featuring

Norma Virgin Brass reload

able cases, Norma tubular

grain smokeless powders

and the distinguished

Nosier Partition Bullet.

When performance counts,
count on Norma-NosIer.

Write for your copy of the new "Gun
bug's Guide"; Send 25¢ to Dept. .§M-6

Concealed Firearms
I recently read the Seven Point Program

of Action which you published in the Febru
ary issue of GUNS and in a recent Shooters
Club Newsletter. In general, I thought it was
very good, especially the sixth, which could
hardly have been worded better.

I take serious exception, ho'wever, to the
second point which says that laws concerning
the carrying of loaded concealable firearms
should be made more stringent.

I can only say that I strongly oppose any
legislation dictating the manner in which a
firearm must be carried (loaded, empty,
taken apart, in a case, etc.). I would add
here, however, that I do not object to the
requirement of a license for the carrying of
a loaded concealable firearm. I urge you to
publish this letter and invite comment
through your magazine.

Elwood Caster
Lacona" N.Y.

No one will dispute, I am sure, that if we
are to have permits for carrying concealable
firearms, they should be stringent (rigid)
so that only persons of good character get
permits. The law should, also be firm in
declaring that responsible persons must be
issued such a permit if requested.-Editor

Looking Ahead
Enclosed is my payment for membership

in the Shooters Club Of America. I like
GUNS Magazine very much, and hope that
you will be able to stop some of the stupid
laws they have been trying to pass lately.

I am 26 years old, and have a son who is
three. I like to go out and pop a cap as
well as anyone, and ever since I was nine
years old I have been building a collection
of guns and reloading equipment. I intend to
pass these on to my son, or his son, when I
get too old to hunt and shoot, but will he be
able to use them with as much freedom
as I do now?

William Hensley Jr.
Folsomville, Indiana

Canad.ian Laws
In the March, 1964 issu~ of Gu '5, you

published a letter by. Richard Smith, London,
Ontario. The statements he makes regarding

,the laws we have are true, but I can't agree
that there is nothing repressive about our
handgun laws. We may own a handgun only
to put in a collection, to protect our property
(if this is the reason given when the hand
gun is registered then the gun must remain
on the property), or for target purposes. If
target work is the reason given on regis-

tration, you must belong to a gun club before
you may shoot it and you may take the gun
only to the club (the only place it may be
fired) and horne again. The only exception to
this, as Mr. Smith mentioned is in Ontario,
where this year they were allowed to hunt
with a handgun. The rest of us must be con·
tent to shoot our guns at our club or, if we
don't belong to a club, to sit and admire
our collection.

As if this is not enough, a bill is being
brought up in the House of Commons which
will call for the banning of all handguns and
the registration of all rifles and shotguns. I
am sure that many people would agree that
our gun laws are, indeed, repressive.

G. Rodney Shewchuk
Alberta, Canada

"Playful" Senator
Enclosed is a picture of Senator Carl

Hayden, Democrat from Arizona, aiming a
Colt .38 at the photographer. The Senator is
at a hearing which is to consider legislation
on control and shipment of firearms.

Just a glance at this picture, and you can

see that Senator Hayden does not know the
first thing about firearms safety. It is care
less people like this who ruin shooting for all
good people who collect and shoot firearms.

I would like to know how a man can pass
judgment on something which he does not
know the first thing about? I think a person
should know something about what he is
passing judgement on.

I have been reading GUNS Magazine for
six years now, and would like to compliment
you on your fine magazine.

Kenneth T. Helwink
Chicago, Ill.

It is evident that the Senator has not yet
learned what over two million youngsters,
who have taken the hunter safety training
course, have learned.-Editor
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MODEL 939

H&R Forty-Niner Model 949
Western style .22 caliber 9
shot revolver with one-piece
walnut grip.

H&R Model 929 Sidekick .22
caliber 9-shot revolver with
swing·out cylinder.

H&R Model 900 Snap-out
.22 caliber 9-shot revolver
with center push pin unit
for fast loading, unloading.

MODEL 755

In the time it takes you to read this, you could have fired the
9-round load and ejected the brass from the .22 caliber Ultra Side
kick Model 939 by HarringtOn & Richardson. And you would
have had more fun doing it because the Ultra Sidekick is the
target weight revolver that's beautifully balanced and highly accu
rate to deliver more shooting pleasure. Very reasonably priced,
too. See it now at your sporting goods dealer.

.AL...__._

Ask your dealer to show you the
complete line of H&R firearms in
cluding the Sahara Model 755 .22
caliber single shot rifle with auto
matic'extraction, ejection and cock
ing; and the Topper line' of single
barrel shotguns:

"'" MODEL 402

FREE CATALOG. Send 10 cents to cover handling and mailing costs. Write Dept. GM.3

H:apping1ion & Richapdson, Inc.
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.

~Y.I'iMiI6iIliil...............
USERS REPORT OVER 1,000.000 GUARlNmD fOR 200,000

lONG un • NO SCRATCHING • NO GAllING
MANUfACTURED &Y

~'Z)"&~~
etMEftTED CARBIDt CARBOLOY cum MARKI

P. O. BOX 226 • COVINA, CALIF.

Elder Lawrence Dotson
South Point, Ohio

Readers Respond
Thank you very much for publishing my

letter in your March '64 issue of GUNS. I
appreciate this very much indeed. I have
not had a chance to buy this copy yet for it
will not be on sale in Australia for about
another month. I have had three replies in
two days from people in the U.S. I think
this is really terrific. Keep up the good work
as you have in the past, best luck to you all.

Bruce Martin
Queensland, Australia

Pro-Gun Publicity
I see every sport on television and in the

newspapers but the gun sports. Surely it
takes as much skill, practice, and concen
tration to score 100 straight at skeet as it
does to bowl a 300 game.

The gun is portrayed on TV and in the
newspapers as if it were a reptile of the
most dangerous species; always ready to
strike. The classic lines, beautiful finish, and
exquisite workmanship are quite lost when
in the hands of a scowling criminal.

Conversely, a show with, say, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Stack shooting a round of skeet would
offend no one. Please pardon my verbosity,
but I think Gary Anderson is as much a
national hero as Arnold Palmer.

John C. Barrett D.D.S.
Tylertown, Miss.

Alaska Guides
After reading "Choosing A Guide" (GUNS,

Oct. '63,) I noticed Alaska got bumped
around a bit. All I can say is tbat hunters
should take the time to write the Chamber
of Commerce of the town the guide resides
in or near. The Chambers up here work to
gether in making our fair State a better
place to live, they won't steer you wrong.

Spring hunts for cattle killing "Kodies,"
where the ranchers sing your praises, are
becoming very popular and a heck of a lot
better than possible Government trapping.

N. S. Haase
Kodiak, Alaska

Stand And Be Counted
I have just read your very informative

article about firearms legislation. I must say
that I agree with you 100 per cent. It is
about time we, as a nation of riflemen, pool
our time, talent, and minds and get a pro
gun law passed before the federal courts
interpret away all our rights.

I know the laws and Constitution of this
land were written by men who were inspired
of God. Their meanings were clear to the
people then. Why all the confusion now? As
a minister I feel that we should protect our
rights and the rights of others. You can
count on me to "father" the cause at every
opportunity. I know you will continue the
good work.

GUNS JUNE 1964 9
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SUPER TOUGHNESS AND B&L QUALITY AT $49.95

Not that you would want to freeze one of these fine new scopes
by packing it in dry ice, but we did. We subjected a new Balvar 8A
scope to a seven-day deep freeze to be sure the new scope line
would give you top performance under the roughest field condi
tions. Mounted on a Winchester Model 70 .375 Magnum at 40
degrees below zero, it checked out perfectly. We not only froze it
... we baked it, soaked it, slammed it, scraped it and dropped it!
It performed beautifully after all this torture. Here's the kind of
scope you've wanted for years - a wonderful combination of the
finest American·made instrument quality, and hard, tough design
at new low prices! New alloys, new lubricants and new production
methods have made it possible to give you scopes that stay in
mint condition for a lifetime. New V-mount design always main
tains zero, even under toughest recoil and allows you to switch
your scope from rifle to rifle. You can't buy better optical or
mechanical quality at any price. Your dealer can tell you why the
shooting world is so excited about the new B&L scopes. There's
a 2lhX or 4X at $49.95, 2 1hX to 5X at $79.95, and a 2 112 to 8X
at $99.95. For 85-page manual, "Facts About Telescopic Sights",
send 25¢ to Bausch & Lomb Incorporated, Rochester, N. Y. 14602.

BAUSCH & LOMB"
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THE PRO-GUN
lAWIS ON
THE MOVE

One of the most heartening
pieces of mail received in this
office in many moons included a
copy of House Joint Resolution No.
21, offered to the House of Dele
gates of the State of Virginia on
January 22, 1964. We think it mer
its reprinting in full:

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 21
Offered January 22, 1964

Concerning the inherent right
of citizens of this Common·
weal th to own and bear arms.

Patrons--Messrs. Pennington,
Middleton, Gunn, T. C. An
drews, Putney, Phillips,
Smith, et als

Referred to the Committee
on General Laws

WHEREAS, from the landing at
Jamestown on to the expansion
of this nation to the Pacific
coast, a peaceful society de
veloped in th'e area that was
wrested from the wilderness by
sturdy riflemen armed with
their personal weapons and
skilled in their use; and

WHEREAS the history of this
great nation bears witness to
the many benefits derived by a
citizenry free to own--bear-
and become skilled in the use of
rifles and firearms, and among
these historic occasions, to
mention but a few, were the fol
lowing: Valley Forge, Yorktown,
New Orleans, the Alamo, Manas
sas, Chateau Thierry, Tarawa,
and Iwo Jima; and

WHEREAS the right of the
citizen is entwined in the very
roots of the founding of the
Commonweal th when it was not
only the individual's right to
bear arms but his duty to bear
arms in the defense of his com
munity--only slaves were for
bidden to carry weapons--Thomas
Jefferson deemed the right to
bear arms worthy of inclusion in
his drafts of the Virginia Con
sti tution--and the rise or fall
of the political rights of the
citizen has been allied wi th the
right to bear arms or the de
privation of such rights; and

WHEREAS our armed forces have
always been dependent upon citi
zen soliders who were familiar

with the use of firearms, and
a capable and well armed citi
zenry is an efficient deterrent
to any aggressor who would seek
to overthrow the government by
conquest or subversion; and

WHEREAS laws limiting the
right to own and bear arms have
never succeeded in deterring
crime but have rather served to
disarm the pUblic; and

WHEREAS the horrible tragedy
which befell the Jackson fami
ly of Louisa County at the hands
of a fiend could well have been
prevented had Mr. Jackson had
available to him a firearm for
self defense; and

WHEREAS many citizens of the
Commonwealth who own and enjoy
the use of firearms are greatly
disturbed by the proposals of
certain groups to regulate and
restrict gun ownership, and
such citizens are of the firm
and undying conviction that the
safety of our nation from ene
mies within and without makes
more necessary proper training
in the safe and effective use
of firearms which can only be
guaranteed by a continuation of
the existing right to own and
employ such weapons; now there
fore be it

RESOLVED by the House of Dele
gates, the Senate concurring,
that the right to keep and bear
arms guaranteed by the Second
Amendment to the Constitution
of the United States and which
right is an inalienable part of
our citizens' heritage in this
State, shall not be infringed;
that any action taken by the
General Assembly of Virginia to
interfere with this right would
strike at the basic liberty of
our citizens; that no agency of
this State or of any political
subdivision should be given any
power or seek any power which
would prohibit the purchase,
possession, or which. would re
quire registration of firearms
by any citizen of good standing
for the purpose of personal de
fense, sport, recreation, or
other noncriminal activities;
and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that

the Clerk of the House of Dele
gates be instructed to send a
copy of this resolution to every
member of the Virginia Dele
gation in the Congress of the
United States as a reminder of
the fact that laws cannot pre
vent tragedies but bad laws can
bring in their train even
greater tragedies.

This is not, of course, a pro
gun law; it is a Resolution, a
statement of basic principles, an
interpretation of the existing
constitutional provision framed
by Thomas Jefferson. Passed by
the General Assembly, it will
consti tute a mandate and a warning
to lawmakers at all levels of
government that the people of Vir
ginia intend that these princi
ples, shall be upheld. It is at
least a step on the road to pro-gun
legislation, and a pattern which
other state pro-gun groups might
do well to follow.

Note, if you will, how closely
this Resolution follows the sug
gestions made in our pro-gun law
proposals for a favorable inter
pretation of the Second Amendment
to our federal Consti tution.

Reasons for increasing optimism
come from other sources also. A
recent release from the National
Shooting Sports Foundation brings
heartening news from New York. The
following is quoted from a story
in "The New York Times" of Wednes
day, January 29:

Albany, Jan. 28--The sports
men's lobby won a victory today
as the Joint Legislative Com
mittee of Firearms and Ammuni
tion announced that it would
not recommend a bill requiring
the registration of rifles and
shotguns.

Instead, Senator Albert Berk
owitz, Republican of Granville,
who is chairman of the commit
tee, filed bills to make it un
lawful for the insane or for
persons with serious criminal
records to possess rifles or
shotguns ...

. . . Senator Berkowitz said:
"We felt that such a law (Le.,
requirement to register) would
penalize law-abiding sports
men, but would not reduce crime.
All perscns who appeared before
our committee, without excep
tion, agreed that criminals
would never use licensed or reg
istered guns in committing a
cr ime. Neither could any legis
lation ever prevent anyone from
obtaining a rifle or shotgun."

The National Shooting Sports
Foundation release adds the
following

(Continued on page 55)
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°ADING EQUW~

MEMBER OF THE

Special Measuring Cylinder prevents
powder clogging and ensures con·
sistently accurate uniform charges.
Adjusts quickly and easily from one
charge to another. Powder level visible
at all times. Easily mounted on press
or bench. NEW Small Measuring Cyl·
inder available for bench rest and
pistol shooters.. Specify regular or
small measuring cylinder. Complete
with stand plate. $1995With both Measuring

Cylinders. $25.05

POWDER TRICKLER
ANOTHER RCBS PRECISIONEERED PRODUCT

••• The Powder Trick
Ier makes it easy to
balance scales with
accurate powder
charges. You merely
twist knob and powder
"trickles" into scale
pan-a kernel at a
time-until desired
charge is reached. Used
with most popular pow·
der scales. Large ca·
pacity reservoir. Base
of Trickier - designed
extra large to mini·
mize tipping-will
accomodate $300anchorweight
if desired.

By KENT BELLAH

The C·H "Nytral" sizers, about as hard as
tungsten carbide (T·C) pistol die inserts,
are solid nitralloy. The big, big news is the
Nytral rifle sizer. It's impractical to use T·C
for bottle neck cases, although the super
hard, slick dies are in demand. Nytral, like
T·C, makes extra long life premium dies.
Cases are easier worked, and beautifully
burnished without galling or scratching. Our
.222 and .38 Spl. dies are perfect, slick as
T·C under a 50X microscope.

C-H recommends breaking·in with 25 lubed
cases, then lube about every tenth. You may
need to lube one in 20 fresh cases, or one in
5 old dry ones. After some use, less lube
is needed.

After breaking·in we sized 40 unlubed .222
and 200 unlubed .38 cases. They didn't gall
or scratch. Nytral rifle dies are a major im·
provement. Our pistol die, unlike some T·C

inserts, full length sizes without leaving a
sharp ring near a case head or damage to
the die. Blued Nytral sizer bodies, at $16.95,
have an excellent chromed split hex lock nut
and Allen lock screw, and a chromed hex
nut on the decapping unit. Complete rifle or
pistol sets are $22.95, and worth it.

C·H has an informative 32 page (25¢)
booklet on Metallic & Shotshell Reloading. It
lists shotshell and swaged handgun bullet
loads, dope on swaging, reloading and lists
C-H products. Written for the novice, ex·
perts will find much of interest. The top
pistol loads are well below maxium in our
tests. ._

Speer's new 14& gr. Hollow'Base .38 Wad·
cutter outshoots any cast or swaged bullet we
)lave tested. Cost is about like casting your
own! In our tests with 3.0 grs. Bullseye and
CCI 500 primers it shoots well within the
50 yard 10 ring, mostly in the X ring. Speer's
pill tightens groups tremendously, about half
the size of good average reloads that won't
shoot in that elusive circle.

One secret is the high density swaged
hollow base, Ed McGivern's 1916 design,

used in all factory match ammo. Speer's im
proved design for reloads has a bevel base
for inline seating that eliminates base fins on
firing. The forward bearing surface is near
land diameter for less deformation and fric
tion plus bore alignment. The hollow base ex
pands or swages down to fit large or tight
bores perfectly. It shoots beautifully in a
tight-bore Colt Python or S & W Model 52,
and a large bore S & W K-38.

For the first time, Speer's bullet permits
reloads that exceed factory match ammo.
It's superb for targets, or small game and
varmints to over 75 yards. Loading isn't tem
peramental as flat base bullets. For the S & W
Model 52, or custom pistols, seat bullets
flush with the case mouth, crimped very
lightly or not at all. For revolvers crimp
cases lightly in the crimp groove.

With this mild charge it produces more
terminal shock than semi-wadcutters, and tin
cans jump higher. Your dealer has these or
can get them. Or order from Gil Hebard
Guns, Knoxville, Illinois. Gil's new $1 cata
log No. 16 lists everything for handgunners,
with many good tips.

Speer's new No. 6 Reloading Manual,
$2.95, is the best ever published. It's com
pletely revised with much new reloading
dope from the nation's finest private ballistic
lab. It explains nearly everything you need to
know. plus tens of thousands of dollars worth
of tested loading data. The new book is
without competition, needed by every novice
or expert.

We had reports of some factory ammo
blowing primers. One chap had gas blown
in his face, but wasn't injured. Perhaps
that lot of ammo had soft case heads. Re
gardless of pressure, any primer blowing
load is excessive in a particular case or rifle.
Ammo varies a bit, and rifles more. Don't
reload any cases with even slightly expanded
pockets. Purchase a new lot of ammo and
after firing, keep cases trimmed to minimum
length and neck reamed as necessary. It's
sensible to reload Hi-V Magnums a bit less
than flat out.

All .264 loads I've listed are well within
acceptable limits of pressure with specified
components. A change in components may
increase pressure. Magnums didn't get "too
Magnum." They fill a need for long range,
flat trajectory with a potent punch without
loading flat out. The .300 Win. Magnum has
higher terminal efficiency at lower pressure
than smaller bore hot-shots. It's a great
cartridge.

Discard any cases in a new lot with
visible defects. Load and fire the others

(Continued on page 14)
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THE
WORLD

OF
DUNS

r------------------------------------------------
SPECIAL PRE-PUBLICATION PRICE

GUNS Magazine/8150 No. Central Pk'/Skokie, Illinois

o $ Enclosed 0 Bill Me WG·6

Contact us for special discounts on quantity purchases.

Please enter my order for hard-bound copies of
THE WORLD OF GUNS, designed to take a permanent place in my
library, at the special pre-publication price of $2.00 ($2.50 after
Octoher 10th).

NAME

STATE

ADDRESS

CITY

and local legislators, schools, libraries, etc. Thus, by
bringing our side of the story to public attention, TH E
WORLD OF GUNS will accomplish its vital task.

In this critical time, those of us concerned with fire
arms can no longer afford to merely react to efforts
designed to limit our constitutionally-protected rights.
We must band together in support of a positive pro
gram of information which will protect us against
those who do not recognize the benefits derived from
firearms. Itis to accomplish this objective that THE
WORLD OF GUNS is being published ... it is the one
place where all the information will be available ...
the one opportunity to participate in a pro-gun effort.

Don't delay, order your copy now-at the special pre
publication price-and order extra copies for distri
bution by your club or group to local lawmakers,
schools, colleges, libraries, etc.

The ever-increasing agitation for anti-gun legislation
has brought a correspondingly heavy demand for
positive measures designed to combat anti-firearms
hysteria. In response to this demand, the publishers
of GUNS Magazine and The SHOOTING INDUSTRY
will publish a special, separate issue-on October
15th, bearing the title THE WORLD OF GUNS.

THE WORLD OF GUNS will be the first complete
source of positive pro-gun information-information
designed to sweep aside the misunderstandings and
misinformation clouding the firearms question. THE
WORLD OF GUNS will present the complete story
. . . from manufacturer to shooter-the historical role
played by both the individual shooter and the firearms
manufacturer in the development of our free nation
will be explained-noted industry leaders and highly
placed figures from outside will present facts and
figures revealing the full profile of the shooter, of his
activities, and of the firearms industry-and as a
special bonus, THE WORLD OF GUNS will contain
a "Who's Who" of the firearms industry-the men
who can be counted on to lead the struggle against
restrictive anti-firearms legislation. -

Available in a hard-binding, designed to take a per~
manent place in any library, THE WORLD OF GUNS
will accomplish its vital educational and public rela
tions effort through massive public distribution.
Copies will be delivered to some 1,500 members of
"Official Washington" and to all Governors. In addi
tion, firearms manufacturers, gun clubs, and other
interested groups and individuals will support this
effort by distributing complementary copies to state
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ALL AMERICAN MADE
EACH PRESS GUARANTEED

20 YEARS!

At your
Dealers
or order

Direct from
the Mfg.

~
Add 95cpost. dlltl
Ins. east of Miss.,

$1.95 -west

chaps, but a good many others will buy it
because they like it, and like its good
features.

A fine reload in our .308 is Speer's 165
grain pill backed with 44.0 gr. 4320 and
CCI 250 primers in Federal cases, starting
at 2475 fps -in the 18V2" tub!l. Bullet .per
formance is better· than indicated by bal
listics.
,Should you weigh every powder charge?

Yes, if you are a novice, or if you are not
intimately familiar with a good measure. If
you have mastered a good measure, thrown
charges are just as good. Maintain a fairly
uniform volume of powder in the hopper,
and operate it with uniformity. Throw a
few charges to settle the powder and return
them to the hopper, then operate with all

(Continued from page 12)

for groups and plinking. Trim, ream if
needed, and you'll have cases formed to fit
your chamber, if they are not sized too much.
They won't give quite the same center of
impact as new one. Zero with reloads. Acc·
U-Ream Flash Hole and Primer Pocket
Guages run from "Minimum" to "No-Go"
if you want to sort cases for extreme uni
formity. Discard any that take a "No-Go."
Inspect cases visually after each firing for
superb reloads.

Winchester's new M70, in production by
the end of 1963, isn't kissin' kin to the old
1936 version it replaces. With a greatly im
proved lock, stock and barrel, long wan ted
and needed, it desen'es a new name. Tack
drivers called the old M70 a "do-it-yourself
kit." They custom stocked it, bedded the
factory stock or floated the barrcl. Now with
a new swaged, floating tube it doesn't need
any custom gunsmithing.

Best feature is a jeweled bolt, recessed to
enclose cases, and a bolt sleeve cap. It elim
inates blowing hot brass and gas right in
your eye if a primer blows. That was possible
in the old flat bolt, coned barrel M70, a
:\1auser hangover. With this, and a stronger
receiver, you have a huge margin of safety
with hot loads. It will take a near detonation
to take it apart, or damage the gun or
shooter.

A wider, serrated trigger gives better con
trol and let-off for precision h its. A new
finger release floor plate and cock indicator
are good features. With a scope, quickly re
movable iron sights give the tube a clean,
C~lstom look, without the old undesirable
barrel cuts or "pine log knot" bulge. Every
body who is anybody in higher gun society
uses a scope these days. A better designed
better looking stock is more functional.

Winchester went all out on their new
pride and joy. Riflemen will take it like
a refund from Uncle Sam. I'm overjoyed
the old M70 was phased out. No doubt the
new dress and guts will make the new one a
"riflemen's rifle" for many, many years.
Handloaders will love it. It's the safest,
strongest Winchester ever built.

Remington's new M600 carbine has con
siderable appcal. It's a light 5V2 pounds, and
a short 37:14" for easy packing afoot, in a
car, pick·up or saddle. The major advantage
is very fast handling to get on game before
game gets away. Our cal. .308 shoots good,
like a rifle should, using a K-4 Weaver scope
and Federal's 180 gr. loads with their Hi
Shok bullets. In fact, these shot better in the
M600 than in a much higher priced .308 _

rifle, proof of inherent accuracy.
The highly desirable recessed bolt face

encloses the case in steel, a safety feature
Remington used on their old M721 and 722,
and their newer M700, and XP-I00 pistol.
They never did give this safety feature as
much praise as I thought it deserved. The
M600 floating barrel holds zero without cus
tom gunsmithing. The flatter bolt handle
and vented rib are similar to the super
accurate XP-l00 Remington pistol, that is
more than a "trifle like a rifle." The wide,
serrated trigger lets you pin-point hits. The
stock looks good and feels good.

The M600 in .222 Rem. will be in my
battery soon. It's exactly what many hunters
want in a compact varmint piece. the low
price, $99.95, will sell the M600 to some
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SAVE 50"/0 ON THIS
REPLACEMENT PARTS KIT!
Kit consists of mag. catch with
plunger and spring. extractor. firing
pin. hammer spring. recoil spring.
extractor plunger and slide stop-all
for U. S. Carbine__._ ..~ .Only $2.65

u.S. CARBINE
MAGAZINES

c::J ...JI.'O'b:1.::0..
&O«:»p.

:JI!II:«:»"11::0."1#.

tN<J supplied with
DCN! Carbines)

QJj

SLING .. 0ILER-$2.49

-----::;:::>
Oiler is lower eling holder. Fits in cut In butt
stock.

SPARE
PARTS
KIT

*

ASTOUNDING! "" .':.".$2.95
Quickly Installed. sight ---== 61set. Streamlined front
ramp with sight. Rear
slR'ht with both windage
.. elevation built in. As Found on

~htt~~:~\~e:A~renSI~t Colt Sporting
screw. Front .560 i.d.. BUies
rear .775 t.d. Plenty of
wall thickness for reaming to an popular sizes.
Blued. ready to Install. ONLY '2.95 'Of' com·
plete set.

Last month you had to pay $9.00 or
more for top mounts with 1" rings
Now you can mount your 1" scope 1·2-3
with out inexpensive top mounts. For
all makes of .22 rifles with top receiver
grooves. ONLY $2.75 per set.

(Dealers and Gunsmiths Inquiries Invited)

U.S. CARBINE .,
REAR SIGHTS
Here Is your opportunity ...
to get a brand new rear
IdJt'ht adjustahle for wind·
a "e and elevation. Fits all
~S. Carblnel'l. Slides into
receiver dovetall-2 min-
ute'" to In8tall. As Issued.
$2.45 ppd.

U. S. CARliNE ORDNANCE TOOL
GAS PISTON NUT WREWCH

essential for removing .":.~.~~~~~~
piston for cleaning your
new DCM Carbine.

/I0~t;op MOUNT
~ SCOPE RINGS
For 22 Rifles with grooved receivers

•••

Magazines are NOT supplied with OCM
CARBINES-ORDER YOURS NOW

• AU our magazines are guaranteed to have .per
fect feed lips--none are part of the rejected. lot
with faulty lips. All are government inspectecl
and passed! Each with Free waterproof. dust
proor as Issued rubber cap.

CHOICI: OF 2 TYPES

1
1. :UI~tb~af:~i%rhU~:

Ing. fits ftush with
guard_streamlines ap·
pearance. Solid 1IUl.
chlned bottom - not
"raw" appearing over
sized fold over $3.45

2. 15 shot. In original
wrap. only $1.99 ea.
or 2 ror $3.50. 5 for
$7.501

ISSUE DOUBLE CARRYING CASE fOil
15 SHOT MAG5-0NLY 85,

A FINE

ooding
TOL

Quote From Ned Robert's
book:
"Harry Pope • • • master'
rifle maker claims that the
GAIN·TWIST is superior to
the uniform twist for lead
bullet rifles • . • who has
ever made more accurate
shooting target rifles than
he."

*

• To save you high Express costs, we mati you
all components ex.cept powder &: primer. Add
5 gt's. Unique and push In supplied bUllet.
Primer fits directly into plastic case-no adapter.
You get a regular .38 tround, monogrammed
tround. machine gun !rOund (on this type. prim.
er fits directly into plastic case-no adapter),
and a white case tround-all four only $4.95
postpaid. .

Has the "hang" and feel of the early duelers.
Ultra strong deslJn1 allows extra heavy black
powder loads. In either .36 or .45 caliber-with
extras '. • • checkered Tentte grips • • •
Onl)' $26.50. (Add '3.00 for checkered Walnut
grips.) .Send pistol permits rrom states re·
quiring. Also include signed statement you are
over 21. not a fugitive. drug addict, drunk or
under indictment. etc.

Visit NUMRICH ARMS' NEW
GIANT SPORTATORIUM

1.000·s OF GUNS-TONS OF SPORTS
EQUIPMENT IN OUR ·GRAND NEW

BRAND NEW STORE
WE aUy • WE TRADE • WE SELL

West Hurley Is 90 minutes from N.Y. City.

~~) Nf~i1o~or~t.T~rgu~~~,6E~1Ie~9tJK~~:t
Burley. Store open daily-Monday thru Satur·
d -9 AM to 6 PM.

Mechanically Perfect •••
32" lang Range Full Choke Barrel

H & R Heavy Breech Aclion-<lpprax. wt. 8% Ibs.

IIEW Sloeks and Forends I
REG. OR NEW 3!4" MAGNUM

* SATISFACTION ALWAYS GUARANTEED *

10 GAUGE MA:G::N:U:M;-__-~
SHOTGUNS

*

Also gun Parts. Close-outs. Job lots. Sporting

fn~~t A~~s~~~tl~):a;~r~~~~ohU~ial~~.!ri~
crazy trade oft'er.s---"jurt moneyI Write us de
scribing what you have to get Immediate
actton-or easier yet. ship In &: we airmail
check at highest market value immedlatelyl

Greatest bang around Duck ~nd Goose gun ever. E~ch with
brand new proof-tested Long Range barrel. each mechanically
perfect with extra lorge, extra strong action. ALL AMERICAN
MADE. Condition as specified refers to outside receiver
finish. Everything else new.
(Add $1.75 for post. & hondlin9 or specify R.R. Express.
Send "Firearms Affidavit" stating you are over 21, not
u.nder indictment or a fugitive, not a drug addict; etc.)

~
NOW-lang Range Rear Sight

~ • • •• for all H&A's--adjustable for both
windage" elevation. complete with 3

size aperture disc. (AU H&A recetv.
ers now drilled '" tapped for this
sight)-Only $3.9.

•

'r; . . HOODED~~~B!'~~NT SlaHTS
.. . Usable on an rifles. modern " an-

. '.j tlque Standard dovetail. Extra In·
. '.. ~ terchangeable sight aperture 111-

cluded. Only $2.25 ppd.

ORDER YOUR H&A TODAYI
Order any H&:A model now direct from thIs ad
and we'U send you FREF.-extra. vailiahle muzzle
loading premiums. Each· order, with aU the
~hooting equipment. sent RR Exp. (not prepaid).
Jnchlde a statement you are over 21, not a
fUR'itive. drug addict or under Indictment. Addl·

~jy~':tl rl~::.r~si~~~S ~~r~~U.~~lns°f~e~J~~~n:en~
self·addressed. stamped. long envelope.

EACH READY·TO-SHOOT
You get-Fla"'k. Powder. Caps, Patching, Lead, Bullet Mold. Powder Solvent. Measure, Instruction
~~~erSY~~s~UCh time and money since you start with correct bullet mold size, patching material•

•

•~Yj ~1~~~~~~~:1:!Tc!t~fft~d~HS~~rr Pv Ideal
barrels and fast Ignition under ham- y"'"

, •• : • • ~~~ a~:n'e::r:p~oP;t~: ",.~:~~en for Hunting,
• I , • :~';~:u~~~"";·h'" ex',. Plinking, Target &

Match Shooting ••.
all at lower cost than .22 l.R.

. CHOICE OF 6 .l~(~)E>~
NEW BUGGY RIFLE-light and fast, only 5'h Ibs. Octagonal
cut rifled 21" barrel. Either .36 or .45 caliber.-

• MOST POPULAR "Offhand" model, 32" full octagon cut rifled
barrel. Either .36 or .45 caliber. About 7% Ibs. .

• MODEL .45 TARGET, 32" cut rifled round barrel, favorite of
match shooters. 10 lb•., .45 caliber only.

• 12 gao FOWLER, only 4]1.. Ibs., 30" choked barrel.

Gain Twist rifling is available
any of our muzzle loading
blanks as well as in our
Hopkins & ~n
Rifles at $7.50
EXTRA

MUZZLE LOADING GAIN TWIST' BARRELS
We are now able ~ re·produee--on a CtUtom buu, the cain twist
rifling as used in the super accurate percussion match rUles of
yesteryear. The advantage or gain twist rifting is that the barrels
have almost no tum at the breech end and then gradually increase
In twist up to the muzzle. This gives your ball a gentle start
In the rifling and permits a much· higher rate of spin or
twist at the muzzle. Riftes can now be loaded with 300/0
to 400/0 mOr<! poWder giving much higher velocity.
ftatter trajectory and greater accuracy ••• bullets
cannot strip.

=

o~~
MUZZLE

LOADING
BARREL

BLANKS

sy to use liquid-not a "Gooey" paste

[;5'©~~lUJ[b~ ~~=~
NInV HIGH S~EED FORMULA takes
seconds to apply • • • beautifies __
prot.cts. Deep blue permanent finis"
actually penetrates the steel. Used
by gunsmiths and gun factor;es every

. where.. Quaranteed: to be the best
cold blue you ever use4o-or )"OUI'
mane)' back.

3 GUN SIZE-SEND ._.$2.00 ppd.
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE
PINT-SEND _ $7.50 ppd.
SOLD rHE WORLD OJ'EII_.

1VIJVC"£ST£A STOCKS
Unused, with minor bumps, scratches. etc. J,lodel
12. 12·ga. $5.95. (Pump Handle) $2.45. Win.
Model 94-(Also fits '92 Models)-For ftat butt
plate $5.75.

fAeMtWtMWM5-
Enftelds are flne actiona BUT 40 cock on clos1nc
stroke and have an extremely slow "muddy" fir
ing pin fall. You can bring your rifle up·to-date
equal to and often better than today's modern pro·
duction-for Just '55.95 and 2 minutes time
Our unit reduces lock time (the great accuracy im
prover up to 720/0. cocks rifle .on the up turn ot
the bolt Just as in Winchester, Remington. Spring
field, Mauser and others. Simply insert in your
bolt. Regular safety works as usual. Normally a
$15 '-0 $18 conversion. OUR UNIT, READY TO

~':.SBTE't~~~':Br~uL'l.,:o'!-:,J~~"M~:.~~E:p~:THE RARE "TROUND" AMMO
(For 1914 or 1917 Eddystone, Remington or Win-
~~l~r M.odels only-state Which-not for British ONLY $4.95-*POSrPAID

~~~~~~;;~~:~~~'fa~;!;!'.~'"._i. .' '5b:d'E~~B:RuDARyDIC:IP.uNS-N'~'S~'!our full ('nmmo.'.·dal 1In(> of
J:un!'l. InC'ludlnl: our In:!7
C':lrhlne. fll'lrl!'l. et('. 1'""Joo.
(u~ly Illutstrated. :10 n:l!:'e!'l.

S1.,S ppd.
flVe ...~ t"~ ~o'" mn"lI!ae·
ucr..rs of Thompson glUl. G1ul
~qNtpm_t.)

STANDARD DOVETAIL SIGHTS
With elevators. 2 far...--" .-------..IJ
$1.00; 12 for $5.00; ~ ~
50 for $17.50. c=:::J =:::::::J

t!II ;tfIfKE3 jOt/I<
_ltS. ENJIELD
1'1$ IffO()£R,(/At? rOtWORROW

.iX)QCCCCCCCC'Cli ~

INSTANT MUZZLE LOADERS
FOR SPRINGFIELD 45/70 or 50/70 RIflES

...=j'
• Pecussion barrel drops Into stock-ready to shoot.
• Free, interchangeable percussion hammer sent

with each barrel.
• Return to original by simply replacing original

Ilarts.
• .45 caL, 8·groove, (l turn in 56"). Blued with

sight dovetaiJs, nipple. etc.
This conversion barrel Is the same match quality
as used In our H&tA muzzle loaders--taper·turned
to fit 45/70 and 50/70 "trap door" Springflelds.
complete with plug. tang. " nipllle. Simply drop
out old barre) and receiver-install our new barrel
and ('hange hammers--gun h ready to shoot. Orlgl.
nal U. S. Sprln~fieldr.ercusgion hammer included •• _

~rCe:~~~~I~~~ra~drr~i:3: t~a~~s~i.~8u~I~:t~nsg¢
pp. (Bullet mold-.45 cal. for above--only $2.25.

MUZZLE LOADING-11k" straight 8 groove' rifled
lengths--l turn In 56"-super accurate • • • 32"
long $10.95 plus 95e. Above barrel, only full 48"
bench rest model .•. $111.95 plus 51.50 (Add
$2.00 per baM'el for breech plug threading.)

e
ROUND MUZZLE LOADING

BARREL BLANKS

~
BREECH PLUGS: Ma-

. chined from Ordnance
- . Steel (not cheap cast·

. - in~s) - uses standard
5/Rx18 thread. Oct. mod

. el 15/16" across, round
model l1Ai". Made specially for use with our fine
muzzle 10adinJ{ barrel but acceptable to any. (Add
$2.00 to barrel price for threading at factory for
~~1cJ)IU6';)IY~~9l~r round or octagonal (state

Add $2.00 per barrel for threadi ng for our
new breech plug and nipple advertised below.

we manufacture ana sell more
gun barrels per year than all
U.S. custom barrel makers com
bined-our barrels are top
quality at a low price.

NOW IN
.36 Caliber
(1 turn In
40") or .45
caliber (1 turn
In 56''). 8 groove
rifting. handsome •
smooth Inside and out.
15/16" across flats. 32"
long, either cal.. only $15.115
plus liSe post. 42" long•.45 cal .•
only $19.95 plus $1.50 shipping. 45/
iO~f{ca.li~e~-il~~;Oi~,u~2'~'5:. groove.

HI POWER BARREL BLANKS
15/u~~ ~u~~"~1~~s$I~.~~r~sr~~e:: 11/8" o.d.•
d1:. tA~.~c:. ~~nds::~l:"~S'M~:::u:g.ng4:,1~./~';
groove rifted. fine steel •.• $9.50 plus 1I0e. 12"
length for pl8tol use-$S.9$ plus 40e pOst.
.357 MAGNUM (.38 Special & 9mm Luger) blanks.
t turn 16"••357 groove dia .• 26" long, .940 o.d.
-Many uses inclUding conversion or Winchest.er
and Marlins In' .357 Mal:num rifles ••• $9.50
:~~: :~: ,:::: 12" length for pistol use-$5.95
EXTRA HEAVY .22 barrel blanks. Fun l1Ai" dla.
6 stroove harrel suitable for center or rim fire
actions, "27" long. 1 tum 14" ••• Only $11.95
plus 90e post.





S&W's first double action revolver
was first produced in 1880. Later
variations had some minor changes.

The S&W .44 American Model, which
was introduced in 1869, was first
to utilize interchangeable parts.

This interesting variation of the S&W
Russian has front sight pinned on
and an unusual hammer and spur.

By LOUIS W. STEINWEDEL

AS THE RIDER pounded into position alongside the
ft snorting, shaggy buffalo, he pressed into service a
rather unusual long barreled revolver and promptly dis
patched the galloping target. Dismounting near the trophy,
the hunter called out to his companion, "Bill, what kind of
a gun is this? There is nothing so fine in all my Russia!"

The enthusiastic young man was the Grand Duke Alexis,
second son of Czar Alexander II, and the occasion was a
much celebrated hunt with America's newest idol, Buffalo
Bill Cody. The hunt not only highlighted an otherwise dull
1869 state visit, it introduced the 21 year old nobleIJ].an to
the new Smith & Wesson "American," the most remarkable
revolver in the world of 1869.

When Alexis gave the revolver a thorough testing, he
pitted it against everything from empty champagne bottles
to charging buffalo.

"This gun could rule Russia!" Alexis exclaimed after a
particularly pleasing session with his adopted Smith &
Wesson. Obviously, this was no idle boast, for as soon as
Alexis' special train puffed its way back East, he made a
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bee-line for the Smith & Wesson plant at Springfield. After
a quick tour of the factory, and the formal presentation of
an engraved target pistol, the very unprincely subject of
business was broached, and Smith & Wesson happily found
itself with an order for 200,000 revolvers for the Imperial
Russian Army-a demand which would take the best part
of five years to fill.

This large order really pushed the firm of Smith & Wes
son into the limelight, but the company's contribution
to America's firearms history began four years before the
opening of the Civil War, when S & W introduced a brass
frame, seven -shot .22 target revolver. This historical fire
arm had the enviable distinction of being the first success
ful revolver to use self-contained metallic cartridges. This
ammunition concept is so closely linked to the early
development of Smith & Wesson, that Daniel Baird Wesson
and Horace Smith are frequently credited with being the
sole inventors of the metallic cartridge. Although the
famous partners are most closely associated with the emer
gence of the modern brass shell and much of the early
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SMITH & WESSON

This S&W .45 single action was
designed around the patent of
Major George Schofield in 1873.

cartridge making machinery, the fact is that the workable
metallic cartridge is generally held to be a composite inven
tion of both Americans and Europeans working over a
great many years.

The metallic cartridge and its companion revolver by
Smith & Wesson, swiftly swept the country. The original.
Smith & Wesson revolver, which first appeared on the
market in November of 1857, fired a .22 short rim-fire
cartridge loaded with a 30 grain bullet and propelled by
a three grain powder charge.

This first successful cartridge revolver, the Smith &
Wesson "First Model," was made with a hinged barrel
that tipped up to allow the removal of the cylinder for
loading. The brass frame, nickel plated in later models,
had a rounded contour and was fitted with a disc shaped
sideplate which permitted access to the lockwork. The ham
mer was oddly made in two pieces, the jointed thumbpiece
operating the cylinder stop. Today one of the most sought
after collector's pieces, the "First Model, First Issue"
Smith & Wesson .22 had a production span of but three
years (1857 - 1860) and should not be confused with the
very similar but somewhat more common "First Model,
Second Issue" which was produced up to 1867. The Second
Issue is characterized by an irregular shaped sideplate
which covers almost the whole left side of the frame, and
a more logical and sturdy one piece hammer. Some of the
Second Issue .22's were made with steel rather than brass
frames that were popular during this period.

Despite the popularity of Smith & Wesson's little pocket
pistol, the manufacturing operation remained a small one
-initially with only 25 workers-until 1860, when the
company moved into a plant on Stockbridge Street in
Springfield. Now that the superiority of metallic cartridges
had been pointedly demonstrated-by Smith & Wesson's
petit .22 as well as by such large caliber long arms as
Spencer's and Henry's-business grew and soon employee
rolls topped 600. In comparison, the plant manufacturing
the more urgently needed Sharps breechloaders was staffed
by 500. This growing passion for prosperity was again
boosted in 1861 with the introduction of a bigger .32
caliber, six shot version of the Model No.2 revolver. The
U.S. Government was, of course, asked to consider the new
S&W breech-loading revolver for official use in the War
Between the States, but the gun's rather small caliber and
the classic reluctance of the Ordnance Department to
accept anything that appeared to be progressive, militated
against the "US" stamp ever appearing on a Smith &
Wesson arm during the war years.

During this time, however, officers were forbidden to
disrupt the aesthetic lines of their uniforms by toting
standard size revolvers in outside holsters. Many met this
problem by carrying diminutive Colt .31 caliber 1849
"pocket" revolvers under their tunics. These little "five
shooters" were rather tedious to load and not especially
powerful but they did produce only a negligible bulge
in the blue uniform. With the appearance of the .32 car-

. tridge 'pistol, officers' tastes instantly shifted to the Smith
& Wesson gun. Besides being easily loaded, and using com
pact waterproof ammunition, the S&W enjoyed a superi
ority in accuracy and increased firepower of one extra
shot over the Colt percussion gun.

So intense became the demand for the desirable .32
S&W that practically all resources were devoted to its
manufacture and, though a military size cartridge revolver
was technically feasible during (Continued on page 52)

Top to Bottom: .38 Safety Hammerless, 3rd Issue;
Model 1913 .35 caliber auto pistol; .32 Safety
Hammerless, 1st Issue. A low cost S&W collection.

Above: A S&W First
Model, 2nd Issue in
.22 RF. Both Jesse
James and Wild Bill
Hickok owned S&W's.
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By FRANK F. RATHBUN,

LT. COL., AUS, RET.

f' t eyurs, ca i rs have been
1'.duced. SPIW has improved a~uracy
for average il'?fantryman.. is slated to
replace the MI4 once it is adopted.

NEWEST ARMY WEAPON. STILL

TOP SECRET. IS REVOLUTIONARY IN DESIGN

T HE ARMY'S ~pecial Purpose Individual Weapon (SPIW) is
still under tight security wraps, but General Earle G. Wheeler,

Army Chief of Staff, came out from under them long enough to tell
Congressmen pondering the military budget that the weapon looks
"very promising." He also told the House Armed Services Com
mittee in January that the Army is working very hard on the new
development.

"I took a look at four working models of these weapons a couple
of weeks ago," he said. "One has been put together by Springfield
Armory, one by Harrington & Richardson, one by American Arma
ments, Inc., and one by Olin Mathieson-Winchester-Western."

He gave the Committee a fairly complete discussion of the new
rifle, but large portions of his account were censored out of public
reports of the hearing. The security watchdogs let !'his much go by:

"We will conduct some firing tests probably next month. This
weapon looks very promising because it has a point capability
ability to fire at an individual target-and also an area capability
because it has an integral grenade discharger."

He described the principle of the SPIW as "quite interesting"
from both a gunsmith's and a gunner's point of view. But his rea
sons for this opinion were deleted from published accounts of the
hearing.

His testimony followed that of Secretary of Defense McNamara,
who had told the Committee that Defense had decided to discon
tinue rifle procurement in fiscal years 1964-65, except for 85,000 .
M16's already ordered under the FY 1964 program. .

"In view of the upcoming field evaluation of the M16, the ex
pected completion of service tests on the SPIW in fiscal year 1965,
and our relatively good over-all rifle inventory position," Mc
Namara told the Committee, "I believe we can safely terminate M14
procurement." (Continued on page 47)

Editor's Note
The author, still under security control,

cannot describe the classified material he has
seen. However, early reports say that the
SPIW may be a two-barreled, over-under.

Various newspaper reports say that the
needles have a plastic coating; that the weapon
will also fire plastic balls. This much is
certain: Winchester and the other companies
mentioned in the article, are going ahead full
speed with developmental work.
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NEW FROM TOP TO

BOTTOM. THESE PLASTIC

T AST YEAR, WHEN Remington
U switched to plastic shotshells in
their light field loads, it was whispered
that target loads would make their
appearance with plastic cases early in
1964---at least in 12 gauge. It was also
said that this case would be easier to
reload, have a longer life, a new type
base wad, and an improved primer.
This was the schedule, but a bug or two
somewhere along the line could push
the target date back. Happily, this
wasn't the case, and the 12 gauge tar
get loads are now available. Improved
they are; of that there isn't any doubt.

In appearance, there isn't too much
difference between the new target loads
and the SllUr Shot line. The target
case has a lower brass head than the
Shur Shot case, and the crimp doesn't
have the heat sealed dot of the other
plastic shotshell cases in the Reming
ton-Peter's line.

The crimp is still the eight point type
used on the R-P plastic 12 gauge shot
shells and retains the ribs. Why 'this
can't be changed to a six point instead
of an eight point crimp is beyond me.
Many reloaders already own a six
point crimp starter die, but reloading
the plastics makes an eight point die
mandatory, as the case must be run
through this die every time it is re
loaded. Otherwise the crimp won't
form correctly.

The head of the new case is made
from brass, instead of steel as in other
plastic cases. This makes resizing
easier, as many of you well know.

For this new shell, Remington has
brought out a new primer. Called the
97, this is a standard 209 size. Com
pared to the 57 primer the new 97 is
the same height, but has a larger flash
hole and of course has a larger diam
eter, This means that the reloader need

RELOADING THE



By JIM HORTON

possibly helps the crimping operation.
Cases must still be run thru an eight
point crimp starter die, however.

A short case life test was run using
one case. This case was reloaded 20
times without serious damage, when the
test was called on account of darkness.
Twenty reloads and still going strong!
Even Rem- (Continued on page 66)

Left: Two cutaway views of the new Remington plastic target cases.
Note how Power Piston wad is compressed when loaded. Note also the
base wad, which is fully protected by plastic. Right: Remington's
Power Piston wad before and after firing in the new plastic case.

Left: The plastic case on the left has been reloaded and fired 20
times (note etched appearance), while case on the right was fired
only once. Right: Heavy factory load is at left; next, one of the
new plastics as reloaded; at right is factory loaded target case.

Using the MEC 310 tool fitted with
their Plasti-crimp Kit, the reloaded
shotshell is hard to tell from one fresh
out of the box. Actually, the oiIly vis·
ual difference is in the reloaded shell's
slightly darker appearance, the result
of the burning powder. The last Vg"
or so of the case wall is tapered, so that
it is thinner at the extreme end; this

buy but one size of primer, at least as
far as reloading the new plastic target
cases is concerned.

The base wad appears to be of plas
tic, but is actually a two piece wad, the
inner portion is a molded type but pro
tected by plastic. This plastic portion
looks similar to the Remington "H"
wad except that it has a flash hole thru
the center.

Personally, I was never very happy
with the molded-in base wad that Rem
ington-Peters have used for the last sev
eral years. "Disintegrating base wads,"
I called them and for good reason.
When reloaded they tended to come
apart or flake off, and pieces of the
base wad could, and sometimes did,
obstruct the flash hole causing ignition
troubles or bloopers. However, with
the new base wad this can't happen, as
it is fully protected by the plastic. This
is an excellent improvement and the
best to date.

The new target shells are loaded
with the highly popular Power Piston
wad column. Popular, that is, with the
users of factory loaded ammunition,
because reloaders haven't been able to
get their hands on these as yet, al
though shipments are now being made.
This wad was introduced to me at the
Grand American Trapshoot, last Au
gust. I shot but one box of these at that
time, at the practice traps, and smoth
ered all 25 targets from the 16 yard
line. I chose another make of shell for
the regular events, due mainly to the
'disintegrating base wad' of the Power
Piston loads at that time. This year
will see a change in my ammunition
preference.

The Power Piston wad used in the
plastic cases is slightly different than
the one used in paper cases in that it
is about Vs" higher. This height is all
in the ribbed portion of the wad. I
haven't learned the reason for this dif
ference yet, but I have reloaded the
plastic cases using the Power Piston
wad for paper cases and can see no
difference in their performance.

One other difference was noted, but
not in the new shotshell; the difference
is in the box. Recent Remington shot
shells were packed in paper boxes
which had the bottom glued in place, <

which meant that the shooter couldn't
fold the boxes flat for storage. This has
been changed, and the boxes are now
of the old style, making storage and
carrying easier and less bulky.

The new cases reload like a charm.
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Author's low cost outfit satisfies his requirements for a varmint combination.

YOU TOO CAN HAVE A LOT OF SMALL GAME HUNTING AND VARMINT SHOOTING

FOR A NICKEL PER ROUND OF AMMO

By HAL SWIGGETT

T HE LOWLY FIVE CENT PIECE-the coin that will
hardly buy you a good cigar or get you a decent cup of

coffee-will get you some of the finest varmint hunting
you've ever seen. Actually, to keep the facts straight, the
price is five and one fifth cents, and what it buys is one
round of the .22 Winchester Rim-Fire Magnum.

The average varmint shooter spends a good many dollars
getting a rifle made, scoping it, and usually buying a good
deal of reloading equipment so that he might wor~ up a
load that suits his shooting needs. Even then he might hav.e
problems. He gets stuck in some small town without ammo;
and finds that the general store doesn't st~ck his caliber or
the 'components he needs to reload, and his reloads cost a
good deal more than five cents per round. True, he may
make kills a little farther out than our five cent job, but I
doubt that he gets any more pleasure shooting it than
we do.

Like many a working man, I wanted to do som'e serious
Jack rabbit, stopped in his tracks from 141 paces,
shows power of the small but mighty .22 RF Magnum.
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FOR A NICKEL'
varmint shooting, but couldn't afford the high prices for the
hot center-fire rifles, scopes, and ammo. Winchester must
have had my kind in mind when they came up with the
.22 WRFM. And the firearms manufacturers went along
with the general scheme of things.

Several manufacturers are producing rifles with barrels
accurate enough to get the little 40 grain bullet right where
you want it; and at a price you can afford. Winchester
offers their slide action Model 275 and lever action Model
255 for shooters who prefer those styles. Kodiak is on the
market with an autoloader. It will get the job done for
anyone wanting a f~st firing rifle. Savage even has it avail
able in their over-under rifle and shotgun combination.
The one I have been using is Mossberg's Model 640K
Chuckster, priced at $39.88. It is a little cheaper than any
of the others, is well built, has a crisp trigger pull, and
handles every bit as well as some of my higher priced var
mint rifles. Winchester's entries into the field wear a $59.95
price tag. Kodiak also prices their autoloader at $59.95;
Savage gets $49.50 and up for their over-under. There are
others available, some higher in price, some lower. My
interest was in a good shootable rifle at the lowest possible
price.

A caliber such as the .22 WRFM doesn't require a heavy
scope or mount, and most rifles have grooved receivers to
take scopes which come supplied with satisfactory mounts.
To stick with the same manufacturer, I chose Mossberg's
2V2X-5X variable. My outfit set me back a few cents less
than $65.00. Others may vary but in no case will you part
with more than about $90.00 for your rifle and scope.

Ammo comes store-bought at $2.60 per box of fifty.
That's what really makes it a working man's ideal. Put in
your forty hours of hard work every week; spend the
evenings with your family or doing whatever you like.
Comes Saturday and a chance to go shooting, you can stop
at the neighborhood sporting goods store and pick up a .box·
or two without first stopping at the bank. ,You're in busi
ness for five cents a shot.

Many articles have been published about velocity, tra
jectory, and killing power, figured out on paper. If you
are like me, your interest is in killing power in the field;
proved, not assl1med.

Our first go-round with the "five cents a varmint" set-up
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took us to a south Texas ranch without having sighted in
our varmint rig. Stopping in front of the house I put a piece
of paper on a box, setting this against a terrace for a safe
backstop. The distance was seventy steps. By using the
car hood as rest, the rifle was sighted to hit point of aim at
that distance. I decided to keep shots to no more than
100 yards until I could convince myself that the little slug
was a killer at that range. I realize now that it was foolish
to doubt it.

Our first opportunity on game came when my oldest son,
Gerald, was shooting. A jack rabbit hopped up on a terrace
about eighty yards away. Jerry missed him sitting, then
connected on a running shot with his second round. His
bullet hit too far back, but expanded nicely in Mr. Jack's
rump. Vernon, the youngest member of our family, walked
over and finished him off with his (Continued on page 62)

Author's son, Vernon, surveys the area for signs· of
ground squirrels, using 2ljr5 power scope as spotter.
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FIRING THE TOUGH

NCBXZCAN
DEFENSE
COURSE

By BILL TONEY

FOR OVER 20 YEARS the Mexicans have been shooting
a combat pistol course that still makes me wonder if we

are on the right track with our method of teaching combat
shooting. Whenever I see the Mexican course fired, I won·
der if we are deluding ourselves, are teaching ·our law
enforcement officers a course that is tough enough. Tn this
busines , regrets may be too late, and so I keep on wonder: .
ing which combat course is better.

Around 1939 a crack pistol team from the Mexican
National Police under the direction of Rafael Camara
Anaya demonstrated the Mexican Defense Course while
participating in the national pistol matches of the United

tates. Since then I have witnessed its firing many times at
Mexican pistol tournaments. In 1954 as Duector of Shoot·



ing Events in the Central American and Caribbean Games
at Mexico City it was my duty to officiate, along with others,
at the firing of this event.

Directions for firing this course are found in Pages 1 (h)
through 7 (h) of the "Rules of Shooting upon Targets and
Silhouettes" published by the Federacion Mexicana de
Caza, Tiro y Pesca (Mexican Hunting, Shooting, and Fish
ing Federation). This is the principal shooting organiza
tion of Mexico and is a member of the Mexican Sports
Confederation, the Pan-American Shooting Union, and the
International Shooting Union. The orderly regulation of
this course of fire is in stark contrast with American com
bat pistol shooting.

There was no rulebook for the first National Police Pistol
Championships in 1962, and rules were copied from the
Coh's-Indiana University combat matches. Match officials
operated under a "program" that appeared to have been

Moises Gonzales Moreno, Mexican
civilian, advances on the target
and fires. Note position of left
foot and left hand. This Mexican
Defense Course was a part of the
Central American and Caribbean
Games competition in Mexico City.

First shot of the Mexican course
is fired with feet firmly planted
and shooter standing still. The
target to be fired on is assigned
by the presiding range official.

hastily and arbitrarily put together and the rules came
dangerously close to strangulation by regulation. It has
since been improved. A shooting program of such impor
tance needs a set of complete, clear, democratically adopted
rules. To avoid stagnation and loss of interest, the way
should be left clear for experimentation and improvement
in guns, ammunition, equipment, and technique.

The Mexican Defense Course is fired with the semi
automatic .45 caliber pistol with grip safety and safety lock.
Any ammunition except tracers, incendiaries, explosive, or
expanding may be used. The 1954 Central American and
Caribbean champion, Lt. Col. Rafael Gallardo Vargas,
used military ball ammunition of Mexican manufacture.

American combat shooters almost uniformly use .38
Special double action revolvers. Those chambered for the
.357 Magnum cartridge are accepted when used with .38
or .38 Special ammunition (Continued on Page 39)

Bill Toney (right) about to inspect
pistol of Mexican course competitor.
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Pickup coaches are available in several sizes. Larger
models provide utmost comfort for traveling hunters.

The rugged Toyota Land Cruiser really goes where the
game is, taking 60 per cent grades with no trouble.

By BYRON DALRYMPLE

T HE WHOLE TRIP had not looked right from the be
ginning. I had agreed to go as one of a party of four

and the other three had assured me everything was going
to be fine. I could not back out. We left home and drove
1200 miles in a big comfortable station wagon. Everything
was packed neatly, guns in softly padded cases. We stayed
in motels, and finally arrived in Colorado at the small
mountain village out of which we were to hunt.

"There's a pretty fair road running right up to our
hunting country," one of the boys said. They had been
there the year before. They had gone in a station wagon.
Bluebird weather, almost too warm to hunt. Without guide
or outfitter they had simply driven up this little mountain
road, made a camp, and killed elk and deer.

But in mountain country it isn't always bluebird weather.
In fact, it seldom is. You get snow or rain and that nice
little mountain road becomes impassable in twenty minutes
-to a station wagon. The rain and a little snow came while
we slept comfortably in the motel at the foot of the little
mountain road.

It wasn't bad, not by high-country standards_ It was just
bad enough so we couldn't go anywhere. What about
horses? Every horse anywhere in the vicinity was already
taken, and anyway these fellows were horse shy, hadn't
ever ridden. The weather stayed, we were bogged in. Finally
the time was up, and we went home.

When you go big-game hunting and even sometimes bird
hunting there is one lesson to learn: Your gun is only as good
as your transportation. If you can't get the ·g1.!n to within
shooting range of the game, you may as well stay. home.

I have made at least a dozen trips on which .
the transport to the game fields was unsatis
factory, trips during which we failed to get
what we wanted because we lacked transpor
tation to get all the way to where we were
going, or to get there the best way. I know a
lot of hunters who go on trips to the western
mountain states and wouldn't think of hiring

an outfitter because it is too expensive. They wouldn't
dream of renting horses even at day rates, because that costs
too much. Yet they will hunt the foothills popping spikes
when the big boys are up just a two hour ride on a nag, and
the nag rents for maybe ten bucks a day. They've already
spent several days traveling, they'll spend a husky hunk on
grub, rooms and various expenses, but then they'll say that
horse rental costs too much!

It is sound business for every hunter who intends to go
on a trip anywhere to have a firm idea of which modes of
transporting hunter and gun to the hunting area are most
logical. I have had a wonderful oppOltunity to try almost
all of them, and from these experiences, I am able to offer
you some advice.

Let's begin with the horse. For western mountain hunt
ing there is no question that the horse is the best mode of
transport. This is not derogatory to other means. But
horses .can get you to places no other means except your
own legs can. And, most hunters nowadays couldn't walk
to places where mountain horses can carry them, and still
be in condition to hunt.

Not too long ago I hunted with guide Keith Stilson,
out of Kelly, Wyoming. We left his headquarters mounted
on big, sturdy horses that have spent all their lives in that
stand-on-end country. We climbed what to them was prob
ably an easy trail for a couple of hours. Then we entered
the timber and made our way through the most horrendous
criss-cross of down timber lying beneath standing timber
that I have ever negotiated. A hunter on foot would have

-'come out of it completely exhausted. No vehicle except a
sixty-ton tank could have passed through.
But the tough hay-burners just took their
time, jumped logs too high to step over, care
fully placed feet just so between jackstraw
jampiles, ducked under slanted stuff, and
presently we emerged on an open slope.

I have ridden mountain horses along trails
so narrow my hair stood on end, and led
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them down slides I could not possibly have ridden, then
remounted and gone on. Most outfitters who furnish horses
have good, sensible animals with some age on them, broad·
backed, strong, and wise to their own terrain. I know there
are many hunters who have never made a horseback hunt and
who secretly dread it or avoid it. Let me assure all of th~e

that even though you have never ridden a horse, don't let it
worry you. This is the very best way to get you and your gun
closest to your game.

The first-time rider, or one who rides seldom, should dis
mount every half hour and walk a little. This will avoid
lameness. He should also make sure his stirrups are of proper
length. Discomfort from having the reach too short or too long
can be ruinous. All of which may sound like a far cry from a
discussion of transporting you and your gun. But it isn't. The
whole point is that the mountain horse can go where no vehicle
can. It can transport your rifle safely and without messing up
its sighting, right up to the place from which the shooting is
done. There is another great advantage with horses. They
never get flat tires, dead batteries, cracked oil pans, stripped
gears, or punctured gas tanks.

If I were to consider the best mode of hunting transport for
most hunters under the greatest variety of conditions, my
choice would be instant. It is the pickup truck. Now before
you argue that a 4-wheeler is better, look back at what I said
and wait a bit, we'll get to those. I would like to propose here
that the pickup truck in either half-ton or three-quarter is
absolutely the very best automotive buy on the market today.
That is a first consideration.

Today most families have two vehicles. The modern pickup
is good looking, rides beautifully. I drive mine much of the
time even when I don't have to, and leave our car sitting in
the yard. It has a foam rubber seat, torsion bar springing and
coils. You can get power steering, power brakes-any optionals
you want, including air conditioning. A 1,000 mile drive in
a modern pickup will tire a driver less than the same drive
in a passenger car. Want to bet? Try it! You sit with better
posture and you have far better vision. It is safer.

A good pickup costs no more than $2500, usually less. It
will run a hundred thousand miles with no pain while your
average car will be a heap at 30,000. The depreciation is far
less, the resale value better, the gas mileage just as good. It
will do all sorts of little suburban chores no other vehicle can
do-and added to all these second-car advantages, there is
nowadays utterly no stigma to driving one. And still we haven't
got to the big thing: it will take you, as a hunter, almost any
place you want to go, and I have been in a few whose drivers
took me places I didn't want to go.

Last season I took my GMC pickup on an elk hunt. It has
an automatic transmission, which is fine on the highway but
not perfect in off-road country. I zoomed out to northern New
Mexico at every mile of legal speed. It is nothing to drive a
pickup 65 or 70 mph nowadays. They run like charms. We
did not use horses on this hunt. There was another vehicle
with us. It belonged to the ranch where we hunted. It was a
4-wheel drive Suburban. I took my pickup into the 11,000 foot

.country, over trails so bad only those who've done it would
beiieve it.

I kept up with the 4-wheeler. I don't say I did as well. Far
from it. But I did make it. Finally, on a slope so steep I could
not climb even in low range, we jockeyed gently for some
minutes to get turned around. Then we walked up another fifty
yards and slid an enormous bull elk down to the pickup and
carted him off down the mountain.

This particular hunt was (Continued on page 48)

Most outfitters stick to the short 4-wheel drive
vehicles like the Jeep. They're fast, and rugged.

HUNTIN,(i VEHICLES

Tent campers, towed behind family car or pickup,
have many advantages, and are easy to manipulate.

Small trailer, such as Scotsman, can't be pulled
into rugged terrain, but makes a cozy base camp.
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PIONEER AMERICAN
HANDGUNS:

T wo OF THE most popular cartridge Derringers ever made after the Civil War
were the Remington Double Derringer and the Colt No.3 "Thuer" Derringer. Both

pistols chambered the .41 rim-fire cartridge and they present an interesting comparison
in their basic mechanisms.

The Remington Derringer, of which approximately 150,000 were manufactured from
1866 until 1935, was based on the William Elliot patent of 1865 which incorporated an
oscillating firing pin operated by a cam for successive discharges. The double barrd
hinged at its rear top surface to the frame and opened upward. The Remington douDle
Derringer was a very popular arm in the days following the Civil War.

The Colt Company began manufacture of Derringer-type cartridge pistols in 1872.
One of the most popular of these was the No. 3 "Thuer" Derringer which had been
designed and patented for Colt by F. Alexander Thuer. The Colt No.3 Derringer was
a single shot arm with a simple lock. The barrel swung sidewise in the frame and
incorporated an automatic ejector. From 1872 until 1912, more of the No. 3 Colt
Derringers were made than any other American cartridge Derringer with the exception
of the double Derringer made by Remington. Colt's resumed manufacture of this gun
in .22 short caliber in 1960 as the Colt No.4 Derringer.

Disassembly of the Remington Derringer is as follows: Remove barrel hing!' screw (2)
and remove barrel (1) from frame (3). Remove grip screw (3) and grips (2). Cock
hammer and hold mainspring (0) compressed while releasing hammer to disengage
mainspring from hammer stirrup (4). Remove firing pin ratchet screw (9) and drop
out ratchet spring (8). Drive out hammer pin (18) and remove hammer (7) with
ratchet (9), firing pin (6) and firing pin spring OS) from frame (3). Trigger (6)
can be removed by drifting out trigger pin (5). Barrel lock (4) is removed by removing
barrel lock screw (20) from left side of frame. Ejector on left side of barrel is
removed by removing ejector screw. Reassemble in reverse order.

To disassemble the Colt No.3 Derringer, remove barrel screw (3), half-cock hammer
and swing rear of barrel to right and lift barrel 0) from frame (6). Press in barrel
latch and ejector at lower rear end of barrel and remove their retaining screw to remove
these parts. Disassembly of barrel latch bushing (17) is not recommended. Remove
grip screw (1) and grips (0). Drive mainspring (9) out of its seat. Remove hammer
screw (8), pull triggcr and remove hammer (7) from frame. Remove trigger screw (3)
and drop trigger (4) and spring out to bottom. Note: In some models of the No.3
Colt Derringer, the trigger spring will be a small coil spring rather than the flat spring
shown. Reassemble in reverse order.

10

10

12

3

1
I

3
I

REMINGTON .41 CAL.
DOUBLE DERRINGER

2
I

SCALE IN INCHES

17 16 3

15

COLTN! 3 THUER
DERRINGER

o
I

13

PARTS LIST-COLT PARTS LIST-REMINGTON

1. Barrel
2. Front sight
3. Barrel screw
4. Barrel stop pin
5. Barrel latch release

pin
6. Barrel latch &

ejector screw

7. Hammer
8. Hammer screw
9. Mainspring

10. Grips
11. Grip screw
12. Grip pin
13. Trigger screw
14. Trigger

15. Trigger spring
16~ Frame
17. Barrel latch bushing
18. Barrel latch & ejector

(not shown)
19. Barrel latch & ejector

spring (not shown)

1. Barrel
2. Barrel hinge screw
3. Frame
4. Barrel lock
5. Trigger pin
6. Trigger
7. Trigger spring
8. Ratchet spring

9. Ratchet spring screw
10. Mainspring
11. Mainspring screw
12. Stocks
13. Stock screw
14. Hammer stirrup and

pin
15. Firing pin spring

16. Firing pin
17. Hammer
18. Hammer pin
19. Firing pin ratchet
20. Barrel lock screw

(not shown)
21. Ejector & screw

(not shown)
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THE QUESTION HAS been asked
many times, "Is the wildcat car

tridge dead or dying?" As might be
expected of a question such as this,
there are as many answers as there are
people who ask it. One paradox which
stands out amid the hue and cry of
"More velocity!" is that not long ago
Winchester produced its two and a
half millionth Model 94, a lever gun
whose cartridge, the venerable .30-30,
has ballistics that are left in the dust of
our modern magnums and "factory"
wildcats. And yet, the lever action

rifles, for the most part, have been
forgotten by the breeders of wildcats.

Forgotten, that is, except in the shop
of Fred Wade's Gun Room in Phoenix,
Arizona, where Wade and E. B. Van
Houten developed their own breed of
wildcats called Leverpower. While giv·
ing the Marlin 336 and the ancient
Model 94 performances unavailable in
customary loading, the Leverpower
loads are notable for the absence of
wild claims such as "most powerful,"
or "beats a .270." They are, however, a
sort of ballistic fountain of youth. Let's

take a few examples of the increased
performance of these Leverpowers.

In the .30 Leverpower, a 150 grain
Sierra leaves the muzzle at 2700 fRs,
with 2428 fp of energy; the corres
ponding .30-30 figures are 2410 fps
and 1930 fp. In .35 Leverpower, the
200 gr. Hornady gives 2600 fps and
3002 fp against 2210 fps and 2170 fp
in .35 Remington. In .44 caliber, the
tale is similar. Here, the 240 gr. Lever
power bullet reads 2400 fps and 3195
fp, while the .44 Magnum gives 1850
fps and 1820 fp, in the Ruger carbine.
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Standard factory ammunition compared to the Leverpower cartridges.
Left to right: .30-30 Winchester and .30 Leverpower; .35 Remington
and .35 Leverpower; .44 Remington Magnum and big .44 Leverpower.
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THE LEVER ACTIONS ARE

MAKING NEWS AGAIN-AND

THIS TIME IT'S HOT, NEW

BALLISTICS FOR BIG GAME

By JOHN B. PRESCOTT

And all this with honest respect for the
accepted working pressures of these
actions-around 40,000 psi.

Are these Leverpowers a throwback?
From all we've heard of western hunt
ing ranges, it would seem so. We've
been told a thousand times that out
here the ultra-velocity load locked up in
magnum bolt actions reigns supreme,
that a cross-canyon shot fired into the
lavender distance may oblige a man
to tote his bedroll with him when he
takes to the trail to dress out his kill.

Despite all these legends, the simple
truth pegs the average killing range ·of
most southwestern game at well under
200 yards. For whitetail and mule deer,
the seasonal scoreboards kept by sport
ing goods shops cut that figure in half
with monotonous regularity. Elk and
wild turkey also fall into this general
pattern; as well as javelina, a desert
creature which prefers the washes. And
you can't see into those until you're
there.

No doubt, a different case can be
made for antelope and sheep, though
even they are taken at ranges less than
commonly thought, But these, at least
in Arizona, are low-number permit
species, with the latter a once-in-a-life
time proposition.

So in the main, southwestern hunt
ing pressure bears on the manzanita
thickets, the pinon foothills, the high
ponderosa. Ranges run short to medi
um, and the clear, wide open shot is
less expected than hoped for.

It is no (Continued on page 60)
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WOODCHUCKS COME

By BERT POPOWSKI

THE LADY BECOMES AN ABLE BIG GAME HUNTRESS

GRADUATING FROM CHUCKS TO ANTELOPE.

JUNE 1964GUNS

T HE PRONGHORN slowed his leisurely lope, trotted, then stopped. For a long
moment all. sound and motion was suspended. When the rifle boomed, I locked

on the moving target with m"y 7x35 B&L binoculars, watching the buck sail off
in desperate lunging l~aps. His legs went into slow motion, started to buckle, and
within 30 yards he plowed his nose into the South Dakota buffalo-grass and flipped
over on his back.

"That," said "Bill" Herbert, first peering at the kill through the scope and then
with naked eyes, "is the darndest shot I've ever seen!" The sigh of relief I'd been
letting out turned into a roar of laughter. But she was so right. You can't argue with
success, and no one had more right to applaud that grand shot than Bill herself.

Willella Herbert, "Bill" to her many friends, slowly shucked out the spent brass of
Bill Herbert proudly tags
buck shot with .222 Sako.
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Left: Jerry Popowski congratulates Bill on coyote that fell to
her Sako. Right: Hefty gobbler. another victim of Bill's gun.

Bill bagged this whitetail without help.
but needed Jerry's muscle to drag it out.

the .300 Weatherby Magnum she'd just fired. "Just one
heck of a shot," she said, almost dreamily. Then she
cracked the whip. "Boy, dress out my buck!"

Frankly, I like few female hunters. They're generally too
flip about the serious hunting of game and unwilling
to put in the hours of practice to make them adequate
marksmen. Ever since the dawn of recorded time men
have been hunters, and women have fed their families with
the meat their menfolks provided.

Bill Herbert was like that when I first knew her, but,
when woodchucks began feeding on her vegetable garden,
she got her dander up at the critters. Then, when they

moved into her beloved Rowers, her ox was really gored.
"Shoot 'em yourself. They're your chucks and your

gardens," I told her when she suggested I remove tha pests.
I even loaned her a fine little featherweight Sako .222 that
was a tack-driver.

With a little off-and-on coaching during the next fort
night, Bill not only cleared her garden of woodchucks,
she also set up an out-of-bounds limit for 100 yards sur
rounding her homestead. Any woodchuck that poked his
snout into that restricted area was inviting a 50 grain
slug in his boiler-room.

"Well, the woodchuck invasion (Continued on page 42)

BEFORE BIG GAME • • •

A good all-around huntress. Bill handles a shotgun as
well as a rifle, as shown by bag of sharptail grouse.

GUNS JUNE 1964

Pensive look on Bill's face indicates that the season is
over - and deer hunting must wait until next year.
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ONLY

New leather
sl ings $1.9S.

NEW MAUSER
LEATHER

SLINGS $1.95!

NEW LEATHER
SLINGS Sl.9S!

Or-iginal bayonets
only $1.9S!

ONLY

$2495!

ONLY

$2695!

NOW ONLY

$3495!

MODEL 43 (M98) MAUSERS!

IMPROVED M40 TOKAREVSl

Original German production genuine M98 Mausers-manu.
factured during the great weapon era. ALL from famous
arsellals and ALL with ALL milled parts. Only $24.95
less than the price of a superb M98 Action alone! Top
grade Military Ammunition ONLY $4.00 per 100 rounds.

MODEL 98 "ARCTIC" MAUSERS!
Cal. BMM

• PERSIAN M98/29 BRNO MAUSER CARBINES!
_ Cal.8MM

-=1IIIItl'l1It

WW II M98K type. Manufactured in Spain
AFTER WW II-some as late as the mid 50's. ALL

With ALL milled parts. ALL with 24" barreL ALL arsenal
reconditioned, reblued and refinished, ALL complete with

grJtioaio c:::~~~nte:~~~. a8ndM~u~~~u~it~~n ~~; i4~~n~eee:t 1~~\o~~:s1

,\j ~
World War II type, with 24" barrel. Those

With milled type Trigger Guards ONLY $3.00
more. ALL carefully stored and guaranteed in NRA

GOOD condition. Be sure and take ad\'antage of our top
grade 8MM ammunition at the ultra bar~ain price of

only $4.00 per 100 rounds. PAY FOR YOUR RIFLE WITH AMMUNITION.

The great M98/29 Brno Mauser Car
bine! Every desirable Mauser feature

down holt handle ~rt'h ~~~t'kn~~fedth~nd~~~~~_tiFs~ :~~n:~:
otic saddle ring. All in good or better condition at only $34.95. Bayonets
with scabbards only $1.95. Avoid bitter disappointment. Order yours now!

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

ONLY

High numbers
ONLY

$3995!

U. S. ARMY MODEL 19171

WORLD RENOWNED U. S. SPRINGFIELDSI

ROYAL ENFIELD No.4 SERVICE RIFLE l

CUSTOM ROYAL ENFIELD M60 SPORTERl

\.;- Still another incredible supply of the last of
the best-the latest of the world renowned U.S. $4295'Springfields-the great 03A3 model. Manufactured in the HIGH

number series only, and With the receiver type I'ear sight. All
nickel steel receivers! All in NRA GOOD or better condition. Special •
selection only $5.00 more. Own the best While still available!

. J Seldom. available, and then only In small lots. $1
Now bulk purchased to make these available at

the lowest rice ever and in NRA GOOD and better condition.
Some NRA VER~ GOOD only $4.00 more. The strongest bolt action
ever made-perfect to convert to a magnum caliber-ask any gun
smith. Web slings NEW only $1.00 Plenty of .303 ammo-see below!

All milled parts-fresh from government cases.
All G .• V.G. or better. A few Excellent only

$5.00 additional. Genuine new Webb Slings $1.00-used .50.
The world's strong-est bolt actton! Order yours today. If you prefer
Remington or Winchester manufacture. a limited number $3 more.

LATEST U.S. MODEL 03A3 SPRINGFIELDSI
Cal. .30-06

~cal••30-06

Superb Royal Enfield No. 4 Service
Rifle-pride of the British Empire-
used in front line service as late as

Korea-many still in use. Strictly a NEW lot, all care
fully inspected and cleaned prior to shipment-not the
over-worn grease covered leftovers as available previous

ly. All in good or better condition and a few VER~ GOOD only $3.00
more. Prong Bayonets only $1.00 When ordered with rifle. The very finest.

!~,~::PC:~LAi!..!!.'.•iee:l ~~o~:mbe~~~ c~~
INCOMPARABLE Sprtn ld at the lowest price ever -

for high numbers. These are NO the crude, makeshift assembled
jobs advertised by others: these are NOT the left-overs rotting in

rt~~~t~~.~m~ ~tf~C:RsJ~~f~e$33~5~rh')V1:lJ~~~d;"i~HthiAtn3li-c.¥~~~
C STOCK $42.95! New web slfngs $1.00..30-06 ammo $6.00 per 100!

The final solution to all your shooting
desires. A REAL professional conver·
sian of the light-weight No. 1 Mk. III

~~~ri:a~:~s ~l L~~dO~~OC~~~~?~~r~~~~:~~~ ~dHr~rbl~~~
with sporter ramp front sight, sporter swivels and sporter type
black forearm tip. The best dollar for dollar buy ANYWHERE.

Insist only on a Cogswell & Harrison conversion-the marvel of our age!

A M M UNI T I 0 N SP EC IA LS ' , , Minimum order (except Soft Point) 100 rounds. AllpricesbelowlexceptSoft
• • • Point> per 100 rounds. Shipped RR. Express. Shipping Charges Collect.

FINE ISSUE PISTOL CARTRIDGES 7.62 NATO (M.C.) 1.308 Win.) Non-Cor $12.00 SOFT POINT SPORTING CARTRIDGES
7.62 Tokarev (I;'istol) (M.C.) $~.gg 7.62x39 Russian Short (20 rds.) _ ..__ S 4.95 6.5 Italian Soft Point l20 rds.) __.._$3.50
7.63 Mauser (PIstol) (M.C.) 5 • 7.62MM Russian (M.C.) _-.._ $5 ~.gg 6.5 Swedish Soft Point (40 rds.) _ $6.00
7.65 Mannlicher Pistol (M.C.) $4.oo 7.65MM (.30) Mauser (M.C.) · _- ·S 6:00 7MM M~user Soft P?int (20 rds.) _ .._$3.50
9MM Luger (M.C.) (Boxer-Non-Cor.) $4.00 .30-06 U.s. M2 Ball (Non-Cor) -- 4.00 7.35 ItalIan Soft Pomt (20 rds.) __ $3.50
9MM Steyr Pistol (M.C.) $4.oo .30-06 Blanks -- -----.--$ 5.00 7.5 SWiSS Soft Pomt !20 rds.) $5.00
9 MM Browning Long (M.C.)................... $6.00 .30-40 ~ag (~.<?) $ 6 00 7.62 RUSSian Soft Pomt (30 rds.) $4.50
FINE ISSUE MILITARY RIFLE CARTRIDGES .303 BrItIsh MilItary (M.C.) ··· ···-- · :25·00 7.65 Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) _ $3.50
6.5 Dutch (M.C.) (with one free Clip) S$:.gg .50 Cal. Ball (case 150 rds.) $ 4'00 .30-40 ~rag soft POInt (20 rds.) $3.50
6.5 Mannlicher (M C) • 8MM German. Mauser Issue _-.._.$ 4'00 '33

0
0
3
8 BWm; hSOSftfPomt (2(00rds

d
·) ..)······..· · ··S$43·5500

7MM Mauser (M.C.) _.$6.00 8x56 R MannlIcher . ribs a t Pomt 3 r s - .
7.35 Italian In Clips (M.C.) _ $5.00 20MM Lahti A.P. (10 rds.) :_ $. 9.~5 8~M Mauser. Soft Pomt (40 rds.) _ $6.00

New production KYNOCH 9 X 57 MAUSER Soft Point ammo (245 Gr.) ONLY $3.50. per. 20 Rds. (Almost half,prlce) 8x"OR MannlIcher (20 rds.) $4.50

SPECIALI

*>
IN STOCK! The new INTERARMCO·NEW F.N. produced
soli point ammunition at a low S3.90 per 20' rounds.
The hunting ammunition price barrier broken at lasl!

NEW produclion-l SO grain expanding bullet
- non·corrosive, non·mercuric boxer primed
- extra strength case shoulder annealing.

Special KATANGA KOPPER for EXTRA long use.

Cal••30·06 150 Gr SUO-box ot 20
Cal.•303 British .. 150 Gr•.. S3.90-box ot20

The Old Hunter uses only unretauched photos so you can see how they really loole.

IMPORTANT SALES INFORMATION - PLEASE
READ CAREFULLY: All ~s and ammo shipped
RAILWAY EXPRESS OR TRUCK (Shipping
Charges Collect) from Alexandria, Va. Send check
or Money Order. DO NOT SEND CASH. SOIT7 no
COD's. Regret we are unable to accept any "All
Heart.. Sale ord&l." less than $5.00 "Money's

Worth or Money Back" Guarantee When goods
are returned prepaid within two days after re
ceipt, Ye Old Hunter w1l1 not answer acrimonious
letters. Send them elseWhere. Sales limited to
continental United States! Special sale prices,
above. are good for month of publication onlyl

REGISTERED DEALERS. Write I)n your official
business letterhead for new sensational discount
lists. Visit HUNTERS LODGE during weekdaY9
for greatest Dealer bargains EVER. Also many
choice unadvertised items at special low pricesl

5
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ALL HAND GUN PURCHASES MUST CONfORM TO REQUIREMENTS Of THE fEDERAL fiREARMS ACT. STATEMENT WILL BE fORWARDED fOR SIGNA
TURE PRIOR TO SHIPMENT ON SALES TO OTHER THAN LICENSED DEALERS. WE REQUIRE YOUR CITY OR STATE PERMIT WHEREVER APPLICABLE.

P-38
Cal. 9MM Parabellum

PERHAPS THE GREATEST OFFERING OF ALL
TIME-~RA GOOD PLUS CONDITION WALTHER
P-38 PISTOLS AT AN UNBELIEVABLY LOW
S34.95-TODAY, THE OFFICIAL SIDE ARM OF
GERMAN NATO FORCES. Adopted by the Ger-

I man Army in 1938 to replace the German Pistole
Model '08. The first production run completed in
1939. Fires sidgle and double action. Noted for

~ its automatic internal safety which blocks BOTH
the hammer and the firing pin. Also has special
protruding signal pin which indicates wryen
cartridge is in chamber. Current new productIor1
commercial models listed at over TWO AND
ONE·HALF times this barg"ain price. Some NRA
Very Good only· $5 more! 9MM Parabellum,
boxer primed. non-corrosive ammunition at a
barn-a in $4 per hundred rounds. Each pistol
attractively boxed. Orig-inal Black Nazi last
issue "quick draw type" leather holsters only
$3.95 extral SomE' BRAND NEW only $6.95;
Extra original magazines only $4.95! A top buy.

PISTOLS'

ONLY

S3495!

Cal. 9MM Parabellum

THE "WORLD'S GREATEST PISTOL!" THE
ONE PISTOL IN THE WORLD THAT NEEDS
NO INTRODUCTION. The famous creation of
the world renowned Georg Luger. Officially
designated by the manufacturer as "Pistole
ParabelJum Model 'OS"-the year it was origi
nally adopted by the German Army. Guaran
teed completely serviceable in NRA GOOD
condition but showing prolonged holster wear
only $39.95. Plenty of superb non-corrosive,
boxer primed 91\1M Parabellum Ammuni tion in
stock only $4.00 per )00 rounds! Some cus
tom commercially reblued with "like new"
grips and NRA GOOD barrels only $49.95.

Each pistol attractively boxed.

RARE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES!

Brown LEATHER Deluxe Holsters w /extra
Magazine Pocket $4.95!

ONLY

S3995!
STAR MODEL B! (BRAND NEW!)

NEW! NEW! NEW!
BRAND NEW!

COMMANDO REVOLVERS!

Cal. .38 Special

THIS MONTH'S
REVOLVER SPECIALI
Guaranteed NRA EXCELLENT, but actually
"like ne'w" genuine COLT .38 Special
COMMA."JDO Revolvers, all in the popular
four inch barrel length. Available at a
fraction of the original price. Guaranteed
original-no-reworkings. Fixed ) /10 inch
front sight With square notch rear. Square
butt. The perfect all-around revolver for
defense, target or plinking. Large supply
so order yours while the supply lasts.

RARE MODEL 1940 LAHTI!
I. 9MM

arabellum
rlginal Model 40 LAHTI Pistols

]esigned by the fa":!ous Fipnish
weapon designer AmlO Lahtt and
manufactured by the weat Swedish
Arms Factory, HUSQVARNA. Mono
:-''1"am of the beautiful Swedish emblem
ht>d(iNI in g-rip. ALL NRA VERY GOOD and
ALT, acct"~sories listed beloW included FREE.
~om(' NRA EXCELLENT only $10.00 more.
0:\1:\1 T'arahellum ammo only $4.00 per 100.

t
REE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES ! ONLY
Extra Magazine - Takedown $5995!Tool - Cleaning Rod - Official
Swedish Army Holster.

ASTRA MODEL 3000!
BRAND NEW!
Cal. .380
A lmost too good to be true-but here
they are-Model 3000 ASTRA pistols in
the extra popular .380 caliber and
BRAND NEW. An absolute give-away
for you who demand something BRAND
NE\V at a "surplus" price-priced so
fantastically low only because of huge
Spanish shipment. Features the thumb
AND grip safety, plus internal hammer.
The pistol that EVERYONE would LIKE
to own but only the first several thou
sand orders accepted-so dash yours off
today. Remember, these are Brand Newt

I,FREE: EXTRA MAGAZINE II

M.A.B. MODEL GZ AUTOMATIC!
BRAND NEW

Cal.•22 L.R.
Superb NEW French
production M.A.B.
.22 Caliber Automatic
pistol. Latest. modern
design combined with
tested dependabil i ty makes
this the most attractive dollar
for dollar pocket pistol on the
market today. Light-weight,
fast-handling and accurate. An

~~at:~;l~~~~gp1-~g~it~n~is~kl~5 ONLY
NEW! Strictly factory new. $34951complete with cleaning rod and
official French registration cer-
tificate inclUded. A fine buy. •

MAUSER HSc AUTOMATIC! BROWNING .32 AUTO! FRENCH M.A.B. MODEL D!

A premium pistol of
truly modern style
and design. Clean post-
war lines With proven con
struction at a price unbelievc
ably low-only a meager $22.95
and in NRA Very Good condi
tion. The dollar for dollar bar
gain of the day that will never
again be matched. Features
both handy thumb safety and
extra safe grip safety. FuIl
nine round magazine capacity.
A pistol you need not be
ashamed of in ANY company
a perfect utility side-arm to
compliment your collection. Be
among the first. Order now!

ENFIELD COMMANDO
REVOLVERS!

The handgun bargain of all
time. Genuine, ordnance-built,
time-tested, Enfield Commando
Revolvers. Carried in World
War II by the illustrious battle
worn Commandos. Hing-ed
frame type action. Fixed sights.
A good dependable, yet inex
pensive defensive weapon. All
in NRA GOOD condition. Some
hand seleded in NRA VERY
GOOD or better condition only
$3.00 more. Chambered for the
popular, standard .38 S&W car.

Cal. .32 ACP

Cal. .38 S&W

SMITH & WESSON .38 SPECIALS I

Cal. 32 ACP

The superb, unequalled Browning .32
Automatic in the latest (M22) model
-mfg. by Fabrique National d'Armes
de Guerre. Liege, Belgium, BROWN
ING-the greatest name in automatic <if)
pistols-design and production excel- ""'~r
lence at its best! All in the popular "'k~
.32 Auto caliber and in very good con·
ditton at only $26.95. Some excellent
$3.00 additional. Has the improved
extra capacity 9 round magazine, the
greatest magazine capacity of any .32
ACP pistol! Insist only on the finest
-make yours a BROWNING! (Extra
magazines $2.95, cleaning rods $.50.)

~
Cal. .38 Special

The ultlmatll in popular revolvers at a
onc-l13lf price. Genuine Smith & \Vesson
Military & Polit:e Hevolvers converted
to the .38 Special Caliber (will also
interchange with the popular, and more
reasonable .38 S&W caliber) by the
famous London frrm of Cogswell &
Harrison. Completely refinished and cus

.tom factory blued. Checkered walnut
grips. 3112 Inch barrel wIth racy, com
mercial ramp front sight. Ordcr yours
now whilc thc supply lasts-this model
may never be available again. Order now.

RUBY .32 AUTOMATIC

Cal..32 ACP

The very latest, im
proved genuine MAU
SER .32 ACP Automatic.
Manufactured as late as
World War II by the great
Mauser Works at Oberndorf. The
most modern of the enUre Mauser
series With single and double ac.tion
operation and ultra modern deSIgn.
All guaranteed With Excellent bar
rels and fine rust proof finish.
Perhaps your very last chance for
the buy of your time. All pistols
NRA GOOD or Better condition.

lea magazmes only 3.95 each!

Pride of the Spanish reserve force
and Franco's favorite! The sturdy
Ruby design has a lasting reputa
tion as being one of the best auto
matic pistols ever produced on the
Iberian peninsula. All have a posi-
tive thumb lever safety and long
!?Tip Which houses the extra large

f:r:J\~ N~~egos~~o~:i~f:~n:iO~I~ ONLY
$17.95, extra magazines only $17951$1.95. An unbelievably low price
for a genuine, original automatic _
pistol. A bargain if there was one!

Cal•.32 ACP

:J~ HUNTERS LODGE
"WORLD LEA:~:~:ARMAMEIlTS"

DEPT. G-2
200 S. UNION ST.,
ALEXANDRIA 13, V

/'



Above: The Muzzle Loader Festival opens with the
firing of the Civil War cannon. Right: Members
of a skirmish team cloud the air with powder smoke.

By M. ROBERT BEASLEY

Below: An authentic costume
adds realism. Right: A heavy
bench rest rifle on the line.

AMUZZLB
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Left: Team from the 4th Michigan Infantry Regiment split the stake, but shots outside of the
mark disqualified them. Right: Targets, filled with black powder, explode in a puff of smoke.
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shooting on the 50 yard range, the
popular load for the big 50's is a 500
grain musket ball, charged by 40 grains
of black powder. For longer distances,
the 500 grain lead ball is frequently
propelled by up to 65 grains of black
powder.

The accuracy of these century old
muzzleloaders, most of them with
smooth bore, is amazing! Numerous
shooters have scored 10 out of 10,
shooting at a 26 inch bull's-eye-at
ranges up to 1,000 yards!

The 450 muzzleloader shooters who
participated last year blazed away
through five different events at Green
field Village. Shooting in teams of six,
with 108 marksmen on the firing line
simultaneously, the activities began
with standard stationary clay pigeons at
50 yards. These were shattered almost
as quickly as the marksmen could re
load and fire their muskets.

The second contest, also at 50 yards,
consists of six hanging, breakable tar
gets, fired on by the entire six man
team. The next event, also fired by the
entire team, is shooting against the
clock at six swinging cannisters, which
contain a liquid material, that emits
multi-colored spouts of foam when
struck by musket balls.

The fourth shooting match requires
the six man (Continued on page 51)
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Above: Gun· crew prepares to fire one of the Civil
War cannons entered. Left: "Frontier" ladies shoot, too.

shooting events of the year.
The entrance rules are unique among

shooting events. All participants must
be dressed in authentic Civil War or
early American costume, and all arms
must be of 1865 vintage or earlier, al
though replacement parts and some
hand-made replica muzzle-loading guns
are permitted.

The two day Festival, will open
Saturday noon, with the firing of three
Civil War cannons. As the cannon roar
is still reverberating among the 100
early American buildings of Greenfield
Village, caps begin to crack, and mus
ket balls belch from the antique arms.

Most of the muzzle-loading rifles are
Remingtons or Springfields, of either
.52 or .58 caliber. During competitive

AMERICANA COMES TO LIFE WHEN THE BLACK POWDER

SHOOTERS CONVERGE ON MICHIGAN

JUNE 1964GUNS

ON IV E 20, the Henry Ford Mu
seum and Greenfield Village, in

keeping with the objective to "bring
American history back to life," will
turn back time to re-live, for two thril
ling days, the excitement of Civil War
and frontier sh.ooting activities.

Each year some 20,000 spectators
converge on Dearborn, Michigan, to
view the roaring cannon and blazing
muskets as the annual Muzzle Loaders
Festival holds forth in the activities

. area of this treasure of Americana. <

This is undoubtedly one of the most
colorful events regularly held at the
Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield
Village. Those who participate or wit
ness the Festival agree that it is
certainly one of the most exciting

LOADEn FESTIVAL
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• • •
A later trapshooting bulletin further sup

ports the question raised earlier in this
month's column concerning the relative tar
get-busting ability of men and the weaker
sex on our Eastern shores. In a special
match for the General L. W. T. Waller
Trophy, the feminine contingent bested the
male effort in a close contest, 119112 to 11714
The only perfect score of the special contest
was recorded by Mrs. Ogilby, and the men
had to be content with R. H. Crompton's
one miss for high male effort.

• • •
Pull! sends a special salute this month to

the Shreveport, Louisiana, Gun Club for it's
Fall Hunter's Special Turkey Shoot, which
the club sponsors annually as a public serv
ice function of the club to non-trapshooting
area residents. Any clay target club that fails
to utilize the Huntcr's Special event for it's
club public relations value and shooting pro
motion event is missing a sure bet. This
column will be happy to furnish Hunter's
Special information to any club that needs
the word.

• • •
Gale Smith, from Harrington, Delaware

annexed high gun trophy at a recent Wilm
ington Target Shooter's Association set-to at
Glasgow, Delaware, by capturing the doubles
event alone, after deadlocking with four
other 16 yard stripers all one target shy of a
perfect mark. Gale at this point probably
thinks you can separate the men from the
boys by throwing targets two at a time. His
doubles victory saved time and ammunition,
for sure.

Mrs. Robert McKenna won a shoot-off
with Mrs. John L. Sbarbaro, to capture an
other East coast prize, the Tish Wasserman
Memorial Shoot, held at Aronimink Gun
Club.

individual event, Mrs. Bonnie Jonas, wife of
VillailOva's Dr. Karl C. Jonas, won the
Edwin H. Shearburn trophy at Gladwyne,
after a shoot-off with Jack Lafore, Jr. and
Mrs. H. D. Lafferty. Victor Cancelmo went
straight to win the handicap event after the
feature 16 yard Shearburn trophy conte.st.

• • •

June is a big month for state trapshooting
tournaments. First one of the month is the
Kansas title event, at Wichita Gun Club,
June 4-7. Nebraska's champions will be de
cided at Central Nebraska Gun Club, Doni
phan, June 11·14. Tennessee's Volunteers
will gather at Nashville Gun Club on the
same dates. Home grounds of the Grand
American will host the Ohio State Shoot,
one of the nation's largest, from the 17th
through the 21st. Albuquerque Trap Club
will host not only the state event but the
ATA Southwestern Zone Shoot June 18-21.
Colorado's state event is scheduled for the
same dates, as is the Pennsylvania program,
at Fayette Gun Club, Uniontown. Maryland
winners will come from the Thurmont C&SC
Club, June 19-21. Another of the nation's
best attended events, the Illinois State Shoot,
will be hosted by Art and Bob Stifal at
Casey, the 25th through 28th. The Alaska
event, and Wyoming championships, at An
chorage Gun Club, and Jackson Hole Trap
Club share the 26th through 28th dates.
Housatonic Gun Club, Stratford, Connecticut
hosts the state shoot scheduled for ~
June 27 and 28. ~

day targets (48x4S, in a 50 bird event).

• • •
True to an earlier promise, we continue to

support the Women's Interclub Trapshooting
League in Pennsylvania by bringing results
of another match. Torresdale-Frankford Gun
Club, and Valley Forge Gun Club deadlocked
at 226x2S0, with Torresdale winning the ex
tra inning, 117-104. Members and scores for
the winning quintet were: Mrs. Lewis Wolf
48; Mrs. William L. Battersby 46; and Mrs.
George Siefert, Mrs. W. W. Remney, and
Mrs. William Worthington, all with 44.

• • •
Leon Dembroski topped the field in a bi

monthly feature at Roxborough Gun Club.
Leon coasted home uncontested in the dou
bles, and insured the high-gun trophy by
going straight along with C. J. Schenkel and
Archie Di Paolo over the 16-yard course.
C. H. Ziegler was high, from the 24 yard
stripe, in the handicap event, and Mrs. Mary
Christopher was high lady, just two targets
off a perfect pace. Over at Torrcsdale-Frank·
ford once more, Mrs. William L. (Florence)
Battersby annexed the Ida Goldsmith Trophy
after a shoot-off with three unnamed hope
fuls. • • •

Youth also had it's day in the East. Bob
Buerki, IS-year-old Episcopal Academy stu
dent showed the way to his elders in a
feature 16 yard event at the Philadelphia
Gun Club. Mrs. H. D. Lafferty was high
lady in the same contest. R. M. Hollings
head, Jr., and Mrs. J. B. Montgomery racked
up perfect 50's each to win two extra added
attractions in the form of handicap events.

• • •
The Upper Perkiomen Sportsmen's trap

shooting event returned Bill Hunsberger the
16 yard winner. Pine Valley Gun Club's test
for the date featured a tie involving J. H.
Donhay and C. H. Ziegler in the singles con
test. Jake Stavitsky was Handicap champ,
and the doubles trophy went home with
Cliff Leutholt.

• • •
Still anothcr result from the Women's

Interclub Trapshooting League indicates that
all is not .cut and dried in the ladies contest.
Mrs. Bruce - Ambler, the for!ller Margaret
Ogilby, fired a sparkling perfect 50 to lead
her team to victory. Her 50 straight was the
second recorded for the league. The 50
straight helped Huntingdon Valley to the
trophy, with 229x2S0. In addition to Mrs.
Ambler's 50 straight, Mrs. Andrew Webb
fired a fine 48, Mrs. Joseph K. Doan and
Mrs. Edwin A. Weihenmaker, Jr. tied at
44, and Mrs. K. C. Meincken scored 43.

• • •
In another trapshooting test, this time an

SHOOTING PU DITS HAVE almost in
variably agreed that skeet shooting, small

bore rifle shooting, and shooting the center
fires at game are not necessarily compatible.

A recent visit with Fred Copeland in San
Antonio, Texas proves to this pundit (of
sorts) that this just ain't so! Skeet shooters
will remember Fred as the Class B National
Sub-Junior skeet champ in the Dallas na
tionals at the age of II. Also at the tender
age of 11, Fred bagged the second largest
buck in South Texas, along with numerous
javelina. Now, a decade or so later, Fred
racked up the small-bore championship in
his Army Reserve division.

In Fred Copeland, from the big state of
Texas, you have in one compact package,
skeet, small-bore, and big game center-fire
champion. If you believe in heredity, some of
this shooting savvy had to rub off on Fred
from his Dad, Bill Copeland, who is no mean
shot with any kind of shooting iron. And, the
Copelands, junior and senior, get a lot of
benign support from Bill Van Hoogenhuyze
with whom they are associated in selling
shooting supplies to other Texans. The Van
Hoogenhuyze organization seems to attract
shooters. While looking at the Copeland
trophies, I also had a good visit with Lowell
Warnhoff, who shares with this writer a lot
of thoughts and goals for making sure that
coming generations know the fun of the
shooting sports.

My king-size Texas tour also afforded a
good visit with Grady Mathison in San
Angelo, who adds a lot of savvy in the hand
gun field to know-how in either the field or
over the traps. Grady shares his shooting
acumen with customers of Findlater Hard
ware Co., operating in the San Angelo area.

• • •
From the other side of the Mississippi

comes word of a real dog-fight at Wilming
ton Gun Club, Glasgow, Delaware. Casper
Clough, from Price, Maryland, locked horns
with Bill Barrow from Newark, and D. A.
Sheets of Kirkwood. Clough cracked the first
half-century, then weakened only once in the
second 50 for a winning 99. The pressure
went on him in the second half, when both
Barrow and Sheets ran the 50 following their
initial 48 and 47 efforts.

• • •
More shooting news from the East coast

leads this column to conclude that the East
ern feminine trapshooting contingent is get·
ting better, or the men are slipping.

Mrs. John Nicolls topped Cy Melikian and
Pierre Houdry in a feature cvent at Aroni
mink Gun Club, by one target, and on the
same day at the Philadelphia Gun Club,
Mrs. J. B. Montgomery topped the best
cffort by the men (Fred Lyons) by three
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The Leonard Corporation and
its SWISS-TEX custom design
division have been supplying
quality emblems for more
than 50 years to leading
organizations including the
Boy and Girl Scouts, Military
branches, Federal, State and
Municipal governments ...
and just recently was se
lected to provide the em
blems for the 1963 White
House Shooting Match.

For full details on how your club
can now have its own emblem.
plus a free sports emblem, write

today on your club stationery.

5wiss-TEx@
Your club insignia or club
colors can now be hand
somely designed into a
smartly styled embroidered
emblem at substantial sav
ings by ordering direct from
the manufacturer!

Hundreds of other Clubs
order these emblems for re
sale to members, to be worn
or:J jackets, caps, sweaters,
etc., and add the earnings to
their club treasuries.

•.. direct from America's
most respected manufacturer

5wiss~TE'x@
division

The Leonard Corp.
323 E. Allegheny Ave., Phila. 3-1, Pa.

YOUR
CLUB

can now have its own
custom-designed

EMBROIDERED
EMBLEM

or ground, and numbered one to six.
The course of fire consists of four six-shot

strings. The first is fired standing still upon
a silhouette designated by the judge or range
officer. The second string consists of six
shots, standing still, one upon each silhouette
always commencing from the left. The third
string is fired advancing upon a target desig
nated by the range officer. The first shot must
be fired standing fast and the last with both
feet planted flat on the ground after having
recrossed the eight meter line but before
crossing the four meter line. The fourth
string consists of six shots advancing, one
on each silhouette, the first and last ones
fired as in the third string.

Five seconds are allowed for each six
shot string. The time starts when any part
of the foot that crosses the ten meter line
makes contact with the ground. When firing
on automatic targets, shots fired as the tar
gets are disappearing are counted, provided
the bullet hole is no more than 23 milli-

meters wide, and they have the value of the
first scoring zone the bullet enters.

In case of misfire or malfunction of the
arm, through no fault of the shooter, he
may have two refires in each group of 24
shots. After a competitor has had two refires
before completing the four strings, he may,
with the permission of the judge, load seven
shots for each remaining string.

Whcn a competitor is called to the firing
line he takes his place behind the eight
meter ]jne, with his back to the center of the
bank of silhouettes with the open pistol in
one hand and the loaded magazine in the
other. pon the order of the range officer:
"You may load," he raises his pistol with
the barrel Qointed upward, to the height of
the eyes, inserts the magazine, loads a car
tridge, puts t.he· safety lock on, holsters,
,snaps the safety strap or flap into place. A
judge learns to listen for the audible click
of the safety lock and the holster snap. The
holstered pistol hangs from a belt, properly
adj usted to the waist and located precisely
at the side of the competitor.

In the first string the judge will indicate
the number of the silhouette to be fired
upon, and the competitor positions himself in

MEXICAN DEFENSE COURSE

Lt. Col. Rafael Gallardo Vargas, about to fire the final
shot of a string. He is approaching the four meter line.

Midrange wadcutter ammunition with about
half the muzzle energy of .45 ball is favored,
and magnum ammunition is generally pro
hibited. In those few cases in which Amer
icans shooters use .45 automatics over a
combat course involving fast draw, built up
"competition" safety locks are sometimes
found, and some shooters are said to nullify
grip safeties by pinning or taping them down.
Nullification of the grip safety in the Mexi
can· Defense Course is strictly prohibited
with a penalty of disqualification for viola
tion. Space does not permit a full discussion
of the revolver vs. automatic in combat, but
automatics do have some advantages, and .45
ball ammunition is far ahead of .38 midrange
wadcutters as a load for the combat course.

Competitors reporting in civilian clothes
use a holster standardized for this event with
safety strap and a snap. The rules do not
specify a crossdraw holster, but this style
is used almost exclusively. In contrast, some
of America's largest combat pistol matches

prohibit the crossdraw, clamshell and some
other special holsters. The standard objec
tion to these holsters is that they are not
safe. Whether they are safe depends not
upon the style of the holster but upon the
manner in which the pistol is drawn from it.
A safe draw can be made from a crossdraw
holster as well as from a regular draw
holster, and the crossdraw holster has some
advantages.

Uniformed competitors use the ifexican
Army holster. or one similar to it, with flap
and snap, without laces or straps for the
leg. It must not be tied down. In national
championships, selection of teams, or in com
petitions of an international character, ncw
holsters are issned by the organizer, accord
ing to the rules. There is not only no such
thing as a "competition" holster, but a com
petitor cannot even "slick·up" or "work" his
issue holster to make his drawing easier and
smoother.

The targets used are silhouettes similar to
Colt silhouettes with the kill zone counting
ten points and the rest of the black area
counts five points. They are mounted one
meter apart from center to center with the
top of the head 1.75 meters from the floor

(Continued from page 25)
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W. R. WEAVER CO. DEPT.43 I EL PASO, TEXAS 79915

command of the judge.
In the second string the same procedure

if; followed, except that the target number
is not designated since one shot is fired
on each target.

In the third string the procedure is the
same as in the first except that the competi
tor will advance upon the target designated
by the Judge after firing his first shot stand
ing firm.

The fourth string is fired like the second
but with the competitor advancing after
firing the first shot standing firm.

Scoring in both individual and team
matches is first by the number of silhouettes
hit and second by the highest number of
points, similar to the scoring that has been
in effect at times for the International Rapid
Fire Silhouette match. This makes it essen
tial that a competitor fire all shots within
the time limits and score some kind of a
hit to stand a chance of winning.

Ties for both teams and individuals in
both number of silhouettes hit and total
score are decided by: (a) the sum of points
scored in the fourth string during the days
the competition lasted, (b) the sum of
points scored in the third string, and (c)
shooters or teams still tied wiII repeat the
fourth string exclusively reducing the time
to 4, 3, and 2 seconds for each string of
six shots.

Ties do, of course, occur. Their incidence
is reduced by the requirement that in na
tional competition, team selection (presum
ably referring to international teams), and
international competition, at least two courses
wiII be fired, one per day. When it becomes
necessary to repeat the fourth string with
reduced time limits in order to break ties,
I'd venture to guess that few will be left for
the three and two second stages.

Perfect scores are sometimes fired on this
course. The first one in official competition
that I was aware of was fired by Juan Chavez
of the Mexican National Police about 1940.
This may look easy to a good .45 shooter
who has fired the course informally but
don't be misled. With a regulation pistol,
holster, and belt stripped of "competition"
short·cuts, with an unsympathetic Judge
breathing down your neck, with a large
group of spectators watching, and with an
important championship hanging in the bal
ance, those possibles are hard to get.

In the 1954 Central American and Carib
bean Games Lt. Col. Rafael Gallardo Vargas
won the Mexican Defense Course with a
score of 470 out of 480, twice over the 24
shot course. He had fired possible scores,
but on this occasion he was exposed to the
limiting factors mentioned. Competitors for
this event had a large gallery. In the bright
sunlight of high-altitude Mexico City, with
sand-colored backgrounds for the black sil
houettes, each .45 caliber bullet hole was
easily visible from a considerable distance,
and spectators could easily keep informed
on each shooter's performance. And the
Mexican competitors, firing on their home
grounds were under great pressure to win.

The emotional state of the crowd became
contagious even to reporters and competitors.
Of Gallardo's performance the Mexican
magazine "Esto" of March 15, 1954, re
ported: "Very sure, serene, with great calm,
even elegant, Lt. Col. Gallardo Vargas shot
his four final strings with the greatest per-

front of it. The Judge then asks, "Are you
ready?", to which the shooter answers,
"Ready." Within five seconds the Judge
gives forth with a long whistle blast as the
command to start walking, in a natural
manner, toward the ten meter firing line. The
competitor may not avail himself of the
advantages of the specialized walk found
useful by American fast draw competitors.
The greatest variation from natural walking
that I have ever seen a judge permit is
walking with the arms hanging straight at
the sides and not swinging.

When either of the feet of the competitor
cross the ten meter line and any part of that
foot touches the ground, the Judge sounds a
short blast on his whistle and starts his
stopwatch. Then and only then may the
competitor place his hands upon his gun,
make a half turn, and standing firm, fire a
string of six shots. Touching the pistol before
the whistle is penalized by the loss of ten
points. However, the judge is obligated to
hlow the whistle at the instant the com·
petitor's foot touches the ground. This avoids
disrupting his timing or balance. At the end
of five seconds the judge blows another short
blast as order to cease fire.

On automatic targets, the machinery may
he actuated by the shooter's breaking a light
beam as he crosses the ten meter line, and
the targets may turn at the end of the time
limit.

Upon finishing the string, the competitor,
still facing the targets, unloads his gun,
leaves it open, removes the magazine, re
turns to thc provisioning table at Raise
Pistol, and makes ready to answer the next

Name' _

Addressi _

City' ~Statel _

MADE BETTER BY AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN

FREEl
Full-color
1964
catalog

modsl K4 WIAVI~COP~
can maks 8 diHefSnCB in how well you see, aim, and shoot. With
a Model K4, you see a bright clear image of your magnified target. Your
aim is fast and sure; you need only align the constantly-centered Weaver
Patented Fixed-Reticle on your target. You shoot with improved accuracy
because better sighting means better shooting. See the precision-built
K4 and other K Models at your dealer • •• priced from $34.50.

©I964 w. I. We.,...,. Company----------------------------------

PUBLIC SPORT SHOPS Est. 1918

DEPT. G 11 S. 16th ST., PHILA. 2, PA.

Additional super shells $.75 each
You're always "on guard" against robbers, mashers
and other criminals when you carry this innocent·
looking TEAR GAS Device. Nickle plated, spring·
steel clip. Not a firearm. No permit needed.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. NO COD'S
Not MAILABLE, Sent by Express, charges collect.

This product is not intended for sale in states or
localities which have laws forbidding their sale.

The New Sensalional

"PEN GUARD"
TEAR GAS DEVICE
Larger, 40% More
Powerful
Shell
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inc.

STOP FLINCHING-IMPROVE SCORING!
Acclaimed by champion shooters and recommended by
Ear Specialists as the best protection against harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR-VAlVS let you hear everything
normally while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blast noise. A precision engineered, patented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Only
$3.95 a pro with money back guaranlee. ORDER TODAY
or write for FREE Medicol Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K, Los Angeles 27, Calif•

Largest Primer Selection for Reloaders
Magnum Primers for High Performance Loads
Superlative Accurate HIGH HIGH Velocity

22 Long Rifle Ammo
Red·Jet Bullets for Indoor Shooting Fun
Power Actuated Tool Cartridges for Industry

cascade cartridge,
LEW 1ST 0 N, I D A H 0

Says Andy Runyan, Northland Hunters, Cooper Landing, Alaska

TRY 'EM! SEE THE DIFFERENCE FOR YOURSELF!

Long duration r high heat flame. Magnum primers assure velocity
s~abiJity, tighter groups. A must for magnum guns, superb in
standard calibers. Write for free Technical Bulletin 102.

Difference!

a

make

CCI MAGNUM PRIMERS

Do

choice is conducive to ,the development of
the most effective technique for that course
and for the personal combat which it seeks
to simulate. Incidentally, the winners do
not usually shoot from the hip-even when
the time limits are short.

The short march before drawing in the
Mexican Defense Course adds some actipn
and difficulty as compared to events in which
the shooter stands still and draws with eyes
glued to the target. The march is not as
diversified as the walking stages of the
Bancroft Quickdraw Course where the com
petitor walks toward the targets, away from
the targets, left to right, and right to left
during the course. The Mexican Defense
Course shooter knows he will get his firing
order when his first foot touches ground past
the ten-meter line.

As soon as he gets the signal he com·
pletes the step as quickly as possible, plant.
ing his other foot on the ground and
executing something like the military to the
rear movement. At the same time his hands
are streaking for the gun and holster. The
left hand grabs the holster to hold it in
place, and the left thumb flips the safety
strap loose. The right hand sweeps the gun
straight toward the target, releasing the
safety lock just before coming onto the tar
get and squeezing the trigger.

With a hit of symbolism the valiente
mexicano, whose ancestors would have dis
dained the blindfold and spat their final
cigarettes at their executioners, does not
hide behind an artificial barricade in a
cramped position. He not only stands in the
open, but turns his back on his ~

target and walks away. ~

.45 caliber semi-automatic pistols, any hol
ster, in four six-shot strings at ranges of 5, 5,
8, and 10 meters, respectively, on regulation
silhouettes mounted one meter apart center
to center.

In this course, the competitor stands fac
ing the targets, arms at his sides, pistol
holstered, with no cartridge in the chamber.
The Judge asks "Ready?" and immediately
upon receiving an affirmative reply gives the
order to fire with a short whistle blast. The
competitor then may draw, chamber a car
tridge, and, holding his elbow against his
body, begin to fire.

In the first string he must have only one
cartridge in the magazine. Each subsequent
round of the six-shot string must be loaded
and chambered singly. This string is fired
at five meters, standing firm, upon one sil
houette, in 1th secOnds per shot. In the
succeeding strings the magazine is loaded
with six rounds, making it necessary to
chamber only the first round manually. The
second six-shot string is fired on one sil
houette, standing firm, in 3th seconds, at
5 meters. The third string consists of two
shots on each of three silhouettes, standing
firm, in five seconds at 8 meters. The fourth
string is fired on one silhouette, advancing,
in five seconds, the first shot while standing
firm beyond the 10 meter line, the following
five advancing to within the 8 meter line.

In comparison with American combat pis
tol courses, these Mexican courses of fire
have both advantages and disadvantages.
Both the Americans and Mexicans are re
strictive, one specifying revolvers, the other
automatics. The Mexican holsters and belts
are more practical than American "com
petition" leather, but are not as effective as
many rigs worn by American police on duty.

The Mexican courses do not utilize the
greater distances and varied positions of our
Practical Pistol Course. They skip the re
loading phase which is of doubtful value at
close range, and when they want a man to
shoot from the hip-also of doubtful value
they clearly specify a hip-shooting position,
that Is the elbow resting against the body.
In the Mexican Defense Course the shooter
is left to decide for himself whether he
should aim carefully, point from shoulder
level, or shoot from the hip. That liberty of

fection to give Mexico a noted triumph."
Gallardo told a reporter as he was being
congratulated after he fired, " ... my last
shots I fired for Mexico, and for her I won.
I was fortunate and like everyone I felt
tremendously nervous, but I was able to
control myself and do well for my country."

The Mexicans have another course, called
the Yaqui Defense Course fired with .38 or

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT

-

"The aakor'. Dozen Plan"
Send SOc for year around bargain maitlncs

• • • RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS (0.
• Dept. G, &144 Gorslel SI. Philadelphia II.~
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New Ideas In Top Quality Holsters

WOODCHUCKS COME BEFORE BIG GAME
(Continued from page 33)

the valleys to suit their skulking habits, so
the deer climb mountains and hide and bed
in dense stands of "dog-hair" jackpines on
the slopes. •

When I got back a half-hour later, Bill
was nervously gnawing her fingernails. There
was a guilty and furtive look about her.

"See anything?" I asked, easing down for
a smoke.

"Four of them. Over there," gesturing to
an open bench about 125 yards away. "One
of them was a little buck."

"Why didn't you bust him? Young bucks
make dandy venison."

"I know. I shot. But he ran off." Her face
was so serious it showed strain. "I don't see
how I missed him. I held right on the same
spot you marked for me on the calendar."

"Did you have a steady hold?" I asked.
"Like a rock. I rested the Sako over this

down log, just as if I was holding on a
prairie dog. But he ran off," she almost
wailed. "He went right down hill, his tail
waving goodbye."

"Well, let's have a look," I suggested,
stubbing out my smoke. "Locate exactly
where he was when you shot, and where he
went afterwards."

"He was right next to that stump and went
straight downhill from there," said Bill. "The
two does and a fawn went off the same way
they were heading, off to the right."

Deep hoof gouges had flung the pine
needles aside from the spot Bill pointed out.
Naturally, even on bare ground, a bullet-hit
buck would go downhill. Here his trail was
plain in the disturbed duff. I was ten yards
ahead of Bill when I looked beyond a limb·
studded log. The buck, as dead as last Satur
day's cigar, was completely concealed from
Bill.

"Does that look like him?" I asked.

is over, at least temporarily," she mentioned
one day. Then, somewhat wistfully, she
added : "You know I've never shot a prairie
dog. Are they really as tough targets as I've
heard?"

Bill found the prairie dogs as advertised.
She also learned about wind·drift on the
wide·open plains. But she willingly accepted
coaching and, in a half-dozen trips, was nail
ing eight dogs per ten shots at ranges
nudging 200 yards. Before she'd burned up
100 rounds of .222 ammunition she was call
ing her own holds and then proving them
with solid hits.

As the summer ran to an end and the
foliage began to turn during a long stretch
of Indian Summer, I sensed that the alchemy
of hunting was bubbling in Bill's veins.

"Would this rifle kill a deer?" she asked.
"Certainly. I've used a Remington 722 for

both antelope and deer in this same caliber.
If you hit 'em right they're killed just as
neatly as with any well-placed bullet from
bigger calibers."

When I grinned at her enthusiasm, she
dug up a dozen illustrations of buck deer
she'd collected from magazines and news
papers. "Where should this one be hit for
a clean kill?" When I put an X on the two
or three ideal sure·killing spots on each
illustration, her next question was: "Why?"
I wound up by drawing the locations of the
vital organs, to point up the reasons for
bullet strikes in the designated surface spots.
While I was at it I also pointed out the areas
to avoid where non·fatal crippling shots
would result.

Bill's first whitetail buck was a breeze. We
climbed a nearby mountain at the crack of
dawn, put Bill on a stand, and I then cut
around one flank to get deer moving. In this
country, we just don't have enough brush in

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are
you just plain interested in guns? If you are,
you'll profit from reading the bargain.filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub
lished twice each month. It's the leading
publication for the sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and a~cessories of all types.
SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod
ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,
revolvers, scopes, mounts ••• all at money·

saving prices. The money you save on the
purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000
listings twice a month more than pays your
subscription cost. You can't afford to be
without this unique publication.

5000
FIREARMS
BARGAINS

GENUINE IVORY • STAG • PEARL
ROSEWOOD • PEARL-O-L1TE • STAG-O-L1TE

WALNUT TARGET GRIPS
Send 4-cent stamp for new illustrated catalog

and price list - Now at special savingsl

BOX 706, Radio City P. O. New York 19, N. Y.

THE FINEST
REVOLVER
AND

PISTOL GRIPS

P. O. DRAWER 1712
BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

WHITCO

1127-SWORD-CANE. RIDING-CROP
Beautifully made, hand plaited, genuine leather
ridin~ crop, with 18 inch dagger hidden inside.
Practical collector's item: attractive for den or
patio. $5.00 PP.

Send IO¢ for descriptive literature

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white
lining. Belt and holster In black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, caliber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

~~
"RAP ROUND"

HOLSTER

Handcrafted
for YOU; fits
Inside trousers
band; conceal
ed but a valla
ble; protects
against grease,
rust. Wt. 2 ~~ oz.
top grain soft
cowhide, rivet
ed nickel clip.
.....$2.95 PP.

THE HIDE-A-WAY HOLSTER
r.

FAST ACTION is yours with
Whitco's "Rap Round" Hol

Oster. For 45-38-32 -Colt Auto
matics; in black" or natural genuine
leather; smallest holster for biggest auto-

'matic in the world; free and easy draw;
guaranteed for Iife of pistol; copy of $40
custom made holster; light weight; less
sweat; less rust; lined for extra wear.
$2.98 PP.
SPECIAL: HIDE-AWAY PIPE HOLDER: hand
made; fine quality leather; send outline
of pipe when ordering; $1.00 PP., while
they last.

Free trial afferl
Money Back Guarantee.

Cily & 5Iale_ _..__. __

Name . . _

Addrell _ _ ..__m. __ _.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send
you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free
of charge with your one year subscription.
That means you get 25 big issues. What's
more, if you're not completely satisfied, just
tell us. We'll immediately refund your
money in full and you can keep the issues
you already have. Fair enough? You bet!
Fill in the coupon below and mail it todayl

THE SHOTGUN NEWS G-6
Columbus, Nebraska

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS fREE and start my subscription for one
year. $3 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.
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Bill looked, goggled, then flew those re
maining yards. "My first deer!" she marveled,
stroking the buck's sleek coat. Then she
made the classic remark she's never been
allowed to forget. "Well, he isn't a trophy,
but he's all my own!"

Since then Bill has progressed like a
house afire. A woodchuck scarcely dares
show his noggin on her premises. Magpies
poke around her meadows at their own risk.

Black Powder Shoot
Folks in the greater Chicagoland area
will have a chance to see a fine re
enactment of a Civil War skirmish on
the weekend of June 6 and 7. Complete
with firing cannon, smoking muskets,
and authentic costumes, this two-day
event will be held at Shabbona, III .•
about 60 miles due west of Chicago.

Sponsored by Battery A. Chicago
Light Artillery, the various matches,

for cannon. musket, and percussion
pistols, will be' conducted under the
rules of the North South Skirmish
Association.

Cannons will be fired at 100, 150,
and 200 yards, and an unusual target
has been devised which will graph
ically demonstrate the power of can
non fire.

Spectators are welcome. and anyone
who wants to participate should bring
their favorite smoke-pole and entry fee
is one dollar for each match entered.

Interested people should contact
Paul F. Tasson, 2156 N. Keeler, Chi
cago. III. Photo by Bob Dienthal.

And, she has branched out in her big game
hunting so she now adds an antelope buck
to her list during South Dakota's alternate
hunting seasons.

While my younger son, Jerry, was going
through college he used to make my cabin
his weekend home. One season, I recall, we
three collected a total of 72 ducks of several
species; and I do believe we ate everyone
of those quackers, from teal through mal
lards. Bill not only helped to shoot, pluck,
and dress the birds, but tenderly tended them
into magnificent meals.

Naturally, in such a congenial threesome,'
there were many hilarious moments, and
some endearingly touching ones. On one
sharptail grouse hunt we separated, the
better to cover an extensive piece of choice
cover. Mere chance led me to blunder into
a veritable grouse convention, out of which
I shucked my limit of three. Suspecting there

might be more birds ahead, I tried to wave
Bill and Jerry toward me.

But those two were off on a safari of their
own. Jerry had marked the spot where some
of the dozen-odd birds I'd flushed had
landed. That's where they headed, while I
picked up my three and observed develop
ments. They advanced cautiously, then
stopped to fling arms and bob heads in
heated argument. Finally Bill moved on, a
Browning O-U 20 gauge poised and ready.

I later learned that Jerry had plain out
argued Bill. "You've never shot a sharptail
so these are your birds," he said. "I'll never
raise my gun or even follow you closely.
When it flushes it's up to you to get it."

From 200 yards away I watched the odd
advance, with Jerry to the rear and trailing
his Ithaca in one hand, muzzle to his rear.
Eventually, since sharptails don't move far
in thick cover, the bird flushed. Bill leveled
down, seemed to hold on for minutes, then
the grouse fell like a sack of wet sand.

The bang of the Browning was immediately
trailed by Jerry's exultant yell. "Wonderful
shot, Bill! Absolutely perfect!" And then I
was treated to the sight of those two idiots
hugging .each other in utter joy.

I've often thought of that since. I suppose
that, during wide hunting experience, I've
lost much of the thrill of scoring a "first"
on any kind of game. They hadn't. That
episode shocked me into the realization that
a veteran hunter might better pass up a limit
bag in order to permit beginners to savor the
delight of first kills and first limits.

But Bill's major exploits were in the big
game field. She turned into a positive terror
with that Sako .222. In fact, about the only
time I see it is on a quarterly basis, when
I check over all guns in a general cleanup;
or when she occasionally uses it to clobber
a raiding woodchuck or a careless magpie.
Or, as has happened twice, a buck whitetail
gets incautious within 200 yards of her home
during the open seasons.

Her score on deer and antelope has
reached a fantastic 12 kills with just 13
shots. The one shot she did blow wasn't a
miss in the strict sense of the word. The
target was a fine pronghorn at some 125
yards and Bill had a fine rest on the rocky
hillside. But the buck ran at her shot and
kept going.

We were both puzzled at that; until I
carefully examined the area just ahead of her
shooting site. There I found a tough little
stem of sagebrush, scarcely ten feet ahead
of the Sako's muzzle, cleanly sheared off by
the bullet. Evidently the slug had blown
into a shower of fragments on that obstruc·
tion and never came near its target.

No matter how many bucks Bill might
take in the future, her last pronghorn will
remain indelibly engraved on my memory.
With my buck skinned out and cooling in
the tI:unk, we had, almost, called it a day.
Bill had. already cased her pet Sako, but
joined me in .that famowr "last look" over
the next ·rise. What happened there I've
already reported.

Bill may sometimes make a shot that,
momentarily at least, will give her greater
delight and satisfaction. But over the long
haul of hunting years I can only paraphrase
her original comment, that her 1962 prong-
horn buck was ttuly taken by "the ~
darndest shot I've ever seen." ~

*

Daisy CO2 200

Feature for feature
the finest in gas guns!
Talk about a fun gun ... this is the
one (for basement target practice or
as an outdoor camping and fishing
companion). Fires inexpensive B.Bs
semi-automatically at an average
velocity of *400 feet-per-second. Con
stant full power from standard or
giant Jett® CO 2 cylinders (more than
150 shots from the large size). Ad
justable sights, gun blue epoxy
finish, walnut-toned grips. No "0"
ring! $17.95

I~~u~l~y
For more information, see your local dealer
or write DAISY MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

CO2 Division, Box 664W, Rogers, Ark. 72756
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By GRAHAM BURNSIDE

QUESTIONS
and

ANSWERS

frame. The number 348 is on the lower tang
and on the hottom of one harrel, which is not
marked as to caliber, but is helieved to be
Lhe .32-35 Stevens, and is 26 inches long.
The other barrel (30 inches long) and lever
are not marked in any way, but the barrel is
claimed to he for the .38-55 Winchester car
tridge which seems to fit the chamber well.
The 30 inch barrel is five-sided at the cham
her, and the rest is round; it weighs about
3 pounds and has a very narrow rear sight
slot.

The over-all condition of this gun is very
good. It has some rust stains and dark spots,
and some blue, and the stock is near perfect
-of course, it is made without a forearm.

Could you give me some idea what this
gun is worth to a collector? Also, could you
guess as to these calibers?

Could you give me a list of the Maynard
cartridges and a brief history? I paid 40
for this gun and am wondering if I got stuck.

Bob Norton
Belle Forche, So. Dak.

Y our Maynard with the two barrels i.~

worth about 60, so you did alright when you
bought it.

I would think the two cartridges involved
are the .32-35 Maynard model of 1882 and
the .38-50 Maynard, 1882. Both of these are
heavy everlasting cases and are collector's
items today.

The .32-35 Stevens is dimensionally the
same as the .32-35 Maynard, 1882. The Ste
vens is a conventional case and not "ever
lasting."

A list of Maynard cartridges and a history
of same would fill a small book.-C.B.

Potpourri
I need a good, hard, scratch resistant gun

stock finish that will stand up to fairly
rough treatment. I've tried rubbed lacquer,
and some of the prepared linseed oils, but
both have a tendency to scratch and dent
fairly easily. What is recommended for this
type of finish and how may I obtain it at
little expense?

What is the best method for cold gun
hluing? I've tried several brands with little
success. How do I obtain the mirror-like
finish before bluing, or does there need to
be one?

What is the proper way to set a .22 rifle
scope? I plan to shoot sitting targets such
as prairie dogs and squirrels.

I have a Winchester Model 77 rifle; would
you tell me where I can purchase a clip? I
understand they make an 8-shot clip, but do
they make a larger one?

Larry L. Pinkston
Wichita, Kansas

Usually, when someone tries a commercial
product that "won't work" it's because they

(Continued on page 46)

Remington Conversion
Is it possible to convert the Remington

Model 25, .32-20 caliber to .357 Magnum?
If so, who could do the work, and about how
much would it cost?

Did Colt ever put out a .32-20 revolver on
the Police Positive Special frame? Who
might have one?

Norman McKinnon
Fairview Park, Ohio

In my opmwn, a conversion of the Rem
ington Model 25, .32-20, that was discon
tinued back in 1936, to the .357 Magnum is
highly impractical, if not impossible.

Yes, Colt made a goodly number of Police
Positive Special revolvers in .32-20. I do not
know who might have one, but it should not
be hard to find.-c.B.

Maynard Rifle
I recently acquired a Maynard rifle with

an extra barrel. The markings on the left side
of the frame are:

- Edward Maynard
'Patentee

May 27 1851 1873
Dec 61859

On the right side of the frame is:
Manufactured by
Mass Arms Co.
Chicopee Falls

1882
The barrel and the lever take down by

withdrawing a pin from the right side of the

Questions submitted must carry a Sh.ooters
Cluh of America number or must be ac
companied by one dollar. Questions lacking
eith.er number or dollar will be returned.
If y011 want a personal answer, enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Pinfire Value
I have a pinfire cartridge in my collection,

and would like to know if it has any value,
of what origin it is, and the caliber. The
brass case has a diameter of 9 mm, the en
Lire cartridge is 23 mm in length. It has a
conical lead bullet that measures 9 mm in
length. The case is 14 mm long and the pin
is 5 mm long.

The shell is about the size of a .380 car
tridge, but has a longer bullet. There is a
9 or a 6 stamped on the base of the shell.

I have been considering purchasing a
Browning .380 auto. Would you consider this
a good buy for a defense gun?

10hn E. Koob
Your pinfire cartridge is the 9 mm pinfire,

and from what you say is of French manu
facture. They are common and worth about
25¢.

The .380 Browning is an excellent defense
arm at normal defense ranges.-G.n.

NElN
SPEER

RELOADING MANUAL
- Rewwri••en -
-Enlarged-
Very La.es.

DATA

SPECIAL GUEST WRITERS AND
SHOOTING AUTHORITIES:

Dean Grennell of GUNsport writes
on Rifle reloading - Kent Bellah,
Guns Magazine, Handgun reloading
-Francis Sell, Shotshell reloading
-Bob Steindler, Guns Magazine, De-
veloping a loading system-George
Nonte, Shooting Times, Forming
special cartridge cases-New step
by step reloading procedure by mem
bers of the Speer Ballistics Staff.

PLUS SPECIAL COMMENTS ON
TIMELY SUBJECTS BY

WARREN PAGE, Field & Stream
"Better Reloads for Game and Fun"

JACK O'CONNOR, Outdoor Life
"Pressures and the Handloader"

PETE BROWN, Sports Afield
"Practical Ballistics for Shooters"

PLUS THESE NEW, EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES:

Computer processed data for opti
mum rifling twist. Chronographed
velocities of commercial ammuni
tion. New glossary of reloading terms
• . . Easy end-tab index.
The New Speer Manual #6 is posi
tively the latest, most comprehensive
and authoritative reloading reference
book Clvailable. Over 300 pages-all
new photos and illustrations-load
ing data on newest available car
tridges. Still just $2.95 ... at your
dealer or send cash, check or M.O. to

SJPIEIEIR
INCORPORATED

P. O. BOX 2~~, LEWISTON, IDAHO

CANADA, 1310 WEST 6TH AVE., VANCOUVER, B. C.
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FOR
JUST

THE
PRICE

OF

Thanks to our exciting growth, we are now able to
pass new benefits along to our supporters-in the
form of a big 20% reduction in our membership
fee-and you still get all the double-barreled bene
fits of THE SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA •••

VALUABLE MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
• One-year subscription to Guns Magazine
• New 1964"Redbook of Used Gun Values
• Timely Shooters Club Newsletter
• 20% discount on firearms and hunting books
• 20% discount on classified advertising
• Free use of our Library Information Service
• Official decal and cloth emblem
• Numbered membership card

Valuable awards through our membership program
• Art print of historical gun if you ioin now

BIG BENEFITS IN THE PRO·GUN STRUGGLE
The activities of this strong new force-dedicated

to organized action against anti-gun agitation and
testrictive firearms legislation-help preserve your
right to own and enjoy firearms ••• at a time when
this right is being seriously threatened.

THE SHOOTI;RS CLUB OF AMERICA has sent
out thousands of anti-gun legislation warnings,
published pro-gun articles and sample pro-gun
letters, mailed bulletins, brochures and flyers, ap
peared on television and radio, provided a forum
for presenting pro-gun information and ideas-all
done to combat ill-advised and restrictive anti-gun
legislation. No group has been as vocal as we have
been-AND NOW WE ARE GOING ON THE OFFEN
SIVE ••• as announced in recent isstJes of GUNS
Magazine, we are now fjghting for a PRO-GUN LAW! ' .'

As the SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA con- "
tributes to the preservation of gun sportsmen's
rights, so does your membership contribute to The
Shooters Club's ability to maintain and expand
its vigorous pro-gun program • • • we need your
support! Help yourself and your sport-join THE
SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA now!

GUNS • JUNE 1964

YOU NOW GET
COMPLETE

SHOOTERS CLUB
OF AMERICA BENEFITS

18 A MEMBER IN GOOD STANDING

FOR THE PERIOD ENDING

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

CLIP COUPON BELOW AND MAIL TODAY!
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

THE SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA G-&
8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, Illinois

YES! I WANT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAL OFFER
Please enroll me as a member of ,the Shooters Club of
America in the category checked below:
o Full membership including subscription to GUNS Magazine

and all other benefits described above. Payment of $6.00 for
one year enclosed.

o Associate membership including all benefits describ~d above
except subscription to GUNS Magazine. Payment of $3.00 for
one year enclosed.

o Junior membership available to those 17 years and under.
Includes all benefits described above except subscription to
GUNS Magazine. Payment of $2.00 for one ye'ar enclosed.

NAM~E _

AD0 RESS, _

CITY -'-ZO,NE__STATE _
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M • •• comes to you proposing frankly to give nothing but the
highest quality to your moments. • •• WALTER PATER

If the piece is sound and clean with a
good bore it is unusual. The ammo in those
days really played hob with the rifling. Col·
lectors usually consider one of those pieces
to be worth about $20 in sound but average
condition.-G.B.

Richard W. Swintek
Chicago, Illinois

Since American manufacturers do not make
the 7.65 mm Mauser cartridge, you will have
to rely on imported ammunition. Hunter's
Lodge offers both surplus military and soft
point sporting ammo in this caliber. Norma
also offers sporting ammo ~

for your rifle.-G.B. ~

Springfield Musket
Can you tell me where the Springfield

Model 1862 Rifled Musket was made, and
how it differs from the Model 1861 and
1863?

A 7.65 Mauser
I would like some information on ammu

nition for the German Mauser, Model 1891,
caliber 7.65 mm. What is the best suited
ammo for this gun? I tried to purchase
ammunition for tms rifle at my sporting
goods store, but he doesn't seem to know
anything about this cartridge, except the
Luger type.

Charles E. Maher
Lexington Park, Md.

It is my understanding that there was no
"Model of 1862." Any such arms marked
with the date of 1862 are merely Model 1861
arms that were manufactured in the year
1862.

The U.S. Rifled Musket Model 1861 and
1861 Special were made in more than one
place. The government let out contracts with
a good number of concerns because the
Springfield Armory could not make enough
to meet demands. The ones marked U.S.
Springfield were made at the U.S. Armory
at Springfield, Mass.-G.B.

From the handfitted, carefully crafted parts,
to the glowing beauty of the richly grained walnut
stock and the slim, graceful taper
of the barrel, the Schultz & Larsen bears
the unmistakable stamp of a Danish masterpiece.
Now available in 7 x 61, .308 and .358 Norma
Magnums, .243, .270, .30-06, .308 Win.,
.264 Win. Magnum and 7 mm Rem. Magnum calibers.
You will pay two hundred and forty-five dollars
for the distinction of owning this
superlative hunting rifle.

(Continued from page 44)
use the product with higher hopes than the
manufacturer claims or they do not use the
product in the prescribed manner.

I would say that the best "good hard
scratch-resistant" finish is spar varnish ap
plied in several thin coats and with plenty
of drying in between. If you want a softer
looking finish it can be cut somewhat with
boiled linseed oil.

Good cold bluing is not easy. Most prod
ucts can do a good job if the worker is' very
careful and all aspects of the operation are
executed properly. Often the big problem
seems to be to rid the metal part of all oil.

I have my .22 squirrel rifle with six power
scope set so that I am % inch high at 50
feet {indoor range distance} this way I can
reach out and make kills, even by raising
my hold, at 100 yards.

I would write to Winchester first and ask
for the model 77 magazine. I believe that
the 8-shot clip is all that is available.-G.B.

J'he Danish 'Randcrafted'
SCHULTZ" LARSEN

Stanley R. Krok
Glendora, N.J.

The Hopkins & Allen firm dates back to
the 1860's but they did not produce the sin
gle shot rifle you have until about 1888.
They made the rifle in several calibers and
the same system was used for shotguns. The
company was bought out during WW I.

H&A Single Shot
"I have a rifle that appears to be a western

saddle gun. It has a 23 inch octagon barrel,
and is 38" over-all. The barrel is marked
"The Hopkins & Allen Arms Co., Norwich,
Conn. U.S.A." The trigger guard opens and
closes the action. It is a single shot in .32
caliber rim-fire. The numbers 23527 are
stamped under the breech and the numbers
3527 are inside the butt plate. There are no
other markings on the gun. It has an ex
posed hammer with no apparent safety.

Could you give me any information about
this gun such as year of manufacture, use,
worth, etc?

Complete
Extra Cutters
$0.90 each

TIME PRODUCTS COMPANY

Division of Professional Tape Co., Inc.
385C Burlington Rd., Riverside, III. 60546

The NEW Way to Patch Targets
No licking-no muss or fuss
Just pop out and stick on!

l1ew
SELF - STICKING
TARGET PATCHES

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

Now anyone can have beautifully checkered
gunstocks with this precision engineered Oem-Bart
checkering tool. No special skills required. So simple
and easy to use that you will be able to produce
hundreds of professional checkering designs in your
own workshop,
The Dem·8art checkering tool moves quickly and
smoothly through 011 kind. of cut. and hard wood•.
Cuts shallow or deep, straight or around corners,
parallel lines or cross-hatching, with or against the
grain. No "Back-tracking" necessary with a Dem
8art! Cutter blades come in six styles and eight sizes
and ore of high quality machine cut steel, hardened
and heat treated. Tolerance is .001 of an inch.
Widely used by gunsmiths and gun factories every
where. Try it-you'll be amazed at your own skilll

GOOD ..rM
GUNS .,~Ift·BAR'
DESERVE 3333 No. Gove 5t, Tacoma 7, Wash,

NOW AT BETTER SPORTING GOODS DEALERS EVERYWHERE.

n",.",I1-
p,.e~;s;"nSOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
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SHOOTER'S BIBLE
TREASURY

An authentic reprod uction of
the original Luger Manual, this
is a book you can't afford to
miss. Gives you 42 pages,
with 3 large fold-out drawings
illustrating operation, take
down and component parts.
Just $1.00 at your favorite
gun store.

TH£ •

4lPARABELLUM"
"~!iI:~

THE LUGER MANUAL

SHOOTER'S BIBLE 55th Edition, 1964
Only $2.95 while they last
Comprehensive, encyclope
dic, this Shooter's Bible is
the best ever. Gives descrip
tions and prices of every
popular line of firearms ...
features foreign as well as
domestic guns. Special .ac
tions give you all the wanted
information on ballistics,
ammunition, reloading, sights, scopes, acces
sories, gun parts; plus outstanding articles b~

leading gun experts. Over 20,000 items are
described and illustrated to give you the latest
data on guns and shooting.

Here, under one cover
are the best from 5=
ed itions of the Shoot
er's Bible ... illustra
tions, descriptions,
prices of famous Amer·
ican and foreign guns
of the first half of the

century. A real collector's item, the only
book of its kind, the TREASURY will be one
of the most important, valued books in your
library. It gives you all the information you'll
ever need or want on every famous rifle, shot
gun, pistol and revolver made in the past 50
years ... with complete specifications, descrip
tions, illustrations, original market prices. It's
a "must" for everyone interested in shooting 
collectors, gunsmiths, shooters, dealers. In
cludes such famous makes as Crescent, Powell,
Parker, A. H. Fox, l. C. Smith, Lang, Grant
famous but discontinued models of Remington,
Winchester - and a host of others. Has 10 fas
cinating sections, from muzzle·loaders to cur
rent models of rifles, shotguns, pistols and im
ported firearms. Also 16 articles by gun and
gunning experts. Get your copy now at your
favorite gunstore ... only $2.95!

GET YOUR
COPIES NOW!

STOEGER ARMS CORPORATION
55 Ruta Court South Hackensack, N. J.
.-------------.,
I STOEGER ARMS CORPORATION GM-6

I
55 Ruta Court, Dept. 000, South Hackensack, N. J_
Yes, please rush my copy of Shooter's Bible

I ($2.95), Shooter's Bible Treasury ($2.95), The
luger Manual ($1). My check, money order for

I $ enclosed. If I am not completely
satisfied, I may return the book(s) within 10I days for a full refund.
Name _

I StreetL _

I Clty Zone__State' _

'- - - - - - - - - - _.- - --

power-producing substance is. On firing,
the plastic sabot falls away_

Officials have not revealed whether the
gun would fire a single needle, a burst of
three, or an undetermined large number of
flechettes. Based on our knowledge of what
the Army wants for its riflemen, however,
we would guess that the final model will be
capable of firing in single, short, and full
automatic bursts.

In 1960, after the Infantry Conference,
Army officials gave Congress a few more
details. The proposed gun, the testimony
revealed, would be ultra-light. In fact, with
750 rounds of ammunition it would weigh no
more than the M14 with 160 rounds of 7.62
mm NATO ammo. And the ammunition,
witnesses said, would determine the con
figuration of the final weapon.

They also said they wanted a weapon
that would kill, in the hands of expert
marksmen, up to 500 or 600 meters and,
in addition, be lethal up to 1000 meters.

In similar Congressional hearings during
May 1963, the head of the Army Research
and Development said the SPIW will have
more potential per pound than any current
rifle and "will significantly increase the hit
probability per trigger pulL" He also said
that if production models lived up to expec
tations, the Si'IW would leapfrog the M16
and M14, replacing all current Army rifles.

After the Army has made its selection from
the prototypes delivered by the four com
panies, further developments will take place,
followed by the usual engineering and service
tests. Army officials won't say exactly when
this is scheduled for.

General Wheeler wound up his enthusiastic
report on the weapon with these words. "This
weapon would be a considerable advance
over any military ~

small arms today." ~

THE MYSTERIOUS SPIW
(Continued from page 19)

QtaLity Shot
THAT IS:

• Graded-Better
• Polished-Better

Meets or surpasses all association
specifications.

The Murdock shot will produce a better
pattern. It is made hard enough by
the addition of tin to the alloy whicQ tends
to eliminate lead muzzle deposit.

For the name of your nearest distributor write:

The Defense Secretary had previously re
ported that 1.1 million rifles were on hand
or due from the M14 program, 85,000 M16's
on order, and more than a million Ml's
in storage.

Gun fans have been trying for more than
a year to find out what the SPIW is. Officials
have revealed only that it is an individual
weapon that would enable the gunner "to
engage area and poin t targets more effec
tively. The weapon could be used as both a
shoulder-fired grenade launcher and a rifle.
Fully loaded, it is expected to weigh no
more than the current l\fl4."

But much information has leaked out. As
far back as an Infantry Conference in 1958,
an early model was demonstrated. The dem
onstration was a closed circuit affair, so to
speak, but officials at the time announced
that .30 caliber duplex cartridges with a two
piece hall, and triplex caliber .30 cartridges
with a three-piece hall were fired. Also dis
closed "way back tben" was a 32 dart 12
gauge f1echette cartrid ge, fired from a rein
forced shotgun. Some .30 caliber f1echettes
were also fired.

What are f1echettes? They are tiny finned
darts, more damaging in their tumbling
action when they hit a target than a smooth
ball. The darts, said to be an inch long and
about as thick as the lead in a pencil, are
stabilized in flight by the tiny fins. When
they hit flesh they lose their stability and
"cartwheel," causing a gaping wound that
one early researcher said creates more of a
job for graves registration than for a surgeon.
The lethality is rumored to result from the
tumbling action and the extremely high
velocity of the projectile.

To make a cartridge, the needles are ap
parently imbedded in a sabot-a plug of
plastic. This is then fixed, as a regular bullet,
into a cartridge, carrying whatever the
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HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR NEXT HUNTING VEHICLE
(Continued from page 28)

tremendously rough usage for a pickup. Did sleep in them, and all told they make a
it do any harm? Well, I guess not. I've run good, economical, safe and dry way to trans-
the same pickup another 30,000 miles since, port firearms and duffie to or very near to
whanged it over boulders and through the the game fields. One caution, however, there
brush and I still haven't had to have any- are some covers or campers that have a rear
thing repaired. The light truck is a vehicle door coming clear down to the bottom of
the average hunter who makes annual trips the truck bed. You remove the tail gate for
can afford to buy. He can use it as a second this kind. I have not had one of these yet
automobile and as his hunting car. It will be that did not suck in dust terribly. It is al-
the most economical vehicle of his lifetime, most impossible to seal the lower back edge.
and it will do almost anything he wants it I like the kind best where the tailgate stays
to. There are places it won't go, but it does put.
have an extremely broad range of use and In passing I want to recommend a couple
awesome capabilities. of items for the pickup user. Outfit with

I had a big box built, of three-quarter- tough tires, heavy ones. Carry some basic
inch ply covered by galvanized metal, all tools. Buy a pickup with a rear axle (known
seams soldered. This moisture-proof box, set by various trade names) that doesn't spin
in the bed of my GMC pickup right behind both wheels at once-Power-Lok, I believe,
the cab, carries all my gear. I pad the bot- is one trade name. This is great assistance
tom with a couple of old blankets. I arrange when in sticky country. And, by all means
my duffie and that of any partner going with put in a set of chains. In deep snow or mud,
me, so that the guns are gently held and so if you then load rocks or anything handy
well padded no jouncing can possibly affect into the back to give you plenty of hold-
them. I have carted guns tens of thousands down weight, you can grind out of places
of miles this way. It is a fine method for you'd hardly believe possible. Last of all, the
getting you and your gun to the game. best recommendation I know for the pickup

A switch on this is the cover for the is that a great many game departments fur-
pickup bed. I do not believe in canvas ones, nish them to their personnel. I've huuted
not when so many excellent aluminum ones with many wardens in various states who
are made. I'm talking about the little "cov- put his pickup into places that looked just
ers" that have windows and rest on and are about impassable and impossible.
bolted on the top edge of the bed. Padded The so-called Suburban, which is a pickup
gun racks can be put into these, you can truck with a stationwagon-like body, is also
put in a couple of bunks or mattresses and a pretty good bet for all around use. It

R. J. COFFEY ,~rj{..Il-o..;J~?l1
Dept. 2 - 1206 N. Main Ave."~~~~~1

Son Antonio, Texas

Ideal gift. Records kill for proud hunter.
Beautifully embossed.

Elk Turkey Mule Deer
Deer Coyote Brown Bear
Bear Skunk Grizzly Bear

Moose Javelina Mountain Sheep
Wolf Antelope Mountain Goot

Black T. Deer

YOUR OWN PRIVATE HUNTING OR FISHING
LODGE on wheels ... ready to take you to a favorite
retreat no matter how remote. Lightweight, raw-
hide tough, the DREAMER pickup coach ignores "No
Vacancy" Signs. It's at home anywhere. everywhere!

"

" (Actually, the Dreamer thinks it's a motel.)
......... Write for free colorful information.

TRAVEL INDUSTRIES, INC.
Hoo.m ....rw Dept. 216 • OSWEGO. KANSAS 67356

CENTENNIAL ARMS BREAKS THE PRICE BARRIER
MODERN BLACK POWDER SHOOTERS

CENTENNIAL ARMS CORP.

(8) HARPERS FERRY FLINTLOCK
PISTOL MODEL 1805 - DATED 1807

Made for the Army at Horpers Ferry Armory, this was the
first U.S. Pistol to he manufactured at a National Armory.
It is a tribute to its attractive lines that the U.S. Army
Military Police adopted crossed Harpers Ferry Flintlock
pistols as their insignia. This flintlock is 16 inches long
and has a round, steel barrel 10 inches long. This striking
pistol has a rifled bore in .54 caliber, with handsome
varnished wood and brass mountings. The lockplate is
casehardened and is marked with a spread eagle, U.S. and

HARPERS FERRY 1807.

(D) KENTUCKY-TYPE
FLINTLOCK PISTOLS:

The Kentucky Pistol is a unique Arm and is a very attractive
one for the collector to acquire or for the shooter. This
Flintlock is a typical "KENTUCKY" pistol, practically none
of which are exactly alike. Many of the Kentuckies were
made to order by local Riflemakers for customers to carry
on Military Expeditions of the lote 18th and early 19th
Centuries. This handsome pistol has varnished wood, brass
mountings and a casehardened lockplate. Caliber .44, Rifled

80re for shooting.

All three pieces

57995

3318 West Devon Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois

Mould j Flask and Pistol or
Revolver with this ad only.

Mold $10, Flask $15
if ordered separately

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH!

I

ALL PISTOLS AND

REVOLVERS

55995
only each

Engraved Scene

(A) VIRGINIA
FLINTLOCK PISTOL:

(C) NEW MODEL ARMY

This beautiful Virginia Manufacture Pistol is 16 inches long
and has a round steel barrel 10 inches long. The Virginia
Ftintlock was patterned after the Harpers Ferry with only
slight changes, such as, a swivel ramrod which proved
much stronger and the grips and brass huttcap are slightly
shorter. Pistol has a rifled hore in .54 caliber, with hand
some varnished wood and brass mountings. Lockplate is
cosehardened and is marked with "VIRGINIA" and

"Richmond 1812".

1860 Colt New Model Army .44 Cap ond Ball Revolver.
Now better thon ever: completely proofed for better and
safer shooting. Beautiful pistol with an 8 inch barrel, walnut
grips, blue finish and round cylinder. NOW special finely
engraved cylinder at no extra charge.

All Guns Shipped Express Unless Postage Accompanies
Order.
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makes a dandy second car, has plenty of
room, keeps all the gear dry, and in it good
gun racks can be placed along the side, say
by the lefthand windows. In some ways, how
ever, this model is not quite as handy out in
the woods as the standard pickup. It would
bc much improved for general use if manu
facturers would cease the abominable habit
of furnishing these units wi th only two doors.

Ground clearance is of the utmost impor
tance. On my pickup I replaced standard
wheels with 17lh inch wheels and corre
spondingly large tires, 17-7.5. I can go over
rocks most pickups cannot negotiate. There
is a disadvantage, however. Just don't ruin
a tire and try to buy a replacement wherever
you happen to be. It's a major project. One
further pickup notation. I like, and use, the
long wheel base model with 8 foot bed be
cause I like the added room. This is not,
however, as good a bet for rugged going as
the shorter wheel base and six-foot bed. The
latter can go over a lot of humps that will
hang the eight footer.

This gets us to four-wheel-drive. My reason
for avoiding it up to now lies in the fact
that the horse and. the pickup are the two
types of rough-country or wilderness trans
port that average sportsmen can come closest
to affording. Horses can be rented, or are
furnished by an outfitter. A pickup is often
used by guides and outfitters after deer and
antelope, but it can also be owned by many.
Go one step further, to the 4-wheel drive
pickup, and you have a tremendously useful,
powerful vehicle that can get to a lot of
places the standard pickup cannot. But here
we are getting into specialized transport that

costs quite a bit of money. My personal
feeling would be that given this much money
to work with, I'd prefer a regular pickup,
plus a smaller 4-wheel drive vehicle.

These units are probably the best and
most popular back-country vehicles of all.
This past season I drove a Toyota Land
Cruiser some 3000 mountain miles. When I
had finis·hed, I came away convinced that
this is a sensational piece of machinery and
one that will make all the competition run
to catch up or beat it. The Land Cruiser is
a six-cylinder, short-coupled vehicle - the
model I used- that comes in either hardtop
or softtop. It can also be had in a somewhat
longer wheel base as a pickup or station
wagon. The gas mileage was good, and this
wild-eyed little mountain climber is capable
of running at 80 miles per hour or more all
day long on the highway. Yet when dropped
down into 4-wheel drive, a shift accom
plished by a dash lever-you can do it with
clutoh depressed even while moving-there
was practically no place we couldn't go.

I had been told the Toyota would climb
a 65 per cent grade. That sounded a little bit
like malarkey to me. So we took it out with
a forester who knew the specs on several
rocky, sage-covered mountainsides. From a
standing start, in low-range 4-wheel, the
gutty little critter marched up several 60 per
cent grades like nothing. The wide track
very handy on turns on a steep mountain
side-and the extremely small turn radius,
about 16 feet I believe-were wonderful.
I couId not praise it too highly.

The Land Cruiser, the British Land Rover,
the Scout, and of course that good old

Instantly shows true range!

FOCUS READ
TURN DIAL 50 DISTANCE
IMAGES MERGE ON DIAL

INSTANT MARKSMANSHIPl Just focus tnls pre
cision optical instrument on Bny target Dial instantly
shows distance in yards. Lets you adjust sights for
deadly accuracy every shot. Terrific for varmint
hunters. Just 12 inches long. Deluxe set including
Rangefinder, Leather Holster Case. and 5x Telescope
Eyepiece for eastest long-range fOCllSsing-$29.95 com-

~l~~~~.o~J~:: ~~lla':,'i~e~5t~;d~~ga~1~di~o:;o$~.9~~)
Ideal gift. 30 Day MoneY-back guar. Send check to:

Dealera: I FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., Dept HC-6
Write us. 114-06 Rockaway Blvd., JAMAICA 20, N. Y.

=:mrn SHOOTING GLASSES
Used by marksmen and

~ hunters to get clear
~ sharp vision on target.

FREE literature on
Shooting, Vision and
information on Pre
scription shooting glas
ses. Write direct to

Mitchell Shooting Glasses
Box 5806, Waynesville. Mo.

HOW' MANY OF THESE ISSUES HAVE
YOU

MISSED?
?rlaq.nifiamL [.di1ioJUL bt GUNS QUA RTER LV
••• 'YltJ.UJ1JfJ.u.Jt!J..,aLfJflJL-1t.a.1tb# CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TODAY!

------------------------------------------------

CITY ZONE__STATE _

Back Issues, GUNS QUARTERLY, 8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, Illinois

ADDRESS _

G-6c

D Volume 5D Volume 3

o Volume 4

NAME _

I enclose $ for the issues I have checked below @50c per copy.

D Volume 2

o Volume 1

These five volumes of GUNS QUARTERLY
are fast becoming "collector's" copies.
Here's your chance to get these luxury edi
tions while limited supplies last. Every issue
is a goldmine of priceless reading matter in
all fields of gun interest-superlative color
lithography, including special gatefol<;l mas
terpiece of historical gun art. Regular price
for GUNS QUARTERLY is $1.00 each, but
you pay only half-50c per copy. Hurry,
stocks of some issues are very low and will
be exhausted soon, so send your order
in todayl Mail handy coupon.
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ANTIQUE WEAPONS
Don't miss Uris fascinating 125 page,
1498 photo Ca.talog. Fill in Coupon,
(please print), mail entire ad.

ROBERT ABElS, Inc. t6~,;;Uy~~~i~~~on,/v.::
Send me your Catalog # 31 with backgrounds,
1498 photos of old guns, daggers, swords, ar·
mor. I enclose $1 to cover handling and post·
age.
NAME ..••••...•.•••..•••.•••••••••••
ADDRESS •••.••.•••...•.•••..••.•••••.

CITY lONE STATE .

many thousands of miles all the way from
Texas throughout the Rockies and far up to
the end of the line in Manitoba. By using a
pickup with a 4-speed transmission, y(}U can
get into almost any place because you have
weight on the rear end that allows you to
settle down and pull the grades. Rough trails
make no difference. You just go sl(}wly, tliat's
all. We've even taken ours on brief off-the
road trips in the timberline country by care
ful, slow handling. This is getting your gun
and your comfort pretty darned close to the
game, and it may be just what you want.

There are two interesting variations on
this theme. I know several hunters who have
been going up into the back stuff with pick
up and coach, but carrying along a set of
removal jacks. Once in as far as they can
comfortably go with their load, they take
the coach off the pickup, set it up as a base
camp, fan out from there with the empty
pickup, or from it start backpacking. One
of these acquaintances has a 4-wheel, drive
pickup and when he gets the coach off at
the 8000 foot marker, he just barges righL
on across country almost anywhere be wishes,
coming back to a cozy "home" every night.

The other variation is the addition of a
motor bike. A friend of mine has a "Dream
er Coach" on his pickup. This coach is made
by Custom Coach Co., and they will, as the
name implies, go along with any design
scheme the customer devises. This man
wanted a special rack built (}n the rear
bumper of the coach. He got it-a bracket
on which to set his Honda. He bucks the
tough mountain one-way roads with his
coach and pickup, makes a camp, then he
uses the mot(}f bike to replace the tradi
tional mountain horse. He has brought sev
eral deer out on it, and again the beauty of
this rig is that he has all the c(}mforts of
home to putt-putt back to each evening.

What is the best method of transport for
getting you and your gun to the game? It
has to be a personal choice. Your ch(}ice will
depend on how you will use transport, and
where, and for what. Consider that inv@st
ment in a hunting vehicle may in the long
run save you a lot of otherwise wasted money
and coax you to take trips you haven't
previously taken because you couldn't get to
the game. A good woodsman can save money
by making a lot of unguided mountain trips
if he has proper transport. But I want to
remind one and all that it is silly to plan
all year on a vacati(}n, drive or fly hundreds
of miles, spend a sizeable hunk of dough,
and then, rifle in hand, stand wistfully look·
ing into game country that, for lack of ~
proper transportation, you cannot enter!~

_.--_._.-.._--------------~Spokane, Washington 99210

MAIL ORDER MFG. CO.
Box 851 Dept. 7

LAUNCHING PADS. Set of 4 universal Camper Jocks'
guaranteed to fit any camper. Unload .or load camper
in"" minutes-in the field, or. at home. Collapsible for
storage within the camper unit. No fuss, no bother,
absol.ut~ly no work•.·Each jack tested to lift 1500 Ibs.
Shipping weight, 91 Ibs. $57.45, f.O.B. NoC.O.O's.

CAMPER JACKS

stand-by the Jeep, are all such great gun·
toters that it is impossible to say enough
good things about them. I have been on a
number of hunts that were absolutely saved
by one of these fantastically tough little
vehicles. They come closest to replacing the
horse in back-country hunting.

Numerous friends of mine drive from
Texas to Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, and
tow a short·coupled 4-wheel drive vehicle.
Some have a "lo-boy" trailer affair on which
the 4·wheel is placed and towed. This saves
much wear and tear on the vehicle itself.
Once you're at the end (}f the line with your
car, it is parked, everybody piles into the
4-wheeler, and up they go.

I have been places in them that are unbe
lievable. One time the Burnham brothers and
I made a Colorado trip during which we got
into a horrible mess of snow and mud. Hun-.
dreds of hunters were grounded in the foot
hills. Not us. We surged our way, bit by bit,
clear up into the high country. The 4-wheeler
took our guns to the game we were after.
In fact, we met s(}me of it coming down! In
Montana three of us took the Toyota Land
Cruiser up over a boulder-strewn trail that
would give a horse trouble. We had none.

I want to interject here something about
gun racks. Remember that when .you go into
rugged country with a h(}rse, your scabbard
carries the rifle nicely. But riding over tough
terrain in a 4-wheel drive or a pickup gives
guns a lot rougher handling. It is not satis·
factory to lay cased rifles in a vehicle, un
less they are carefully lashed down atop soft
duffie. Whenever possible, it is best to carry
them in racks. There are a lot of car gun
racks fashioned by people who, I'm sure,
have never ridden from 5,000 to 10,000 feet
in an off-the-road 4-wheeler. Be positive that
the rack you use is properly padded, that
the gun is held securely in it, and that it is
set so that neither scope nor gun can keep
whanging against the side of the vehicle or
a window. My personal method when going
up the rough stuff is to case my gun in a
well-padded case, and roll it up inside my
bedmll.

For a good many years I fiddled with small
trailers. They are a pretty darned good camp
for rough country hunters, if you pull them
with a proper vehicle. It is surprising how
far back in you can get with a small trailer
pulled by truck or 4-wheeler. Then y(}U park
it, use it as a base camp, and hunt by horse
or vehicle.

Better, however, is the pickup coach. The
advent (}f this unique invention opened some
entirely new vistas for hunters. I have run
various pickup and coach rigs for a good

Easily slips on to any shotgun
or rifle. "Progressive Action"
absorbs shocle Will give years
of service. On Iy $2.00.

Unique design offers gradual resistance to
recoil instead of Hmushy" cushioning or
a brupt "bottoming." There is a model for
every purpose, whether rifle or shotgun.
For quality. long life and unexcelled shoot
ing comfort, insist on "White Line" Recoil
Pads. Deluxe (shown) $3.75.

Deluxe Slip-On
RECOIL PAD

NEW IMPROVED
Mershon Sure Grip Shell Packs

Unique pat. pend. uO" ring segment design
holds variety of calibers securely. releases
them easily. Protects shells from loss, dam
age. Specially formulated of durable. light
weight, flexible molded rubber to work ~er
fectly all weather from _65 0 to + 240 F.
Fits any belt up to 1 'TAl" wide. Red, brown.
blaclt. Only $3.00.

SURE GRIP
HANDGUN CASES

3. 4 & 5 gun models
Compact, light,
these beautiful
sturdy cases have
racl{ for 3, 4 or 6
guns, space for ac
cessories and spot
ting scope. Avail.
with or without
back door. Exterior
is finished in choice
of 8 attracti ve col
ors and materials. Fully lined
to match. 3 gun model without back door
$27.50. Adjustable handgun tray extra.

NEW "SURE·GRIP"
WALNUT TARGET

GRIPS
Designed especially for the
target shooter, these fine
imported walnut grips
feature finger & thumb
grooves. Gives you better

End view Side view control, higher scores. Ex
pertly checl<ered with hand rubbed 011 fin
ish. Avail. in reg. or large sizes for popular
Colts, S & Wand S & W Magnum models.
Only $15.50 pro ,

", 0 Point" Grips
Fits all modern Colts and S & W
Revolvers and pistols. Easily
Installed. Improves shooting accu
racy. Prevents gun from slipping.
Can be cut or shaped to fit your
hand. Only $5.75. - ~
S06 lI""r Morah... D6al... or ..rU. tor FBBB Iit....l..r.

F;ERSHON

fWIIITE®
I HNE
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Team members, authentically clad in costumes of the period,
put on a memorable show for spectators at Greenfield Village.

A MUZZLE LOADER FESTIVAL
(Continued from page 37)

team, shooting together, to completely cut
jn half a 2 x 6 inch wooden stake at 50 yards.
This requires 40 to 60 direct hits across the
six inch face, within an area of a three inch
strip. When the firing ceases, the stakes are
~xamined carefully by judges; one bullet hole
-outside the three inch band results in dis
~ualification of that team.

The last, and most spectacular match has
the entire team sho06ng at exploding targets
-on the 50 yard range. The six bulls·eyes
~esignated for each team each contain a
~harge of 200 grains of black powder. The
most turbulent Civil War times are recreated
as the 108 shooters blaze away, and targets
~xplode with cannon·like blasts. Between the
DlUzzle-Ioading rifles and the blasting targets,
gunpowder smoke becomes so thick on the
range it sometimes is difficult to see the six
;inch bulls-eye at 50 yards.

Interspersed with rifle shooting, muzzle
loading single shot pistols and six shot re
volvers are also fired in 25 and 50 yard com
petition. These guns range in size from the
gentleman's dueling pistol of .28 caliber to
the ponderous Colt Dragoons and Walkers.

Last year, in commemoration of the Henry
Ford Centennial, all previous muzzle-loader
champions of the past eight years, engaged
in a spectacular shoot-off. Paul Ellis, of
Fort Mitchell, Ky., won the 25 yard off-hand
contest, firing a .58 caliber 1863 Springfield
rifled musket.· The 50 yard off-hand match
went to Richard Rowley, Dewitt, Michigan,
firing a .456 caliber Remington, while the
50 yard bench rest contest was claimed by
Ernest Swain, Dearborn, Michigan, with a
home·made .52 caHber bench rest rifle which
weighs 34 pounds.

The Championship of Champions in the

revolver tournaments were taken by Curt
Roberts of Detroit in the 25 yard class; Bill
Carver, National Muzzle Loader Revolver
Champion for 1959, 1961 and 1962, walked
off with top honors for the 50 yard shooting.

One of the most interesting aspects of the
Muzzle Loader Festival is that women and
children compete against the men with
amazing results. David Swain, age 14, firing
the same .52 caliber rifle used by his father,
out-shot his champion Dad, Ernest Swain, by
a narrow margin of 30-2X to 30-1X.

With 29 volunteer military units, and 5
groups of the North-South Skirmish Organiza
tion participating in the shooting, the HOth
Ohio Volunteer Infantry of Springfield, Ohio,
claimed first prize, with a total time of 535_5
seconds for the five different contests.

To capture the Colonial spirit of the early
American life experienced by our forefathers,
almost 500 of the estimated 1500 costumed
participants turned their backs on modern
convcniences and camped in tents and trailers
in the wooded area of Greenfield Village.

Colonial social life was also recreated for
the muzzleloaders and their families, with
a costume ball, given in Lovett Hall, the
beautiful early American ballroom at Green
field Village.

With the pungent taste of gunpowder still
fresh in their throats, the two day pioneers
reluctantly folded their tents and silently
faded into the night-to make the transition
from 1863 back to the land of 1963.

If you like the acrid smell of black powder,
and would enjoy witnessing a good old fashion
rifle frolic and a host of other thrilling events,
here's one program you won't want to miss_
If you'd like to participate, toss Old Betsy
into the back of the car, and head for Green
field Village-but you'd better leave your
modern duds at home, and bring your ~
grandfather's buckskins. ~

NEW SHIPMENT OF 30-06 SHORT MAUSER RIFLES
$3995 J£

SPECIFICATIONS
• Caliber .30-06; Manually Operated
• Turn Down Bolt Handle
• Air Cooled; Walnut Handguard, Stock
• All Milled Parts; Five Shot Magazine
• Fully Proof Tested to International Stds.
• Barrel Length-23"; Overall Length-43"
• Weight-approximatelY 8% Ibs.

SAYONET SPECiAl.!,
ORIGINAL ISSUE BAYONETS
FOR RIFLE ONLY............_._....$3.95

AMMO SPECIALS!
30-06 late issue ammO
100 rds. .. $ 5.95
Per case of 1000 rds $ 49.00
10 cases _ $415.00

Out of the high INCA country of Peru
come these beautiful F.N. Mauser Rifles of world

# renowned Mauser 1924 design, ORIGINALLY fabricated in 30-06
caliber for the Peruvian Government and marked with the Great Seal of
that Republic and the designation "MODELO 1935". Has all famous
M1935 features including unique reverse position safety to confuse you
collectors, and quality finish applied by fanatical Liegeois craftsmen at
Herstal, Belgium. Don't accept inferior Czech, Iranian or Spanish sub
stitutes for modern technology and traditional quality in this great
money saving Caliber. This .30-06 Mauser Rifle is in original Military
condition ready for immediate service. NRA Good. to Very Good CondI
tion $39.95. $10 extra for Select Rifle.

MARS EQUIPMENT CORP. 3318 WEST DEVON AVE., CHICAGO 45, ILLINOIS
HAVE YOU TOLD YOUR CONGRESSMAN HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT FIREARMS LEGISLATION? TELL HIM AGAIN.
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had to be turned over to the originators and
re-stamped "Mfg. for Smith & Wesson" by
whatever company had committed the intru
sion. At least 18,000 revolvers were inv6lved
in these cases, the infringements being per
pelrated ohiefly by the companies of Lowell,
Moore, Pond, and Warner. Today, although
Ihese guns are not technically Smith & Wes
son products, they are much sought by col
lectors because of their significant role in
the early history of the cartridge revolver.

A formidable number of small arms com
panies waited anxiously for the fateful day
of April 3, 1869, when the White patent
expired and piracy of S&W design could no
longer be banned. Smith & Wesson, of
course, petitioned for an extension of the
patent, but less than 24 hours before the
expiration, the Commissioner of Patents re
turned a negative verdict. Undaunted, the
two partners and White somehow secured a
Congressional bill which would grant them
a rehearing. But, when the bill came to
President Grant, he vetoed it. Ostensibly,
his grounds were that it would force the U.S.
"to pay to the p,arties, already well paid, a
large royalty for altering its revolvers to use
metallic cartridges." Despite the Chief Exec
utive's less than cordial reception, S&W
fought on, eventually reaching the Supreme
Court.

With defeat at hand, and the right to
manufacture cartridge revolvers now in the
public domain, S&W was promptly met with
a barrage of competitors who opened the
floodgates on inexpensive cartridge guns,
mainly in .22 and .32 caliber. But the New
England acumen for doing business, and
doing it well, had not deserted the wily pair
of gunmakers. The big caliber military re
volver was finally ready for the market, and
it shortly proved to be well worth the wait.

The .44 caliber "American Model" of 1869
was no pocket pistol. Weighing the betler
part of three pounds with an eight inch bar
rel, it fired a husky 218 grain lead bullet
powered by 28 grains of powder. But the
real coup de grace which the S&W American
delivered to all its competitors was decep
tively invisible under cursory examination.

In 1869, S&W had concluded an arrange
ment with the farsighted inventor, Charles
A. King, for the use of his simultaneous
automatic ejector. With this remarkable ad
vance the Smith & Wesson still remained a
break open revolver, but when the barrel
was unlatched and raised for loading, all of

THE SAGA OF S&W
(Continued from page 18)

the war years, the company lacked the time
for research and development. At this time
Eli Whitney-who ruled an impressive gun
making complex of his own-had more than
a passing interest in a full size Smith &
Wesson revolver. He wrote the company in
1864, observing, "It seems a pity not to have
your military arm brought out during the
war-it must be done very soon or not at all."

The welcome return of peace in no way
diminished the popularity of the rim-fire .32
revolver which had acquired the appropriate
nickname of the "officers' pistol." In 1865,
a modified version, the Model No. Ph, was
offered, but the officers' choice continued in
production until 1874, when over 75,000 had
been produced.

Much of the popularity of Smith & Wesson
arms were due to the firm's pioneering efforts
and their carefully made guns, but a still
greater measure was due to the United Stales
Patent Office which had granted Smith &
Wesson the exclusive right to make cartridge
revolvers up to the year 1869. In 1855, the
newly formed partnership had signed a con
tract with Rollin White, who had secured
a very broad patent for a revolver cylinder
bored entirely through for use with self
contained cartridges. (Previously, the rear
of cylinder chambers were fitled with per
cussion cones or nipples to receive the caps.)
This prolific inventor-the White sewing
machine and White truck still bear his name
-first took his idea to the foremost gunman
in the field, Samuel Colt, who remained
stoically unimpressed. White found Smilh &
Wesson considerably more receptive since
their ambitious plans for metallic cartridges,
and White's patent for the bored through
cylinder, were not only complementary but
virtually indispensible to each other.

A bargain was struck whereby White would
receive 25 cents for every gun sold-pro
vided that he would defend the patent against
infringements. Unfortunately for White, his
patent proved to be one of the most abused
in the history of the Patent Office. The
Lorelei call of an easy·to-make, popular seller
proved too much for a few gunmakers who
ignored the patent protection and promptly
started to copy the Smith & Wesson arms.
To uphold his part of the bargain, White
started spending more and more of his time
in court.

In Smith & Wesson's case, justice seemed
to be served betler than in most such alter
cations. The court ruled that all illegal copies

• Loads rifle, pistol
or shotshe lis

• Full length resizes and
swages bullets with ease

• Lathe bed cast iron
frame not aluminum or
aluminum alloys.

.Complete with primer
Shp. wgt. 23 Ibs. arm, insert and shell

$ I ~ 9S holder of your choice,.::1 •New Primer catcher 1.37

HERTER'S .22 CAL. WESTERN
SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER

5 inch micro~precJsJon barrel. Ad.
iustable rear sight. Heavy, custom,
full sized frame. Tenite checkered
grips. All working parts made of
the finest weapon steel. Send
Firearms Permit No. for dealers
prices. Send 25¢ fOr huge
500 page catalog.

Micro-precision inletted stocks
$7.50 and up. Glass Bedding

from PARKER
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WORLD'S FINEST HUNTING &
FISHING EQUIPMENT AT LOW
WHOLESALE PRICES • '64 MODELS
BRAND NAMES • GUARANTEED
Specify Hunting, Fishing or Both

PARKER DISTRIBUTORS (G-64)
1 PENN PLACE, PELHAM MANOR, N.Y.

$550 00

• BULLET WEIGHTS OF 20,
22 AND 25 GRAINS

• TREMENDOUS SHOCKING
POWER

• TARGET ACCURACY
• NO RECOIL

• 18" BARREL
• OVERALL LENGTH-36"
• WEIGHT-ABOUT 5 POUNDS
• ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY

~~~--
PORT HURON, MICHIGAN - 48060

Hand Carved Stocks of
Premium Woods and In
lays and. Decorations of
Genuine Ivory and Ebony
by Nils Hultgren•.

O'BRIEN .17 CALIBER JAVELINA

N. Flayderman & Co.
Squash Hollow, Dept. G-6

New Milford, Conn.
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Military Equipment.
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the spent cartridge cases were ejected at once.
It was this unique firearms design that

'had caught the eye of Duke Alexis, and it
was almost solely through his dynamic in
terest that the second great Smith & Wesson
'(some still call it the greatest) gun was
born. The giant order placed by the Russian
was not for the same gun with which Alexis
],ad slain buffalo on the American prairie.
The Russians wanted some changes and,
when a band of technicians swarmed over
:Springfield, there evolved a more streamlined
revolver with a more efficient grip. At the
.Russians request a new .44 caliber cartridge

S&W's famous ejection system.

with a 264 grain bullet propelled by 23
:grains of powder, was designed for the
emerging Smith & Wesson "Russian Model."
The magic combination of steel, springs, and
the lower powered, though more accurate
-cartridge shot better than any other revolver
,ever had before-in fact, it shot more like a
target pistol than a service revolver.

Probably the first man to recognize this
;uncanny target pistol aceuracy of Smith &
Wesson's new .44 fully was Ira Hanson
:Paine. The American sharpshooter so im
pressed the European gentry with his fancy
revolver shooting that the King of Portugal
made him a chevalier.

While the enviaqle S&W Russian was
''figuring prominently in the exciting and
,exacting match shooting of the late 1800's
,(incidentally, some of these old records made
with the early S&W stand yet unbroken),
more conventional demands were rising else
where in the world.

Turkey, about to go to war again with its
;traditional enemy, Russia, hastily ordered
5000 Smith & Wessons of the Russian pat
'tern, but chambered for the same .44 rim·
jire cartridge used in the Winchester Model

1866. The Turks had bought thousands of
the American lever action repeaters and the
application of the concept of interchangeable
rifle and revolver ammunition was a clever
piece of foresight.

Ironically, while Smith & Wessons, Win
chesters, Remingtons, and American-made
Gatling guns were blasting into the pages of
history from Siberia to Hong Kong, the
American ordnance buyers continued their
policy of holding back the tide of progress
until the last possible second.

In an effort to convince the U.S. Army that
it would do well to be armed at least as
properly as the Russian, Turkish, and more
obscure armies, Major George Schofield ap·
plied some of his own inventive features to
the big Smith & Wesson and came up with a
.45 that soon came to be known as the
Schofield Model. Showing signs of emerging
from their traditionally unimaginative shell,
Ordnance examiners decided to pit the new
Schofield .45 against the Colt Single Action
.45 which had been adopted for cavalry
use one year earlier in 1873.

For the test, a pair of expert cavalrymen
were mounted, one armed with the S&W, the
other with the familiar Colt Six Shooter, and
dispatched at full gallop. The S&W user,
after firing the first six rounds, was able to
eject all of the empties instantly and insert
six fresh loads-all in 26 seconds! His
Colt armed partner found it far more diffi
cult to go through the twelve minimum
motions of reloading, while at the same time
handling his mount. He finally managed to
reload after 60 seconds.

In another test, this one not on horseback,
the S&W was able to rapid-fire 18 shots in
just one second short of a minute, while the
Colt and Remington guns took almost twice
as long. The usually stone faced Ordnance
people were visibly impressed with Major
Schofield's alterations of the S&W product.

Subsequently, the recommendation was
made that "a limited number of these pistols
be placed in the hands of troops for a com
parative trial with the Colt's and Smith &
Wesson revolvers now in service and that,
as far as possible, the different pistols be
tried side by side in the same commands."
(The reference to the S&W's "now in servo
ice" alludes to a few thousand .45 caliber
revolvers on the lines of the American Model
bought by the Government in 1872.)

Despite the mechanical superiority of the
Smith & Wesson Schofield, it did have one
rather significant shortcoming which, sur·
prisingly enough, did not seem objectionable
to the Ordnance examiners. This problem

ITC CHROXOGilAPHS

NEW!
• COMPACT
• PORTABLE
• ACCURATE
• INEXPENSIVE

The instrument is an all transistor, port·
able, battery operated counter which was
designed specifically for use in measuring

the velocity of bullets
High accuracy ±0.08% of full count
Long battery-life 60 hours minimum
Small size 7" x 8" X 3"
Light weight Approx. 4 V. pounds

Prices $99.75 and $129.00
See April Guns & Ammo and this issue of
Guns Magazine for .evalutions. For more
information and copies of evaluations
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INDUSTRIAL TIMERS &
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SLING KEEPER - BOLT HANDLES
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BOLT HANDLES Unpolished $1.25, Polished $2.50,
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hustled off to placate the Sioux, armed with
shiny new pistols that were but moderate
improvements over the guns toted across the
West by the Forty-Niners.

The line between antique and modern guns
is often a very thin and nebulous one. But
perhaps the heginning of that line was drawn
in 1877 when Smith & Wesson introduced
their first double action revolver, a .38
which resembled a small version of the Rus
sian Model. It may seem odd to cla&Sify the
double action mechanism as "modern" since
it was in use decades earlier in guns ranging
from ladies' tiny pocket and muff pistols to
a relatively wide selection of English and
American Civil War revolvers.

However, the merits of the double action
system were something to be reckoned with
in a small gun for defense purposes which
should be fired rapidly. Colt, in the same
year as Smith & Wesson, brought out a small
.38 double action but that early gap between
Colt and S&W still held firmly as Colt con
tinued to favor the old, slow side ejector
rod as used on the Frontier single action.
Smith & Wesson continued with the auto·
matic, simultaneous ejeotor originally fea
tured on the first big bore of 1869. Finally,
as the 20th century approached and the de·
mand for faster shooting self-cocking reo
yolvers steadily rose, quite a number of com·
panies-both domestic and foreign-began to
be influenced by the lines of the Smith &
Wesson product and even today there are still
a number of pieces around that look almost
like twin brothers to the guns from Spring.
field.

With the exception of specialized collec·
tors, vintage Smith & Wessons have been
slighted somewhat by general collectors.
There are a variety of reasons for this. Al
thongh two models of Smith & Wesson reo
volvers saw limited Civil War service they
are not generally associated as Civil War
guns, as are the big Colt or Remington cap
and ball pistols. Secondly, when the bigger
S&W guns missed acceptance as the official
army revolver of the 1870's they were unfor·
tunately excluded from the Indian Wars
and thereby almost totally from the TV and
movie screens. But perhaps most important
was the failure of the Smith & Wesson to
meet the needs of the Western gunfighters.
Fast reloading counted for next to nothing
in this "market" since frontier faIling-outs
rarely required more than a full load of six
shots. More significantly, the wide hammer
spur of the Colt was ideally suited to the
demands of the quick draw, far more so
than the smaller hammer of Smith & Wesson
guns. Consider too that thousands of Union
soldiers had become intimately familiar with
the name and the distinctive "feel" of Colt
revolvers, and Sam Colt's flamboyant flair
for showmanship which went a long way
toward popularizing his products.

But, despite the fact that, in the eyes of
the collectors, the Colt revolvers have a more
glamorous historical background, the trend
in collecting today seems to be moving more
toward the preservation of pieces more di·
rectly connected with the technical advances
in firearms history. When this becomes more
wide-spread, I am sure that the break·open
Smith & Wessons will gain deserved respect.

And, the history that S&W is making in
today's firearms technology, will endear it
to the collectors of some ~

future generation. ~

Join NOW! and receive
this gold-filled NRA memo
bership lapel button. Sells
regularly for $1.50·yours
at no extra cost.

~
MAIL THIS
APPLICATION

TI TODAY!

lay in the unique .45 Smith & Wesson car·
tridge which was somewhat shorter than the
standard .45 Colt. The S&W ammunition
could be used in the Colt, but the longer
Colt .45 would not chamber in the Smith &
Wesson cylinder. Since the difference was
really so slight, it is surprising that Schofield
did not design his gun to use cartridges that
would have been truly interchangeable with
those already in service.

The Army's quite cordial reception of the
Smith & Wesson .45 changed by 1876. At
that time the Army did a rapid about-face
and was expressing a "decided preference"
for the Colt as "the best adapted (arm) to
meet all of the requirements of the military
service." And so, in that festive Centennial
year of 1876, a colorful and rather eccentric
officer named George Armstrong Custer was
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1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington 6, D. C.
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U.S. and Canadian Pat.
Complete job •• shown

for Most guns $30

It's EASY! With
Gunberth* Plans (, Kits

All details on Plans, Kits and
Hardware are listed io big,
fully illustrated. .• .

"Handbook"-Catalog,
which alsa contains tips on
design and construction.
Send NOWI Only $1.00 pp6.
(Refunded first $10.00 order)

COLADONATO BROS.
Dept. G·64 Hazleton, Pa.

By Robert C. Ruark (Copyright 1963
United Feature Syndicate): "We built
America with guns, ranging back from the
boys at Concord and the shot heard round
the world. We have a healthy economy based
on hunting.... The knowledge of guns and
the handling of guns is basically a good
thing for a kid to grow up with. The knowl
edge comes in especially handy in something
like a war!"

Finally, from the Sarasota (Florida)
"Herald Tribune" of a much earlier date, an
editorial so cogent in its application to cur
rent affairs and to the basic principals of
democratic government that it deserves wider
reading than that newspaper or this magazine
can give it: "Dade County is getting ready
to require all residents who own a pistol or a
repeating rifle to obtain a permit. It is doing
this under an antiquated Florida statute ...
(which) a top Dade County enforcement
official says 'is being enforced selectively
and with the utmost discretion.' Let's assume
that this is true. In that very fact lies a
threat of direst proportions.

"A law that has to be enforced 'selectively'
is a bad law. Even when it is enforced by
well-intentioned men for worthwhile pur
poses, it is a flagrant notice that the law does
not apply equally to all men...

"But when a law is enforced 'selectively'
by men of too little honesty or too much
ambition, then it becomes nothing less than
a tool of a police sta teo

"Liberty exists only so long as we are
governed by laws, not men. Selective en
forcement is, almost by definition, a govern
ment by men."

So long as men like these think thoughts
like these, and state them publicly, there
is hope for all of the ~

American Freedoms! ~

THE

pendleton
Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The de-kicker de luxe that is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically nOJ·ump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secon ary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.

I PENDLETON GUNSHOP l~~~p:;'.~i.~~~~7.

~------------------------_.
IMPROVE YOUR SHOOTING
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to reach}-statements pointedly refuting the ,----:--:--:--------:-----------
ranting's of the hysteria-mongers whose - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - --
propaganda so shocked us all immediately
following the presidential assassination. Here
are a few of the many examples:

In a letter written to lhis magazine and
bearing the United States Senate letterhead:
"I have a strong personal interest in the use
of firearms and appreciate the right we all
have for the possession and correct use of
them. Any legislation which would abridge
this right will meet my strong opposition."
The writer? Senator Barry Goldwater.

In a long, hard-hitting letter published in
"Sports Illustrated:" "The record shows that
areas with the most stringent firearms regis
tration laws, such as New York, frequently
if not invariably have the highest incidence
of crimes of violence, including those
perpetrated by firearms... I know of no
legislation to restrict the sacred right of
individuals to use firearms in a lawful man
ner which would have prevented the tragic
death of President Kennedy." The writer?
Congressman Jehn D. Dingell of )\1iohigan.

By Riohard Starnes; widely syndicated
ne\yspaper columnist: "No gun law has ever
been devised that would keep weapons out
of the hands of individuals with criminal
intent. New York's Sullivan Law ... had
never prevented anyone from obtaining a
weapon for illegal use ... Texas law pro
hibits murder; Dallas law prohibits dis
charging a firearm within the corporate
limits; yet neither law saved Mr. Kennedy."

(Continued from page 11)

"Yeh-my organization favors gun registration."

THE P.RO-GUN LAW IS ON THE MOVE

comment: "The Albany legislature's de
cision proves once again the vital role played
by individual citizens as well as by united
sportsmen's groups is a crisis such as this.
fNew York} legislators were swamped with
letters from sportsmen, conservation groups,
and rifle clubs ..."

Aggressive sportsmen's groups organized
specifically to combat legislative efforts
damaging to gun enthusiasts and outdoor
sports are making their weight felt in many
states. Typical is the Florida Sportsmen's
Association which has repeatedly prevented
passage of harmful and unreasonable gun
laws, and has, by an active campaign to edu
cate both the public and the lawmakers, laid
the groundwork for constructive legislation
now being prepared.

Similarly, the Sportsmen's Legislative
Action Committee in New Mexico has won
all of the several legislative battles in which
it has engaged to date, not only in preventing
legislation detrimental to its interests but
also in achieving drastic improvement in pre
viously existing laws. This Committee works
at state and local levels and only recently
defeated an attempt to pass a semi-Sullivan
Law ordnance in the city of Albuquerque.

These are only two of many similar groups,
mentioned here only because they are the
two with which we are most currently
in contact.

Encouragement comes also from statements
by influential people which are now appear
ing, in print and on the air (often in media
reaching millions no gun magazine can hope
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NEW MOSSBERG "ALL-PURPOSE" shot
gun, the Model 395K, is chambered for 12
gauge, 3" Magnum shells. This new, stream
lined bolt action shotgun features a genuinll
walnut stock with recoil pad, Mossberg's
C-Lect-Choke, and a redesigned action with
handy top safety and crisp trigger let·off.
Barrel length is 28", over-all length, 47lh",
and weight is 6% lbs. Retail price is $48.95.

DOUBLE THE USE of your binoculars with
the Hawk Lite. Attached to the center post of
any binoculars, it directs a powerful beam
of light into the viewing area. Powered by
two 6-volt lantern batteries it comes complete
with vinysole carrying case and adjustable
shoulder strap, for only $14.95. A rifle scope
attachment is also available for 3.95. From
Deppe Co., Dept. G-6, Bellevue, Iowa.

WALMAX, INC., Box 1469, Dept. G-6, Glen
dale 5, California, has developed a new
blank ammunition. Made completely of plas
tic, it contains no wadding, and is safe as
close as 3 feet from the muzzle. Available in
.38 Special caliber and 5·in-l caliber that
can be used in any .45, .44 and .38-40 caliber
firearm. Walmax also has plastic practice
ammunition in .38 caliber with heavy plastic
case and 8 grain plastic bullet.

BLACK POWDER ARTILLERY groups will
be interested in the latest from Tingle Mfg.
Co., 1125 Smithland Pike, Dept. G·6, Shelby
ville, Indiana. It is their replica mortar.
Weighing some 80 lbs., it has a 2 5/32 inch
bore, and is designed to use standard # 11
caps and FFFg powder. Priced at $89.50
FOB Shelbyville, it makes unique salute gun
for Civil War groups.

HYER RAWHIDE .45 work boots are de·
signed as a boot you can work in and live in
with pride. The trim styling of the stream·
lined toe, slimmed down sole and saddle
stiched leg are only part of the story. These
boots are at their best when the going gets
rough. The famous Rawhide leather resists
moisture, acid and mildew, and the full
leather lining and spring steel shank add
life and comfort. Details from C.H. Hyer
& Sons, Inc., Dept. G-6, Olathe, Kansas.

SNOW-PROOF Company, Dept G-6, Livonia,
N.Y., offers readers of this column a free
sample of their famous leather product.
Snow-Proof waterproofs, reconditions, and
softens shoes, boots, gloves, and any -leather
product. Here is your chance to try a can of
"Leather's Best Friend."

7.20
4.80
4.80
4.20
4.20
3.20
3.15
3.15

3.15
6.50
4.50

17.00' 6.20
17.00 6.20
12.00 6.20
15.50 6.20

GENUINE
PEARL,
IVORY &S TAG
G RIP S

Improve the
appearance of
yourRevolver
or Automatic
with a new
pair of Selected

¥~~~r ~~ a~~~i~~iS~~r;.~lvg~breakableStag.

Sold by Dealers, Gunsmiths or Direct

Mail SOc for the Big New 52 Page Catalog

FRANK MITTERMEIER INC.
Gunsmith Supply Headquarters (Est. J936)

3577 E. Tremont Ave. New York 65, N. Y.

Zebra
or

Per Pair Pearl, Rose-
COLT Stag Ivory wood

Bisley $9.00 $17.00' $8.50
Single Action Army •...... 7.00 16.00 6.20
Single Action Scout 7.50 17.00 6.50
New Service. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.75 15.00 6.20
Army Special .....•...... 6.25 9.00 4.80
Official Police 6.25 9.00 4.80
Police Positive N.M 5.25 7.75 4.80
Bankers or Detective Special 5.25 7.75 4.80
Police Positive O.M. 4.50 6.50 4.50
Pocket Positive 3.50 4.50 3.10
.22 Woodsman, old model .. 6.25 15.00 4.80
.45 Auto. Government .... 6.25 15.00 4.20
.38 Super .22 Ace ...•.... 6.25 15.00 4.20
.32 or .380 Auto.•..•..... 4.50 7.50 4.20
.25 Pocket Auto.....••.... 3.50 4.50 3.15

SMITH & WESSON
Magnum Style Grips

.357, 1905, 1908 9.00
K.22, K.38, new model 9.00
Chief Spec. H.E. Rd Butt 9.00

" "Kit Gun (Sq. Butt) 9.00
Standard Style Grips
Regulation Police 8.00 11.50
.44, .45 Model 1917, 1908 .. 8.00 9.00
K.22, .38 Sq. Butt, 1905 O.M. 5.50 8.00
1902 Rd. Butt 5.00 7.00
Chief Spec. Kit Gun Sq. Butt 5.00 7.50
Chief Spec. Kit Gun Rd. Butt 4.25 5.25
.32 H.E., .38 T.B 3.50 4.50
.32 N.D., .38 N.D. 3.50 4.50
(DERRINGER)-Remington,

Gt. West. and Germans .. 3.50 4.50
RUGER Single Six 7.50 17.00
Ruger Bearcat' 6.00 8.00
Ruger Automatic 10.00 18.00'
Hi Standard Double 9 7.50 17.00 6.50

Carved Ivory & Pearl Grips are Again Available
*Not Available in Pearl.
To insure prompt delivery we carry in stock
over 1000 Genuine Pearl, Ivory and Stag Gdps
GRIPS WILL FIT YOUR GUN as they were
made and fitted for standard factory frames.
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GUN-Gf'
STOCKS EASILY,

.QUICKLY

See your gun dealer or write for NEW COLOR CATALOG - information on stacks, woads, finishing,
inlettin9, checkering, and rifle sporterizing services~r---ROY-At 'ARMS: IN-C~ - - - -- - 'N:;e- - - - --- - - ------ - - - - - -------------:

I J0064-G Bert Acosta St. Address I
I Santee, California 92071 City State I
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Galveston, Texas

Only Herrett's
stocks are made to
your hand pattern!
Every shooter's hand
is different. That's
why Herrett's made-to
measure stocks help
your shooting . . .
they're made for you!
Write direct to me

for free litera·
lure.

improved • more effective
money back guarantee • send $L

NEW METHOD MFG. CO., Bradford, pa.1
Name I
Address I
City State J

Just one easy·fast application of MINUTE
MAN GUN BLUE will restore steel or iron
surfaces! Not a paint or lacquer-no heat·
ing! Patented chemical! Complete kit with
each purchase!

2413-D (G)
VIC'S FOR GUNS

GUN METAL.-r-"",~

NOW MADE NEW!
-blueing gives new beauty,

natural protection!

Prepaid on Orders of $50.00 or more.

AMMUNITION
.45 ACP Ball, Win., N.C _.$ 4.50 per 100
.45 ACP Ball, Rem., Carr.. . . . . .. 4.00 per 100
9mm Luger, Boxer, Non Carr..... 3.00 per 100
9mm Luger, Corrosive.......... 2.75 per 100
.30-'06 Ball, Corrosive _.. 4.00 per 100
.30-'06 Ball, Non Carr _...... 6.00 per 100
6.5 Jap, Soft Point............. 2.50 per 100
.30 Ml Carbine, Non Carr........ 5.00 per 100
7mm Mauser, Rem. Military..... 5.00 per 100
.303 British, Military_.......... 5.00 per 100
.38 Spl. Wadcutler, Comm....... 5.00 per 100
41 Swiss Rim Fire............. 5.00 per 20
8mm Mauser, Military.......... 4.00 per 100
.45 Auto Wadcutter, Comm...... 7.00 per 100
.455 Webley, Military.......... 8.50 per 100
6.5 Italian, Soft Point. 14.50 per 100
.30 Carbine Soft Point. . . . . . . . . . 9.95 per 100
7mm Mauser, Soft Point. 10.00 per 100
7.65 Argentine, Soft Point. 12.50 per 100
8mm Mauser, Soft Point........ 10.00 per 100
.303 British, Soft Point. _. . .. 10.00 per 100
.30-'06 Soft Point. 10.00 per 100
32 Remington, Comm 10.00 per 100

OCM Carbine ACCESSORIES
30-Shot Carbine Mag, new $2.95 ea.
IS-Shot Carbine Mag, new........... .75 ea.
Two 15·Shot Carbine Mags, in pouch ... 1.75 ea.
2-Pocket new IS-shot mag pouch..... .50 ea.
New Carbine Zipper Canvas Case ....• 1.25 ea.
Carbine Sling & Oiler, new 2.00 set
5-Shot Carbine Magazine 1.50 ea.
Ml Carbine Bayonet & Sheath 4.95

Stamp for Complete List

of Ammo and Carbine
Accessories

PREPAID AMMUNITIONI

BUILD A GUN RACK
Modern Bronze Gun Cradle, gold appear
ance; Neoprene cushion; Deer and Quail
ornaments, polished and lacquered. Will
hold 100 Ibs. Write for FREE Gun Rack
plans and brochure.

HERRICK MACHINE WORKS
2426 Holmes St., Kansas City 8, Mo.

PACIFIC TRIGGER SHOE can be quickly
installed by anyone on more than 100 dif·
ferent shotguns, rifles, and pistols. Broad,
ribbed surface aids trigger control. Pacific
Gunsight Co., Box 4495, Dept. G-6, Lincoln,
Nebraska, offers these triggers shoes in either
blue finish at $2.50, or gold at $3.50.

,
RANGE TESTED BULLET TRAP will
handle bullets from .22 to .38 Special caliber.
Specially designed cone deflects the bullet
into the trap. Constructed of heavy gauge
steel with all seams welded. Can be used
indoor or outdoor. Weighs 20 pounds. Made
by Sterling Fleischman, Inc., Box 147, Dept.
G-6, Morton, Pa.

"POWERMATIC" SHOTSHELL LOADER
uses hydraulic power to replace a number of
manual operations. Capable of turning out
400 to 600 shells per hour, the Powermatic
is designed for competitive shooters, and
clubs. Available in 12 gauge only, it comes
complete with a compact hydraulic power
unit and a self-contained no volt electric
pump. Priced at $469.00, it is available from
Pacific Gun Sight Co., Box 4495, Dept. G-6,
Lincoln, Nebraska.

LEUPOLD & STEVENS INSTRUMENTS,
Inc., Portland, Ore., has recently introduced
their new Model M8-2X scope. With a non·
critical eye relief of 8-20 inches, it was de·
signed specifically for the Winchester Model
94 carbine. Mounted in front of the receiver,
it does not interfere with the function of the
carbine. The base fits the rear sight dovetail,
and has its own windage and elevation ad
j ustment screws. Information available from
Leupold & Stevens, 4445 N.E. Glisan St.,
Dept. G-6, Portland, Oregon.

NEWEST WINCHESTER SHOTGUN is the
Model 1400 autoloader, in 12 or 16 gauge.
The unusual locking system locks the rotat
ing bolt head directly to the barrel for added
strength. The checkered stock features a
rubber recoil pad and pistol grip cap. Re·
ceiver is made of rust-proof aluminum.
Dealers will have this new Winchester after
June 1, priced at $134.95.

MAKE YOUR OWN moccasins with this kit
from Tandy Leather Co., Box 791, Dept. G-6,
Ft. Worth, Texas. Kit contains pre-attached
cow hide insole, genuine bull hide uppers,
and specially treated laces. All parts are pre·
cut, so that you can assemble a pair in less
than one hour. Available in men's sizes 7
through 12, the kit sells for only $3.50.

SHOTSHELL RELOADERS will welcome
the new Poly-Wad made by Fordwad, Inc.,
Box 2772, Dept. G-6, Cleveland n, Ohio.
This one-piece wad acts as both a filler wad
and over powder wad. Available for 12 gauge

.only, it is made in %" and %" sizes. Details
and loading instructions are available on
request.
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Here we had a very pleasant surprise. With
winds of 25-35 mph, we fired first a three
shot, then a five shot, and still later a ten
shot group. The three and the five shot
groups went MOA on the button, the 10
shot group did spread to 2.25", but with the
wind and the low temperatures, we rather
suspect that this "spread" was the fault of
a cold and hungry gun tester rather than
that of the gun.

Summary: The Old Model 70 is no more,
and those who have been addicted to it for
10 these many years might as well console
themselves that they'll have to get used to
the new features of the new model. There
is a brisk market in used Model 70's, partly
because there are always some who must
have the latest gun made, and partly because
a great many of the old line guard are stock
piling the old Model 70 just as fast as they
can. Our test gun did well in the tests, and
a complete evaluation will have to wait for
the next hunting season when the chips are
down and gun performance can make or ruin
a trip. One thing seems certain-there will
probably be a great demand for custom
stocks for the new Model 70. The factory
stock fits too few shooters, lacks pleasing
lines, and the fore-end with the free floated
barrel is a first rate nuisance for collecting
twigs, weed seeds, and other debris.

'TCC Chronographs
The Industrial Timers & Controls Co.,

1125G Buena Vista Drive, Escondido, Cal.,
submitted two chronographs for tests several
months ago. We have used the Model 240 and
the Model 245 for almost six months, checking
the results obtained with other chronographs.

Both machines are portable and are con
tained in strong plastic boxes. Battery oper
ated, we found that shutting the units off while
changing screens gives an almost unlimited
life to the batteries, and even much-used bat
teries give full value readings (this was not
the case with another experimental model we
checked out at the same time, and where
readings varied as the age of the battery
increased). Both are all-transistor machines.

The Model 240 measures times of 0 to 10
milliseconds, and the time standard is a crystal
controlled oscillator with an accuracy of plus
or minus 0.3 per cent over the full operating
range. The unit weighs only 4% lbs. and
measures 7"x8"x3". The Model 240 comes
complete with screens, cables, operator's man.

LEARN GUNSMITHING
COMPLETE 2-YEAR COURSE

Degree of Associate in Science.

AMERICA'S OLDEST
Complete Course. V.A. Approval. LARGE SHOPS,

~~~d~~Nb~QI~~~~~N~m~O~~~~~~s.s'r::rTER~~~N
OF STUDENTS

TRINIDAD STATE JUNIOR COLLEGE
TRINIDAD, COLORADO

~
THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC GUNSTOCK INLAYS
Hand Cut on Precision Machinery from Finest
Quality Sheet Plastic. Send for New Catalog
of Latest Designs. Complete Instructions.

~ C. O. CAHOON. Boxford, Mass.~

GUN RACK
(Continued from page 6)

stock, and shooting it from the bench or in
simulated snap shooting, the comb hits me
directly under the eye, making the recoil
downright unpleasant. Once a scope was
mounted and the line of sight was raised, the
gun was comfortable to shoot. The reverse,
impressed checkering could be made much
more appealing, and the free floating of the
barrel gives the fore-end a clubby appear·
ance. Of the shooters who fired the gun from
the bench, only a few claimed to be com·
fortable on the stock, the others found that
the new comb made the stock fit inadequate
to absorb the recoil.

The trigger pull of our test gun was 7.5
lbs., but this was easily corrected and we
set the trigger to break cleanly and crisply
at 4 pounds. Without scope, the gun weighed
just a shade under seven pounds, and we
mounted a Redfield 3X-9X Variable in one
of the new Conetrol mounts. In function and
accuracy tests, firing 30 rounds from the
magazine, the gun failed to feed a cartridge
three times, and there were no ejection
failures. The first groups, fired from the
bench, were downright dissappointing. The
best group measured 3.5" with Winchester's
180 grain ammo. Although we had checked
all of the stock screws before firing the gun,
a double check disclosed that the screws
were loose again. After applying Loc-Tite
and letting the gun sit for a spell, we fired
the same lot of ammo on the same target.

Redfield
Gun Sight Co. Perfected

the Second!

WRITE FOR YOUR I
FREE CATALOG

- RUSTLER-
A fine hard wearing boot. 12"
rough side out "V" tops and
vamps. Narrow round toe. walk
ing heel and fully leather lined.

No. 250 - $2695

ORDER BY MAIL

We:Jtern Boot:J
fine Handmade styles

SUPPORT THE U. S. OLYMPIC TEAM!
SEND CONTRIBUTIONS TO:

U. S. OLYMPIC ASSN., 57 PARK AVE.
NEW YORK, NEW YORK

YOUR SHOE SIZE IS YOUR BOOT SIZE
When ordering please give calf of leg measure
ment, foot tracing taken without weight on foot.
and if instep is regular, high or very high. $5.00
deposit on C.O.D. orders. You pay postal charges.

~~e~~~r~~ct~:~g~~rgt~efnaigoo~~d~~~ag~~eeYUa~d
unworn within ten days.

tl.uM:in tBflflf efl.
P.O. BOX 548-G WINTERS, TEXAS

Nature. Perfected
the First

Non-Removable Eyepiece

;HOSS£e"l SHOTGUNS
'0' .cco,.cy _ - . FEATURE

SAFETY ON TOP
"RIGHT UNDER YOUR THUMB"

Redfield scopes are now equipped with NON·
REMOVABLE EYEPIECES ... at no extra cost to
buyers. It's added assurance that your s~ope

will be in working order when you need It...
that no fidgety-fingered friend might remove
the eyepiece, permitting moist, dirty air to
enter the tube and cause fogging. If you've
tried to remove the eyepiece on your Redfield
Scope (which you shouldn't!), you already know
about this important improvement. We started
it 'way back in 1963. We expect that others
will imitate us, but we don't mind. Imitation is
the sincerest form of flattery-and all to your
ultimate advantage!

Write (or FREE full color illustrated . I

1964 POCKET CATALOG

IW\ RED;iEl~·SG~;ts/iii~in[D.
~ 1325 South Clarkson, Denver, Colorado 802111
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Altered for scope. New condition
$3.95. Include 40c postage. Issue
bolts 99c each + 40c postage. 6 for
$3.00 + 7Sc postage.

~ BRAND NEW
iii 'i!l= SPRINGFIELD BOLTS
NEW

$395

Authentic Replica.
Reproduced in
Adual Size, De
sign and Balance.
Solid Cast Alumi- H••man trophi••
num. Finished in for Den. Rumpus
Gunmetal 8lack. Room. Cabin. Et•.

START COLLECTING NOW
Army .45 Auto - Luger - Colt Cobra

Fast Draw .44 - Mauser Automatic - lap Mambu
Send cash, check or money order only.

LYTLE NOVELTY COMPANY, Dept. G
9909 Greenleaf Avenue, P.O. Box 2146, Whittier, Calif.

NEW 'BUTTON RIFLED' BARREL BLANKS

MUZZLE BRAKE COMPENSATORS

~;lliiii~ BRAND NEW- Adaptable to most Rilles
9/16" I.D. at barrel end.

Only $1.25 each-6 for $5.95

fl
LIGHTWEIGHT
HINGED TRIGGER GUARD

- -- Made of alloY, complete
_ _with follower spring. For $8

95- '03 and '03A3 Spring-
• h fields, also '98 Mauser;

- specify rifle.

JAPANESE RIFLES-TYPE 99 & M38 ARISAKA
$9.95~... .....

Complete mechanically,
poor condition, but a real

bargain as 'decorator' or complete action.
Type 99 caliber 7.7 Model 38 Arisaka rifle

cal. 6.5. One low close out price $9.95. Add $2.00
for prepaid PP delivery.

12 Groove. Outside diameter 1.125". Cal.•44 Barrel
Blanks Carbine (.44 Mag.). Length 18%" ....•.$7.50

(Add ao¢ for PP pr.pald delivery)

Pistol (.4%4J'<i :J¢·Jo;~~g~~.~~ld ·delivery)···· .$4.50

Cal. .22 BrJ.~~1 4~~aE,~P~~~~~~IJ:;;.livery)"" .$3.95

1

FAMOUS ROLLING BLOCK MUSKET
Acclaimed the World's Finest rifle in 18671860's

Powerfully Accurate. New 8-shot target .22
shoots .22 long Rifle ammo with amazing
accuracy. Pride of W. German gunsmiths. A
tight well made and exceedingly accurate
handgun. Great for target shooting, varmints,
or prowlers. Features: side gate loading.
ejector rod, steel RIFLED barrel with blade
front sights. Fires easy-ta-obtain Rem.,
Western and Peters.22 long Rifle ammo. Choice of 2',4' or 6' barrel
$14.95. leather holster $2.95, 100 rds. French ball ammo. $1, 50 rds. 22 Long Rifl~

ammo $.80. Shipped F.O.B. L.A., express collect. C.O.D.'s require $7 deposit Salis.
Guar. Purchaser must be of legal age. L.A. res. please purchase at our store.

Made by one 01 the world's largest
U8utton Rifle" barrel makers.

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

LUGER FIRING PINS ea. $2.95

DUTCH BEAUMONT SHOTGUNS
Close out price only $12.95

ONLY

$14.95
plus 80¢ ppd.

For MAUSER 98 in the following calibers:
.264 WINCHESTER MAGNUM .308 WINCHESTER
.270 WINCHESTER .308 NORMA MAGNUM
.243 WINCHESTER 30-06 SPRINGFIELD

7MM REMINGTON MAGNUM
Also a few barrels threaded for SAKO actions

in caliber .243 and .308 Win. same price.
• Button Rifled • New Manufacture • Guaranteed

NEW COMMERCIAL MANUFACTURE

BRAND NEW BARRELS-IN THE WHITE

C

~r~~EJf~X:~~E ISl~;l&C::l~~.I~~ ..~~:~~4S
Specify 93 or 95 Mau- S-sbot magazme $4.95

~~7;. JE~fi~r~e Jo~ ~~ lS·shot ma~azlne $1.95
MK3; Krag- 30/40. Adj. rear si~ht $2.4S

This popular, lightweight sporter is a real
bargain While limitC'd supply lasts. Caliber 71\'1M,

With turned down bolt and sling swivels. NRA Good
Condition. Add $2.00 for prepaid PP delivery.

FREE CATALOG

NOW ." the orlR'inal thumb-hole stock with drop at heel further
improved with Cast-Oft'. Made for most popular actions. 40 other styles of
rifle stocks and pistol grips. Stamp for brochure.

THE

CREST CARVING CO., 401·A S. CYPRESS, LA HABRA,

ONLY

$18.95
NRA FAIR

MODEL 93 MAUSER SPORTER

$J6.5;0..........._ .....

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

"Quick-Draw" Holsters

WPOTOMAC ARMS CORP. e P.O. Box 35·GB, Zero Prince St., Alexandria, Va. 22313

P. O. BOX 9776
El. PASO, TEXAS ZIP CODE 79988

Genuine Mother of Pearl,
Ivory and Stag Grips
Free Catalogue
BOB FREILICH CO. 396 Broome St.,

NYC 13, N.Y.---------------------------

FIT·RITE I
REVOLVER AND
PISTOL GRIPS

~.: ~;rAGEJlAGIC-::';.
Lr"~l ,,-_ 'I : I I

REMARKABLE INTERIOR BALLISTIC LUBRICANT
Positive lubrication for all types, styles of ammuni-

~~;icy~l:~':l~:et:sba~~~i(~~~~~dr~~~s:~ot~ri:.o~~:to~~:
Extremely economical. Easily applied, merely add ace
tone. Efficient, practical. Your gun Is valuable. Keep
it that way with SWAGEMAGIC. Unconditionally

~a~.nt~~c~~~~i:~~~e:nYlh~ta~m5~~~bonpostPa!d.
4 oz. concentrate makes 1 pt. - 56.70 postpa!d.
8 oz. concentrate makes 1 qt. - $8.75 Postpaid.

Calif. resident. add 4% .tde. ta%.
G&.H RESEARCH CO., Box 804-G, NORTHRIDGE, CAL.

Dealers: Fully mixed SWAGEMAGIC Is available.

ual, and screen holders and is ready to go as
soon as the hook-ups are made. Retail price
of this model is 129 plus $2.00 postage.

The Model 245 is somewhat less expensive,
retails for under $100 plus postage, and the
<Jnly difference between the two units is the
read-out. On the 240, read-out is accomplished
by turning the selector button and reading the
l1Undreds, the tens, and units as they appear
<In the counter, while the Model 245, reads the
units out directly. Both Models have reset,
start, and stop buttons that facilitate their use.

Our tests were conducted indoors and on
the outdoor range, and with several calibers
and guns. As a brief example, here are the
Tesults of our tests with Winchester .22LR
Superspeed ammo, lot TC 9. Listed factory
velocity for this lot of ammo is 1336 fps, a
-velocity we were not able to duplicate with
any of our chronographs, since we did not
nave the same test gun as was used in the
Winchester ballistics lab. On the ITCC Model
240, forty readings gave an average of 1254.8
fps, while the Model 245 gave an average
Teading, for the same number of shots, of
1247.8 fps. The guns used were a H&R Sahara
and a Remington Model 11, and muzzle dis
tance from the first screen-we used not only
standard screens but also experimental alumi
num wire--was two inches. With the two
counte, chronographs as test units, our read·
ing, again forty shots, averaged 1248 fps; the
Model 240 indicated 6.4 fps more than the
comparison chronographs, while the :\!Iodel
245 gave almost the identical velocity data.

Using .38 Special handloads with 148 grain
cast bullets and 3 grains of Bullseye, and
using the 2lh inch Colt Python, the Model
245 gave an average 20 shot reading of 963 fps,
while the Model 240 gave an average reading
of 984 fps. For these loads, screen distances
were reduced from 10 feet to five feet, and our
counter chronographs gave virtually identical
readinas to those obtained from the Model
240. Further tests included handloads of
known velocity with an '06, a 7 mm Remington
Magnum, and a .257 Roberts.

The ITCC chronographs, after extensive
tests, proved well worth the cost, and we
found that they are as accurate as can be ex·
pected of a portable unit of this size and under
the conditions under which they were tested.
Given an airconditioned testing lab such as is
used by Speer, Hornady, Weatherby, and the
ammunition companies, it is conceivable that
the readings obtained would have been even
more accurate, but for the average handloader
and ballistics buff, these readings ~

are close enough to be valid. ~

---------------------------
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bench·rest series of ten years ago. Designed
for the old Sharps-Borchardt, Martini, and
High-Wall Winchester actions, the cartridges,
using the altered Krag case, gave a high
order of accuracy and velocity at mode~ate
pressures. For Van Houten's .44 caliber, it
proved to be the medicine. But with that
problem solved, Wade's interest, now alight,
crown-fired toward creating -an entire series
of cartridges for the old lever actions.

While the Leverpowers are now available
in several calibers, the heavy interest at
present is in .30, .35, and .44. All are on
the Krag case shortened to .30-30 length
two inches; and are fire-formed in the Lever
power chamber, where the body taper is mini-

mized in the 'improved' tradition. Shoulders
vary from 30 degrees in .30 and .35, to zero
in .44.

As to accuracy, the Leverpowers are en
gineered to the full potential of the actions
in question. In general, and with standard
chambers, the Marlin 336 is capable of 1%"
groups over a hundred yards, while the
Model 94 may target nearer 2%". This dif
ference of around an inch would seem to be
inherent in the design of the rifles, for the
Leverpower loads respond likewise. Reports
on local conversions tend to uphold the
tendency as well as group size----although
one recent .44 Leverpower Model 94 grouped

TABLE A

LEVERPOWER
(Continued from page 31)

Velocity Energy
100 200 300 100 200 300

Caliber Bullet Muzzle yds. yds. yds. Muzzle yds. yds. yds.
.30/30 150 2410 2020 1700 1430 1930 1360 960 680
.30 Leverpower 150 2700 2287 1937 1641 2428 1885 1455 895

170 2500 2150 1850 1600 2359 1800 1405 950
.35 Remington 150 2400 1960 1580 1280 1920 1280 835 545
.35 Leverpower 200 2600 2184 1835 1541 3002 2120 1494 1054

250 2300 1950 1725 1490 2935 2155 1640 1305
.44 Magnum 240 1850 1450 1150 980 1820 1120 705 510
.44 Leverpower 240 2400 1968 1614 1324 3195 2062 1387 934
Mid-range trajectory (in inches)

Caliber Bullet 100 yds. 200 yds. 300 yds.
.30/30 150 gr. 0.9 4.2 11.0
.30 Leverpower 150 gr. 0.6 3.0 9.0

170 gr. 1.3 5.0 11.0

.35 Remington 150 gr. 0.9 4.6 13.0

.35 Leverpower 200 gr. 0.7 3.3 10.7
250 gr. 0.8 4.3 12.5

.44 Magnum 240 gr. 1.6 8.4 26.0
.44 Leverpower 240 gr. 0.9 4.4 13.5

TABLE B
Caliber Bullet Powder Load Velocity / fps

.24 6mm 100 4350 42 3000

.25 117 4350 43 2780

.26 6.5 129 4350 43 2680

.27 130 4320 43 2720
150 4350 45 2640

.28 7mm 154 4350 45 2590

.32 170 4064 43 2575

.33 200 Hi Vel 2 43 2375

.375 235 3031 45 2300
255 3031 44 2200

small wonder then that the brush-busting lever
gun thrives, and still sells in greater volume
than any other big game action, and that
standard loads for the Model 94 and the
Marlin 336 move faster than others from the
dealers' shelves.

Some gun "experts" lay this durability to
public apathy, or habit; the average buyer,
they maintain, doesn't know any better or
does not care. Others pin it on the image
created by the TV Western, and cite the
comeback of the single-action revolver as
evidence. Still others point to heredity.
Whatever its shortcomings may be, the lever
action enjoys three generations of fame as
the American deer rifle. And surely in the

southwest, where history is so near, tradition
has influence. It is the camp gun, the coyote
gun, the handy saddle gun. Few true work
ing ranches are without one. All these
views will hold water, and each in its way
contributes to die. classic lever gun's en
joyment of a' kind of grass-roots, self-renew
3ng life.

It was knowing this, and the limitations
of factory loads, that led Fred Wade toward
the Leverpower idea, although the seed was
planted earlier when E. B. Van Houten, a
confirmed leverman, was looking for ways
to give his trusty Model 94 a little more
beef. Wade recalled his .270 and .30 caliber

ROUND BALL BULLET
MOLD

We can fur

nish ROUND
BALL bullet

molds in calibers up to .91. Spec
ify caliber desired when ordering.

THE NEW DIXIE SQUIRREL RIFLE
This gun, to the best of our knowledge, can
not be duplicated by any reputable gunsmith
for any figure approaching our price ......$99.50
Our PERCUSSION RIFLE KIT contains all
parts needed to assemble a brand-new DIXIE
"Kentucky"-type muzzle-loading rifle, you'll be
proud to own-and shoot! The NEW DIXIE
RIFLE can be assembled and finished from
these parts at a considerable saving. Special
discount price on a complete kit. $59.95

ONLY 50¢ POSTPAID

• • • especially increased in
size to commemorate our
10th anniversary, A compre~

hensive introduction to the
fun of shooting muzzle load
ing guns-the typically
American "Gentleman'.
Sport".

all ohout

SHOOTING NEW
MUZZLE LOADING

FIREARMS

NEW!
DIXIE

Never be·
fore has.
achromatic t e
scope- sold for any·
where near this amazing
low price! You get clea
sharper pictures at all
because of the super compound
Achro Lens. No COlor

b
DO fuzz. Varj·

~~e~:er:,~:radju::81ee~~e~1;nt4~oror~r~et

'~~l~~f ~~gK:~da~~~ori~~i~1;u~;:g::eSo~e~1>ot
.22 holes in the black at 200 yds. Guaranteed to brinK
g:.'k':l~:e 0:J:ti~ris.P1~r~em~lai~et;fe:~CiDl~Obr~~~~~~:~l;;iO~
lenses. A precision American made Instru'l'ent. uncon·
ditlonaUy ~uaranteed. Carryln~ case included. Send onJy
56.98. Cash. check or money order. We pay posta2e.
Criterion Co., 313 Church St., Hartford, Conn., Dept. TSA-2
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$4.00

$8.50

$12.50

Special price for set:
PISTOLS with RIFLES, A
MODERN ENCYCLOPEDIA

Two $12.50 books for $16.50

PISTOLS-A MODERN ENCY.
CLOPEDIA by Henry M. Steb
bins with A. J. E. Shay and
O. R. Hammond.

THE SHOTGUNNER'S BOOK
by Col. Charles Askins.
The complete picture on shot
guns ... design, manUfacture.
shooting form, ammunition..•
all in one neat package. Not a

g~ ~h~~:gl~~e~at61:s~t~~';"~i
~~~t~~~~~g ~~g~. 3':~t~a:~:
more than 100 illustrations. A
"must" volume for the shotguD
enthusiast.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN FIRE.
ARMS, edited by Bob 8rownell
Over 1,600 exploded view photos, blue
prints, sketches, schematic drawings.
cutaway photos of thousands of modern
American-made guns. The most compre
hensive bOok of its kind ever published
an indispensable guide for every avid
gun enthusiast. 1,066 pages.

Book bOund $20.00

CIVIL WAR GUNS by William B. Edwards.

A colorful and dramatic book for the Civil War buff
and arms man regardless of his specialty. Above all
it is a story of America for all Americans. In 36 chap
ters. 444 pages. this fascinating book brings you the
complete and exciting story of all the guns used in the
Great War Between the states, Confederate and Fed
eral. This is the first time such voluminous facts have
been brought together in one lucid, readable and un
hurried volume.

$15.00

THE FIREARMS ENCYCLOPEDIA

THE FIREARMS HANDBOOK

Magnificent bOok custom-bound in hard covers contains
530 pages, original exploded Isometric Drawings, world
famous "Pistol Atlas" and much more!

Now reduced to ••• $11.25

Shelley Braverman's extensive catalog of obsolete guo
parts; guaranteed to fill your need.

$2.95

$3.95

ADDRESS _

NAMt.E _

CITY IONE- STATEc- _

Please allow 10 days for delivery

$12.50

THE BOOK OF PISTOLS
AND REVOLVERS
by W. H. B. Smith.

NEW! 2nd ANNUAL
HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
Edited by John T. Amber
Important 1964 manual for re·
loaders contains ABC's for rifle
and handgun, data on how to
start handloading, plus up-to·
the.minute articles by foremost
world authorities; new catalog
section lists components, bOoks,
manuals, chronographs; revised
data included in Case Dimension
Chart, Bullet Energy Table, Die
and Shell Holder Chart and Maxi.
mum Load Tables.

Special price for sel:

BOOK OF RIFLES (W. H. B.
Smith) and BOOK OF P15
TOLS AND REVOLVERS

Two $12.50 books for $16.50

SMALL ARMS OF THE
WORLD by W. H. B. Smith.
Revised and enlarged by Joseph
E. Smith. The most,authori
tative reference ever published
on military small arms. Spe
cial emphasis on U.S. and
U.S.S.R. weapons. 711 pages•
more than 1700 illustrations
covering identification. calt
bers, ammunition. stripping.
assembly. safety and history.

$15.00

THE PISTOL SHOOTER'S
BOOK by Col. Charles Askins.
A noted expert shares his
wealth of gun handling "sav
Vy" With you. A book that
will definitely aid you In be
coming a better shot, perhaps
even a champion. Authorita
tive description of methods.
techniques. handguns Of all
types. Knowledgeable shooters
wID need this book. For the
beginner and expert aUke.

$8.50

1964 GUN DIGEST edited by
John T. Amber.
World's finest gun authorities,
have again created a sparkUng
collection of articles. facts, fig
ures, illustrations and tables
on every facet of guns and
shooting. The only complete.
unique and up-to-the-minute
gun book. Fully priced and
mustrated Catalog Section of
all domestic and Imported
guns and accessories.

Order for yourself . .. gifts for your friends!

CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TODAY!

Guns MAGAZINE~
THE BEST IN FIREARMS BOOKS

Book Dept., GUNS MAGAZINE, 8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, III. G-6b
Enclosed I. $ In full payment for the book. I have ehecked below. I understand you will pay poslage.

Circle the books of your choice. $ 8.SG-SHOTGUNNER'S BOOK

1
15.0G-SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD i 4.0G-FIREARMS HANDBOOK
8.SG-THE PISTOL SHOOTER'S BOOK 11.25-FIREARMS ENCYCLOPEDIA
3.95-1964 GUN DIGEST 12.5G-PISTOLS, A MODERN ENCYCLOPEDIA
2.95-HANDLOADER'S DIGEST, 2nd Ed.' $16.5G-WITH RIFLES (Special Price)

12.5G-BOOK OF PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS $20.0G-ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN FIREARMS
$16.5G-WITH RIFLES (Special Price) $15.0G-CIVIL WAR GUNS

SAVEl SAVEl If you are
a member of SHOOTERS CLUB
OF AMERICA, write in your
membership number and deduct
20% from list prices shown.
Save on your book purchases
-join the SHOOTERS CLUB
now! See ad in this issue.

%". While this was shot at 50 yards, the
figure would stilI remain below 2" for a
hundred-plenty good enough for hunting
accuracy.

Rifle conversion is simple, with alterations
held to the chamber, guides, and carrier. As
a rule, the frame is not touched. In .30
caliber, there is the option of a shallow,
1/16" notch in the receiver face to ease
transfer from the magazine of long bullets,
such as the 170 gr. Hornady, which can then
be seated at .375" a·s against the .437" neces·
sary otherwise. Thus case capacity may be
increased, and better performance gained.
In, the same way, the notch allows the 150
gr. Sierra, for example, to be seated out at
.310", rather than the customary .375".

The velocities given here were made in 20
inch barrels, and were measured at the
Phoenix Rod and Gun Club rifle range, on
a Hollywood chronograph. While Ackley
lists a wide spread of Leverpower loads, these
were the performance achieved:

In .30 caliber: 42 gr. of 4064 behind a
150 gr. Sierra bullet for 2700 fps.

In .35 caliber: 46 gr. of 3031 behind a
200 gr. Hornady bullet for 2600 fps.

In .44 caliber: 47 gr. of 4198 behind a
240 gr. Remington bullet for 2400 fps.

These are muzzle readings. Remaining
velocities and energies are given in Table A.

The energy values were found by applying
the velocities at the muzzle, at 100, 200, and
300 yards against bullet weight. Tables
for this are standard, and may be found in
many volumes on ballistics.

Figures for these same remaining values
may also be computed from the well-known
du Pont charts on J;:xterior Ballistics.

No load mentioned here gave evidence of
stress on the action. Extractions were smooth
and easy; primers and cases were free of
pressure signs. The Leverpowers' aim is not
to drive chain lightning from these older,
time-honored actions, but simply to raise
them to a higher capability.

In addition to these established calibers,
Wade is well along in developing more mem
bers of the Leverpower family. For some of
these, rebarreling or reboring is necessary;
for others, the normal Leverpower changes
are enough.

Calibers, along with their assigned tenta
tive velocities in a 22 inch barrel, appear
in table B.

Off and on, people claim that the lever
action gun is on the wane, and they often
point to the wildcat cartridge as a partial
cause; its major characteristics, as inherent
in today's high-intensity factory load, give
pressures too muscular for these historic ac
tions. Maybe so. But for arms consigned to
obsolescence, they show an amazing capacity
for survival.

Now, concern is felt in many quarters for
the fate of the wildcat itself. With its
merits made respectable through mass-pro
duction, it appears to be a victim of its own
success. But tenacity of life is an old feline
trait, and indications are that the wildcat is
no exception.

Perhaps, on both counts, the omens are
misleading; and prophecy may reckon all
unknowing of the strange twists, the ironies,
of fate. In this case, the Leverpowers-which
combine the best of each to give ~

new life to both. ~
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(Continued from page 23)

VARMINTS FOR A NICKEL

Model 77, .22 Long Rifle. Our second jack
was given away by the sun shining through
his ears as they stuck up like periscopes
above a clump of grass. I stepped out of the
car and put the crosshairs where I thought
that jack rabbit lived according to the posi
tion of his ears. "Craaaack" went the rifle,
"plop" went the bullet, "kaput" went jack,
who never got out of his crouch. The bullet
went in behind his shoulder and came out
back of his ribs. It was a 55 step shot.

Gerald again had the gun as our next
opportunity arose. We were headed for home,
when a jack hopped out and ran a short dis
tance before he stopped and sat up. It was
nearly dark, but that rabbit's head was sky
lined. The scope, inexpensive as it was,
picked up enough light for Jerry to place his
bullet through what he could see, for a
de\"astating head shot. The range was paced
off at 73 steps.

We were convinced of the Mossberg's
ability to deliver that 40 gr. HP jacketed
bullet where it would do the most damage.
We were also convinced of the destruction
wmpped up in that little pill at 2000 feet per
second. That first day, all shots beyond one
hundred yards were taken with my .243.
After this the 6 mm would have to wait for
the 150 yard shots. The "varmints for a
nickel" set-up got its next work-out rather
unexpectedly.

I was invited to try a new fishing spot

about 50 miles south of San Antonio; a
beautiful 12 acre "tank," as we call them
in Texas. I didn't have a thing in mind
when I placed the little Mossberg on the
rear seat of the car. I just know better than
to go any place in south Texas without a
rifle. We hadn't been fishing more than ten
minutes when my host pointed to a swim-

ming critter about 75 yards out. "Nutria," he
said. "The dad-blamed things moved in here
this spring. So far they haven't done me any
harm, but from what I hear, I sure would
like to get rid of them." He added, "But I
never have a rifle when I need one." I took
that for an open invitation to declare war,
and made a dash for the car. By the time
I returned with the rifle, the nutria was gone.
About half an hour later I spotted one

swimming about 100 yards out and proceeded
to show how good a shot I am not-I missed.
I can always fall back on the fact that a
swimming nutria shows only his head, which
is actually a very small target.

Just before dark, I was cleaning my catch
of bass when I spotted a movement on a
small island. A glance through the scope
showed a pair of nutria. They were not more
than 90 yards away. Since a nutria is a
rather large animal, weighing approximately
20 pounds, I wanted to place my bullet right
with the first shot. The animal nearest to
water was sitting up. My sitting position
steadied the crosshairs on its throat. As the
rifle cracked, he slumped down, and the
other "critter" lumbered towards some brush
back on the island. I picked it up in the
scope and squeezed off my shot as it reached
cover. There was a loud "plop," and the
nutria fell over, kicking. Since I had no way
to get out there, and didn't want to take a
chance on a crippled animal getting away,
I fired a second slug-all motion ceased. I feel
certain that the bullet shot at the first animal
went through the neck, where it was aimed,
since he didn't move. I have no way of
knowing where the second nutria was hit but
do know that the 40 gr. bullet put it down,
and I am reasonably sure the second shot
was not necessary. Our five cent varmint
load was doing a first class job.

How would the potent little bullet behave
for meat hunting? To find out, we traveled
30 miles from home one morning, stepping
into the woods about 15 minutes after sunup.
We didn't get more than 50 yards, when the

For the BEST
in production made
RIFLE BARRELS

5504 BIG TYLER ROAD •••••••• CHARLESTON 2, W. VA.

"From the rifle barrel capitol of the world"

G. R. DOUGLAS CO., INC.

The Douglas ULTRARIFLED* "button rifled" barrel is the finest produc
tion made barrel obtainable today. Day after day these barrels insure
the attainment of highest accuracy for its owner, are the least trouble and
the most profitable for the dealer-gunsmith. You can depend on Douglas
barr~ls. Write for free descriptive data.

'PATENTED T. M. REG. MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY G. R. DOUGLAS.

• Finest Inside Fin ish
• Record Holding Barrels
• Straightest Sporters

• Most Calibers 22 to 458
• Chrome-Moly Steel
• Button Rifled since

1953

with these features
• Highest Quality
• Low Cost
• Best Discount to Gun

smith

We are now able to make very good deliveries on muzzle
loading barrel blanks. These blanks are made in 32, 36.
40, 45 and 50 caliber. They are all CUT RIFLED with a
twist of one turn in 48" and grooves .010" to .012" deep.
Lands and grooves are of approximately equal width.
The material used is specially processed for our purpose, .:;
cold drawn to octagon shape with an especially fine finish
that will require little or no polishing. These are avail
able in 1%6", %". 1%6". 1" and Hh" at $27.50 each. We
also supply 1%" barrels at $32.50 each. These blanks are
threaded for breech plugs and the DOUGLAS name and
caliber is branded on the top flat. Finished length is 42".
You may order these barrels with a twist of one turn
in 57", 66", or 75" at an additional charge of $5.00 each.
These prices are subject to our regular gunsmith's dis
count. Write for complete information or order from
this ad.

MUZZLE LOADER BARRELS

STAINLESS STEEL BARRELS
NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH .30 CALIBER
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Author's low cost varmint outfit is held ready as he scans the
fields for more game that can be bagged for "a nickel a shot."

parently the bullet didn't blow up till it
hit the dirt behind the squirrel. Two more
misses led to another hit; this time at 85
steps. The shoulder shot did very little more
damage than a regular .22 Long Rifle HP
would be expected to inflict. This proved,
to me at least, that explosive as the little
40 gr. bullet is, it still has to hit something
as heavy as a cottontail or fox squirrel to
come apart-the tiny ground squirrels just
weren't big enough. One important thing
was the fact that rifle _and cartridge were
accurate enough to connect with such small
targets at those ranges. After all, such
accuracy would do credit to a .222 or .243.

As we were leaving the ranch, a jack
rabbit was spotted in a mowed field where he
had absolutely no cover. He was hunched
down, trying to become part of the ground
he was on. It was a long shot, and I held on
his back, just over his shoulder. There was
a loud "plop" as the bullet connected, and
Mr. Jack just settled down in a relaxed
position. The shoulder shot had killed him
instantly at 141 steps. The hottest wildcat in
existence, fired from the best barrel available
could have done no more.

And, remember, the majority of 300 and
400 yard shots you hear about, yes even the
200 yard ones, are "guesstimates," nol
"stepped off."

One thing I know for sure; my Winchester
Model 70, .243, and my Remington 722 in
.222 are going to get a rest. This little
"varmints for a nickel" rig is just as efficient,
up to 150 yards, and a whole ~

lot cheaper to feed. ~

magazines; receivers; barrel
throats; gun sights; muz
zles; safeties; lockwork;
floorplates; resiZing dies;
rough tool marks; rusted
parts.
SHAPES: Gun stocks; small
metal parts; fore ends; in
lays; pistol grips; embossed
lock parts; replacement
parts for antique arms.
ROUTS: Slots for stock ac
cessories; grooves for side
locks; bolt handle recesses;
fore ends; barrel channels;
stock inlays; new trigger
clearances; undercuts for
glass bedding in stock.

DRILLS: Vent holes in re
loading dies; spring holes
in cylinder hands; screw
holes in stocks and grips;
tap and rivet holes; ob
structed hole clearance.

DEBURS: Welds; burrs on
trigger sears and hammers;
rough-edged hand filed
parts; drilled holes; rough
bolts and slides; firing pins;
ejector and extractor slots;
new replacement parts.

SANDS: Gun stocks and
grips; inside small open
ings; flutes on revolving
cylinders; barrel channels;
lifters; slots and recesses
for close-fitting stock parts.

SUGGESTED USES FROM
MOTD·TOOL OWNERS 3697SEE YOUR DEALER DR WRITE FOR CATALOG

• • 614G

Model No.2 Mota-Tool Kit with steel
storage case and 23 most popular
accessories for performing operations
listed here. Mota-Tool weighs 13 oz.,
produces 27,000 RPM. Speeds up
time consuming hand work - gives
finished job a professional look. A
"must" for gunsmiths and the ever
tinkering gun bug.
No_ 2 Mota-Tool Kit,

as illustrated . _ $29.95
No.2 Mota-Tool only 19.95
Heavy Duty No.3 Mota-Tool,

with steel case, less
accessories , 29.95

CARVES: Gun stock designs ;THE MM~OST
and fitti ngs; pistol gri ps;
inletted flint locks; stacks
around pistol grip caps; USEFUL
spindles; powder horns;
slots for stock accessories;
replacement parts for an- POWER
tlque firearms.
GRINDS: Trigger sears; alu- TOOL
minum fittings; case-hard-
ened gun lock parts; brass .
pistol fittings; sight blades; YOU'L-L
rifle bolts and cams; re-
ceiver wells and throats;
magazines; feeding ramps; EVER
chamber mouths; scope
blocks; bolt faces for belted
cases; barrel bands; extrac- OWN
tors for Magnum cartridges;
bolt handles; screw heads,
rivet pins, broken taps;
cutting tool edges.
ENGRAVES: Name plates;
gun barrel designs; silver
inlays; trigger parts; ham
mer cut·ofts; pistol cli ps;
powder horns; antique gun
scrollwork; inletted areas;
trophies.
CUTS: Small wood and met
al inlays; -spring stock;
small clearances; accessory
trigger slots; receiver
notches for altered bolt
'handles; cartridge case sec
tions; new screwhead slots.
POLISHES: Trigger guards
and sears; bolt faces and
cams; shotgun ribs; rifle ac
tions; revolver cylinder
chambers; primer pockets;

tip of a tail served notice that a squirrel was
on the other side of a limb about 25 feet
skyward. Picking up a stick, I tossed it
beyond the tree. I didn't know if the bullet
would be high or low at that range so held
in the middle of the squirrel's cheek as he
scooted to my side. Apparently I guessed
pretty close, because the shot connected with
the head. My next chance was at about 40
yards. The squirrel was sitting on a log,
watching me, and as I squeezed off, he raised
up still higher. The bullet hit a shoulder,
left only his back legs and lower back
for eating. So much for bushytails.

Two shots a t cotton tails proved further
that the cartridge was OK for meat hunting,
provided only head shots were taken. Body
shots are out. These squirrels and rabbits
were killed to point out that the cartridge
and the rifle have the inherent accuracy to
be used for such purposes, should the shooter
see fit to try.

Another safari settled any doubts that I
might have harbored concerning my $65.00
"varmints for a nickel" outfit. While making
our way to a jack rabbit field, we chanced
on a field full of ground squirrels. They
make wonderful targets simply because they
aren't very big. The head is about an inch
across, and when one stands up on his hind
legs he might stretch to about six inches
tall. When you think you're hot and can do
no wrong with your rifle pointing, put your
crosshairs on a ground squirrel's head at
about 100 yards. Keep track of how many
rounds it takes to make your first kill. I
missed several before finally connecting at
what proved to be 70 steps away. My bullet
cut the animal's throat as if a knife had
been used. There was no torn tissue. Ap-
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word insertion including name and address. Payable
in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date August 1964 issue (on

sale June 25) is May 7. Print ad carefully and moil to GUNS MAGAZINE,
8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

BINOCULARS, SCOPES & SIGHTS

SCOPE )IOUNT8-Brochure 19G will help you select the
proper mount for your scope and rifle. Write Masnard
Buehler Inc.. Orinda. Calif.
HIXOCULAlt SPECIALISTS. All makes repaired. Author
ized Bausch & Lomb. Zeiss. Hensoldt. Bushnell dealer.
Tele-Optics. 5514 Lawrence. Chicago, Illinois 60630.

BOOKS

BOOKS: You Dame it we find itl Gun books a specialty,
International Bookfinders Box 3003'G. Beverly HUls. Calit.
ADDllESS COLONEL NEY fer his ::"OTES on GUER
RILLA WAll. $3.50 postpaid. BoX 6303. N.W. StatIOn.
\Vashington. D.C 200,"1~5,-._~__---,---,__=-,-;-,-;-:-:;
LUGEIl COLLECTORS. shooters. dealers. Illustrated
Identification Key to 103 Luger variations. Easy. accurate.
First edition. $2.00 ppd. )1. B. Mittleman, Box 266G.
Saugatuck Sta., \Vestport, Conn.
.:30 CAltBTNE MA::\fUALS! Exclusive, copyrighted revision
of the excellent Army and Air Force Field and Technical
Manu:lls on all models of the .30 Carbine. Skillfully edit~d.
combined and supplemented into most comprehensive S1l1
gle volume ever published on the world's most popular
weapon! Over 170 pages, 120 illustrations,. detailcd coverage
of over 124 major topics such as use, dlsasscmbl.y, main-

~~~ceco;:tr~l~~~eb~~~<i; ~~;e~iL~r~~s~~~t~~nro~~~l~,eh;;:,t~;
heavy-duty manual binding. Published @ $3.98, special
introductory offcr only $2.98 Ppd. (Dealer, jobber inQuirics
invitcd.) Frcc Literature. Normount Armament, Box
211CBGH, Forest Grovc, Oregon, 97116.

CAMPINC EQUIPMENT

SLEEPING BAGS, 100 styles: tent-camping cQuipment
specialist. Send for 96 page catalogue. )!orsan, 810-T.
Route 17, Paramus. Kew ~erse~'.

COLLECTORS

XEW COLLECTOR SERVICE-Rare military books, man
~als. war relics. weapons. uniforms. helmets, accoutrements,
medals, isnsignia. documents, photos. paintings. prints.

:~a~~g~el~~ulllf~~~.~ls~~r1~:1 51~e~~~~~~~b~eep~.i~.P~~6
East 89th Street, N. Y.. KY. 10028~._-;-;---,--=;-;=-=-:
CJVll., WAR and Custer Period Relics. List 15t. Thomp
son's, Box 164. Hat"elock. :Korth Carolina.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

INXIDIEltABLE FLOllIDA OPPORTUNITIES. Three
monthly issues $1.00. Kohr. Box 111-AF. Clearwater. Fla.•
33517.

ENGRAVING

IC:"IGIlAVING BY PllUDH01DIE. Folder $1.00. 302
Ward Ruilding. Shreveport. Louisiana.

FISHING & HUNTING

COLLAPSIBLE FARM-Pond-Fish-Traps; Animal traps.
Postpaid Shawnee. 39342 Buena Vista, Dallas 4. Texas

FOR SALE

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia., waterproof, burns under
water; 10 ft.. $1; 25 ft., $2. ppd. Wllliam Zeller. KeU
Hwy., lIudson. Mich.
S'rA~L'E PISTOl... LA\YS. Booklet describing current pistol
regulations of all states $1.00. Federal Gun Laws Booklet
$1.00. Henry Schlesinger, 211 Central Park West, New York
24E, N.Y.
NAZI COLLECTOltS: War Relics Handbook. 92 pages of
pictures & text. $5.95 :ppd. Bernal Tolan. R. # I, Hills
dale. Michigan.
LAUGE I~EVEL LOTS, Kingman, Ariz. Water, power.
$495 full price, $10 down, $10 month. No interest. Write
Box 486. Kingman. Ariz. Free pictures. maps.

GUNS & AMMUNITION

WINCHES'I'ElIS. COr.TS. LUGERS plus many others.
Send 10¢ for I8-page list. Chet Fulmer, Rte. 3. Detroit
Lal{es. Minnesota.
CHURCHILL (GUl'.N1A.KERS) LTD. World famous gun
smiths. Models from $390.00 to $2.000. Send $1.00 to
32 Orange Strcet. London, W.C.2. for lists of new and
used shotguns.
KLEJ~'S BIG All-Sports Bargain Cash or Credit Catalog
now Free. Klein's, Dept. G, 227 W. "Tashington. Chicago 6.
PREPAID. 38 Special Western ~VC nickel cases, once
fired, loose. $9.00 per ~I. Tucker's Reloading Service. 105
};'ourth Rt.. Alexandria. La.
]0.000 GU:'1 BARGAJ1'\S I ! ! )oIodern-AntiQue Guns. Ac
cessories-Giant Bargain Catalog 50t. Agramonte's. Yon
kers, N.Y.
CASES - ONCE FIRED PostpaId 30.40 30.06
- 308 - 30.30 - 32W - 300S - 35R - 358 - 8mm 
38Speeial - 30Carbine - 45ACP - 223R - (Formed 
7.7Jap - 7.6:> - 7mm - 257R - 244 - 243 - 22.250
2508 - 222R - 6.5x55) Others. Rifle 6t - Pistol 
Carbine - Rhotshell 2¢ - Micaroni. 65 Taylor, East
)teadow. N.Y.
CARTltJDGES FOR COLLECTOltS: 40 page Illustrated
catalog #3. 50¢. Over 2.000 items. James Tillinghast. Box
532, ){arlow, 'X. H.
KEKTUCKY HIli'LES. Custom )'fade. Send self addresscd
stamped envelope for folder. Mark Matteson. Randall, N. Y.

PilE-INVENTORY SAI..E: Unused M1 Garands-$83.75;
Unused Ml Carbines-$68.95; U.S. Springfields High Num
bers V.G.-$R9.50; German 8~nl 98K Mausers V.G.
$26.95; Spanish 93 7MM Mauser Carbines V.G.-$19.95;
Chilean 95 7~fi\{ Mausers V.G.-Rifles-$21, Carbines
$23.95; No COD, $1-Prepays, $2.-West of Mississippi.
Valhalla. 231 Occan Avenue. Brooklyn 25. New York.

SJLE::"CERS: 11A.XDI and O.S.S. 1Iodels. Complete De
tails of Construction alld Operation with drawings. $1.00.
Gunsco, B-373E. SOQuel, Calif.
BRA....'D XE\Y :.\1-1 Carbines. not surplus. Oiled stock.
Chromemoly steel barrel. commercially blued. $75.95. Brand
Kew Star model B's, 9mm automatic. Browning design on
U.S. .45 pattern; $42.95. Hare .:\lodel 1940 Lahti's, 9mm
n~A excellent; 64.95. XRA v.g. $54.95. Luger model '08.
reblued with like new ~rips. Select models with matching
numbers $51.95 as abo\'e without matching numbers $47.95.
!loth XRA \'.~. or better. 'Yalther P-38's. KRA V.g. $33.95.
Enfield jungle carbines. NRA good or better; $24.95 while
they last. Limited supply of brand new 4" luger barrels.
)lanufactured and blued in Germany; $8.n5. District Mer
chandise. 1207 King. Alexandria. 'Virginia.
SURPLUS :.\lILITARY Carbines $17.50. Pistols $12.50.
Riflcs $10.00. Cataloi" .25¢. Armsco, Box 44E, Santa Cruz,
Calif.
U.S. A),TD FOREIG~ Martial Arms and Accouterments.
Large new frec list now published each month. Enclose lOt
for mailing and handling. Tulsa Borelite Co., Box 2705.
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
BEST BUY FOlt '64..36 Cal. Cap & Ball "Navy" Re
\"olver (replica) Shipped Prepaid, Only $34.95. Engraved
Model $42.50. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Continental U.S.
only. Offer Limited. \Yalt's Weapons, Box 368. Avondale.
Arizona.
YELLO\V 1964 CATALOG-thousands of rifles. handguns.
ammo, surplus. 25¢. Retting. 11029 Washington. Culver
City, California.
CUST01f 03-30/06 SprIngfield Rlfies Engraving Bro
chure & Color $1.00. Brochure .25¢. Springfield Custom
Guns. 449 E. 14 St. 4H-115, New York 9. N.Y.
GUNS A::"D 300.000 BAltGAINS. Wbolesale and Below.
Some Free. )lailtrade. B-l71E. Capitola, Calif.
HI-PO\VERED AIU ltIFLES with Match Accuracy for
serious adult target & hunting use. Anschutz. Walther.
BSA, Hammerli, Sheridan. Ba\'aria. Gecado. others. :Match
& Hunting ammunition: same day service. Literature 15t.
Air Rifle HeadQuarters. Dcpt. G~I, Box G. Grantsville.
W. Va. 26147.
COL'.r (BEHDO'X-I:JHOCESSED) Super 38. See American
Rifleman Dec. 1£150 for description. Gun )l.R.A. Good or
Better. $225. Postal l\loney Order or certified check. Louis
Austin, Sanford. ::\laine.
MODEL "li9S "ARCTIC" 8m/m )fauser. Very Good
$28.00. U.S. 30-06 High )l'umbcr Springfield. Very Good
-$38.50. Excellent-$43.00. Send lOt for Guns & Ammo
Listings. Contincntal Arms Ltd.. Box 72, Staten Island
=10. ::".Y.
SURPLUS X.B.A. U.S. Carbine Owners ... Here's How
You Can Make An Accurate, Useable Sporter Out of Your
i\f1 . . . Ha,e )lel Johnson Com·ert Your Ml into his
famous ~.DIJ 5.7 Spitfire!! For complete details write.
Mel Johnson. Dept. 6G. Johnson Guns, Inc.• 60 Connolly
Parkway. Hamden. Conn.
U.S. 30-06 high numbcr Springfield rifles. Very Good
$39.95. Excenent-$44.95. Perfect-$49.50. U.S. 30-06 low
number Springfield rifles. Very good-$29.95. Excellent
$34.95. U.S. 30-06 Enfield riftes. Very good-$29.95. Ex
cellent-$34.50. U.S. Ml 30 cal. carbines. Like new
$69.95. U.S. i\:I1 30-06 Garand rifles. Like new-$89.95.
British )fk. 3 303 rifles. Very good-$14.95. Like new
$24.95. British Mk. 4 303 rifles. Very ~00d-$18.95. British
1\£k. 5 303 jun~le carbines. Very good-$24.95. Spanish
~fod. 93 7mm :\:lauser carbines. Very Kood-$In.95. Spanish
:\10d. 1953 Smm Mauser riflcs. Brand New-$34.95. Argen
tine Mod. 91 7.65mm Mauser rifles. Vcry good-$19.95.
Like New-$24.50. Peruvian Mod. 1909 7.65mm Mauser
rifles. Fair- $24.95. Good - $20.95. Excellent - $39.95.
Peruvian M:od. 19B!l 30-06 Mauser rifles. Very good
$19.95. German i\lod. 98 8mm Mauser rifles. Vcry good
$29.95. German Mod. 1871/81 llmm 1\1auser rifles. Good
$l8.!:'I5. Czech Mod. 98 8mm 'Mauser rifles. Perfect-$29.95.
Russian Mod. 91 7.62mm Moisin ritles. Good-$9.95. Very
good-$12.95. Russian Mod. lmUI 7.62mm Moisin carbines.
Good - $19.95. Vcry good - $22.95. Rus~ian Mod. 1940
7.62mm Tokarev semi-automatic rifles. Good-$34.95. Very
good-$39.95. Excenent-$44.95. Itallan Mod. 91 6.5mm
1\1annlicher-Carcano rifles. Good-9.95. Very good-:t12.95.
Italian ~lod. 1938 6.!lmm & 7.35mm Mannlirher-Carcano
carhines. Very good-$14.95. French 1\fod. 1916 8mm Lebel
rifles. Good-SO.95. Very good-$12.95. Frcnch Mod. 1886
8mm Lebel riOes. Good-$15.95. Rwiss 1\fod. 1911 7.5mm
Schmidt-Rubin rifles. Good-$13.95. Very g'ood-$16.95.
30-06. 303 British, 7mm 'Mauser. 7.65mm 1.fauser, 8mm
1\fauser. 7.62mm Russian. 7.35mm Italian military ammu
nition at :t7.50 per 100 rds. Free gun list. Dealers inquiries
invited. Freedland Arms Co.• 34 Park Row, New York
38. ~.Y.

GUN EQUIPMENT

XE'V 45-70 Cal. Springfleld barrels with action. :\fodel
1873. $25.00. 2 piece Sharps and Spencer Carbine stocks
$15.00 ea. U.S. Army. Cavalry helmets. 1880 style. $8.50.
Fine Franch saw tooth sword bayonets and scabbards.
$8.50 ea. Postage Extra. W. Stokes Kirk, 3429 German
town Ave.. PhiHi.. IJa. UH40.
SPECIAL: CAltBI::"E RLINGS & Oilers. set 95t. Top
Kotch Gun Shop. 1005 W. 'Aft. Garfield Rd.• ~Muskegon.
)fich.
&,ilencers! PISTOL. RIFLE! Compact. efficient attachment.
Actual Plans, plus background information - no gypo
mimeo sheets; satisfaction or refund. S1.50 postpaid.
Service Sales. Dept. GUN, Box 889. Seattle, Washington.
98111.
SPRI::"GFIELD. E::"FIELD. MAU~ER. and .lap Owners.
eliminate trig~er slack. Impro,'ed trigger letoft' Install a
Cougar Anti-Slack trigger and Sear boot. Installs easily
No drilling or tapping. Hardened. tempered. and contact
surfaces micro finished. Specify rifle. Sent postpaid with
complete instructions. $1.00. Dealers wanted. Cougar and
Hunter. 5070 TahQuamenon. Flushing. Michigan.

FASTER GUN REPAIR, 50 assorted screws, pins, springs
no two alikc, $2.00. Overland's, Independence, Iowa. ~

FLOORPLATE UELEASE BUTTONS For SprlnKrteld
1903. Enfield 14 and 17. :Uauser 93, 94, 95, 96. 98. lind
09. Allows rapid. safe unloading without racking. Installs
easily. Xo drilling or tapping. Serrated. hardened and
blued. Specify rifle. $1.'>0 postpaid. Dealers wanted. Cougar
and Uumer, 5070 Tahquamenon, Flushing. ~Iichigan.

GUNSMITHING

GENERAL GUNS1UTHING-Repalrlng, reblutng. con
version work, parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek. Calif.
GU::"S1fJTHING-Learn prorttable hobby. BuUd .22 Taliet
Pistol, Campers Pistol, Gun Cabinets. Blue Guns. 5c stamp
brings illustrated information. Guns. Postof'flce Box 362-G,
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808.
FIXE CUSTO)! Rifles made to ~'our specifications. Mili
tary rifies rebuilt. Blu-Blak bluing. new barrels fitted.
Chamberin~ for standard, improved and Wildcat cartridges
in~luding Weatherby line. 308 Norma, new 300 and 284
W1I1chester. )'[odel 92 'Vinchester conversions to 256, 357,
anC:! 44 ~!agnums Write: Don Mott. Box 347, Douglas,
Anzona.
INLETTIXG BJ~.ACK. Xcver dries or piles up on surface.
Enough for 25 stocks, $1.25. Chas. G. Jerrow 452 5th Ave
E.N.. Kalispell. )!ontana. ' .

GUNSTOCKS

CUSTO)1 STOCKS; Your design or ours. Precision shaped
and inlet using new can'ing machine. Your blanks or ours
YA)!A. )!esQuite & \Valnut seasoned blanks available:
Lon~arini. Dept. G. Dana Point. California.
STOCK Br..A~\"I(S in rare. fancy and exotic woods. Coco
Bolo. Hosewood. etc. Leaflet stamp. Samples 25t. Ernest
Paulsen. Chinook, Montana.
Gl:KSTOCKS & llL.ASK~: }'rench. Claro, American 'Val
nut,. :\taple & Hare "~oods. :Kearly all popular designed
senn & completely finished stocks and grips. Blanks whole
sale & retail. stocks & grips retail only. D. !\. Keaster,
Custom Gunstocker, 38736 Yin('land AYe., Beaumont. Calif.

INDIAN RELICS

POTTERY, SIJEARHEADS. Axes, Arrowheads. 10 for
$3.00. List Free. Hyde·s. Rosemar Road. Parkersburg,
,V. Ya.

INVENTIONS

I)..-VEXTIOXS; IDEAS det"eloped for cash/royalty sales!
RaYILond Lee, 2104X Bush Building, New York City 36.

INVESTIGATORS

INVESTIGATORS. FREE Brochure. latest subminiature
electronic listening devices. Write Ace. Dept-8X 11500
NW 7th Ave.. :l.fiami 50. Florida. '

LEATHERCRAFT

FREE "Do-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company, Box 791-J51, Fort \Vorth, Texas.

METAL DETECTORS

TREASURE, GOLD, SILVER, ltELICS. Find them with
new 1!J64 models..Free infcrmation. ltayton. Dept. 6-D.
Box 715, North Hollywood, California.

MISCELLANEOUS

CROSSBO\VS for Target, Hunting and Carp-Shooting
Factory-Direct-Prices..lay Co. Box 1355. Wichita. Kansas:
NAZI ITEMS bought & sold, orig. only. 1 piece or col
lection: "lists 25c"; Lenke!. 812 Anderson. Palillades. N. ,J.
YOUR OWN Business Without Investmentl Sell adver
tising matchbooks to local businesses. No experience
needed-free sales kit tells how and where to get orders.
Part or full time. Big cash commissions. Match Corpora
tion of America: Dept. GE-G4. Chicago 32.
~ll~IATURE CROSSBOW.. range 200', length 18". Flber
Rlas~ bo~~, cocking mechamsm. dozen Arrows, guaranteed.
$3.9\). Nlttany Crossbow, Box 8iC. Penna. Furnace, Fa.
GUX CABIKETS in pre cut kits. C<>mplete with sliding
glass doors that glide on rollers. Also available fully as
sembled and finished. I.. iterature 25t. Becker Gun Cabinets
2516 E. :!.>th St.. "Minneapolis. Minnesota 55406. .
MUSCATEL 'WINE the yCar around from raisins. Simple
to make. Jnexpensi\·e recipe, $1.00. Mailtrade B-171E
Caoitola. Calif. . ,
SHA)fELEfo;S LADY Tossing Coin Good Luck niece
;~eal~s;~k"·~~~f~~n.\~?;;il.A riot, 50t postpaid. 'Val'no:

LOW COST Classified Ads Like These Can Make You
Rith. Learn How. )failmart, B-1l2!lE. Los Gatos. Calif.
GOVEUX)f.F.XT LAXD now aYailable in 25 Rtates.
450.000.000 arres low as $1.00 arre. Exclusive cop:rri~hted
repOrt! Send $1.00 to U.S. Land DiSpOsal, Box 181H-GS
Indianapolis 18. Indiana. '
FREE! Big illustrated Summer catalog. Top "alues roast
to coast! Farms. ltanphes. Romes. Businpsf:f's. Watcrfrnllt.
Recreation, Retirement properties. UNITED FAHM
AGEXCY. 612-)[G 'Vest 47th St., Kansas City. Mo.
64112. PLa;.:a 3-4°12.

NATURAL TREA'!')fEXT of Piles. Ko Medicine. Infor
mation handed down from a past g-eneration has helped
many. }"older in a plain envelope $1.00. Boycr. Box SH2,
Tupelo. Mississipoi.

SMOKE: FISH, MEATS. Smoker Instructions. HeC'ipes
and information $1.00. Smoker Clay, #36 Heinrich Hein
street. W'olfskhelen, Germany.
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Add $3.65 for
Select Model

100 Rds. 7.62 m/m
AMMO $5.95.

BOX 15164
OKLA. CITY, OKLA.

NOW 517.95

7.62 m/m
N.R.A.
Good or
Better

The Rifle in this Model
Won 5 out of 6 Matches

in 1960 Olympics
These are
very well

made. 20"
bbl.,
light

weight

HOPPE'S GUN BLUE
••• for good gun care
Deep-penetrating Hoppe's Gun Blue
allows color matching of any gun
barrel and will restore original
finish without rubbing. Not a paint,
not affected by solvents, excellent
for touch-up. 2-oz. bottle, $1.00,
includes steel wool, directions. At
better sporting· goods dealers. If
dealer cannot supply, send $1.00
plus 25¢ for postage to factory.
FRANK A. HOPPE,lnc.
2352 North 8th St., Phila. 33, Pa.

GRENADE LAUNCHER
RIFLE. Cal .303 British

N.R.A. Good or better

VIKING
ARMS

• 10 Shot
• Turn Down Bolt
• 5 Groove Brl.
.25" Brio

Only Limited Quantity
Very few were mfg.

.303 AMMO!
MILITARY

50 rds. • •...... $3.29
100 rds. 5.98

SWISS SAWTOOTH BAYONET
with SHEATH - PREPAID

Condition Cleanest $4.95
Condition Good 3.95~

~ Im:.~

THE PERFECT DECORATOR
FOR DEN, BAR, OR GUN ROOM

• Receiver & Barrel of Cast Aluminum
Beautifully Anodized Black

• Authentic Wood Stocks
• Real Detachable Clip
• Genuine Rear Sight
EDWARDS-BARNES CAST PRODUCTS ~O.

5244 Elm, Houston 36, Texas
(Add $1.50 for ShippIng and HandUng)

S.M.L.E. SOVIET
~~~~~s °X~~~~ate,~ri~~~t M38 CARBINE
Action.

8 MM Mauser .....•........•. $3.95 per 100 rds.
.303 British ...•••••.••••• , •• 5.95 per 100 rds.
7.65 Mauser .•..•.•..••..... 5.95 per 100 rds.
7.62 Russian ..•••••••••••• " 5.95 per 100 rds.
8X56 Hungarian ..••••.• , . . . .. 3.95 per 100 rds.
8 MM Lebel. .••••....••••.•. 7.90 per 100 rds.

M1928Al SUBMACHINE GUN

PREPAID AMMO
ON PURCHASE OF $49.95 OR MORE

ONLY IN CONTINENTAL U.S.A.

9 MM LUGER N,C'h$3.95 per 100 rds.
(BOXER PRIMED)

Larger Quantity Suyers Write for Un
believable Prices.

Tell us lhe
make and model of
your sholgun or rifle •••
type of slock or forend you wanl
semi-finished. 90% finished. standard .....,
finished or custom finished. We will send
you literature describing what we offef for 1J:i.",
your needs. Or. ask your deerer or gunsmith ,,~
he also can furnish free catalo,. '(I~JIo

E. C. BISHOP & Son. Inc.. Warsaw. Mo.. Dept. J 10J "'''0

HANDLOADING BENCH
(Continued from page 14)

cases with 52 gr. Speer bullets. The pills
were designed for bench resters, but are
fine for varmints. The charge was 20.5 gr.
IMR-4198 with CCI 400 primers. Fifty meas
ured cbarges were within 0.3 gr., and 50
control charges were weighed as near zero as
possible without splitting a powder kernel,
so weight was within about one-sixth of 0.1
grain.

Both batches grouped in about 0.8" at
100 yards, darn good for a light sporter. We
didn't know which loads were fired until
Lhe indentification slips were opened. Lab
charge weighing makes little difference be
yond 500 yards, which should be reserved for
targets, not hunting.

Some chaps own inaccurate measures, or
can't be sure of every charge. The handy
new RCBS $3 "Powder TrickIer" speeds
weighing. Set your measure for a bit lighter
oharge than desired. Fill the TrickIer with
powder and turn the knob to "trickle" ker
nels in the scale pan for exact weight. The
new hourglass design is better than the one
shown in the current RCBS catalog, avail
able on request.

Ray Riling, 6844 Gorsten St., Philadelphia,
Pa., has a $1 catalog of used arms books.
Items include a few complete years of this
magazine from $12 for 1962 to $25 for 1955.
Shipments over 5 pounds sent express collect.
A few scattered single copies are $1.25 to $2
each. Your subscription to GUNS will increase
in value faster than any investment I know.
Save every copy, that brings a higher price
than any other magazine for back issues.

It's hard to load for 8mm Jap Nambu
pistols. RCBS has 3 form and one trim die
at $5 each. Add $13.50 loading dies and
your investment is $33.50. For limited shoot
ing buy reloads from Geo. Spence, Steele
Missouri, at $5 for 50 plus express. Spence
uses lathe altered .38 Special formed cases,
with 3.2 grs. Bullseye, R-P primers and
H & G No. 116 cast 105 gr. bullets. The
undersize cases expand near the head and
many split. This isn't dangerous, since pres
sure is very low. Velocity is near 925 fps,
near issue ammo. General Nambu's creations
had nothing to recommend them, except to
an enemy. You could form cases from .30 or
.32 Rem., and neck ream plus lathe work.
Use .323 bullets.

Navy Arms, Ridgefield, N. J., have a neat
copy of the 1859 Sharps 4-Barrel Derringer,
at $34.95, stamped "Navy Arms and Aldo
Uberti & Co., Brescia, Italy." Production
started in August, 1962, with Serial No. 1000.
Weight is 10 oz., length 5", barrels 2%".
The rifled, blued steel barrels and brass
frame are nicely fitted and finished. The
hammer firing pin rotates % turn clockwise
when cocked. Originals were for the .22
Short introduced for S & W's revolver in
1857. With the hammer at half-cock, pressing
the plunger lets the ba~rels slide forward for
lOll-ding, or removal.

Made for .22 Shorts, Long Rifles can be
pressed in the chamber that isn't throated
for this round. The light barrels are strong,
functioning with CCI .22 L. R. Hyspeed
ammo at 19,700 psi. The little guns have
much charm, with the ~

flavor of yesteryear. ~

FAST DRAW
"WORLD FAMOUS CUN"
COLT FRONTI ER REPLICA for
collectors. quick draw practice.
Western TV fans. Looks and
feels like real gun.

Blue finish $4.00. IJeluxe polished
$6.00. Add-SOc shipping.

VALLEY GUN SHOP ~~~:no~.··J~i!I:

DON HUME LEATHERGOODS
Route I, Dept. G, Park Hill, Oklahoma

dan Holster-Constructed from heavy
Saddle Leather. Metal in holster extends

into belt loop. Welt and plug are hand
stitched With waxed linen thread. For

double-action only ...••..•••••••.. $9.85
River Belt-Heavy skirting. Solid brass buckle.
Width 2" only. Give waist size •.••.. $7.20

~~l~e;i~~~ ~:U· c~~g?na~iot:;;~;..2:'..0:$r;:4~~
CATALOG 3Sc. Refunded on First Order. Postage Paid.
Bona Fide Dealer Inquiries Invited. Okla. Resid. Add
20/0.

HOLSTERS by DON HUME

TAXIDERMIST

WANTED

NAZI ITEMS, Fine Lugers. Only Orig. and priced tor
Resale. State condition & price Bernal Tolan, R. # 1.
Hillsdale. :M]chigan.

SHARON RIFLE BARRELS
Formerly (BUHMILLER)

• Precision cut rifle barrels in all
calibers, 22RF to 50 Cal.

• Target and special barrels made to
customer's specifications.

• Same day shipment on standard
barrels.

• Complete reboring and custom gun
smithing service.

• Send for FREE list of barrels &
services.

J. HALL SHARON
R.R. #2 Kalispell, Montana

RELOADING EQUIPMENT

SCHOOLS

ZEBRA SKIN RUGS $125.00 to $195.00. Also Polar Bear.
Tiger. Bob-cat. Jaguar, Timber Wolf. Grizzly. \Ve tan
skins. Hofmann-Taxidermist. 1025 Gates. Brooklyn. N.Y.
11221.

MISSOURI AUCTIO:'< SCHOOL. Free catalog! 1330-102
Linwood. Kansas City, 1\:10. 64109.

FREE CATALOG. 208 Pages. Save on Reloading Equip·
ment, Calls, Decoys, Archery, Fishing Tackle. Molds,
'1'ools, Rod Blanks. FinnysDorts (S8), Toledo 14, Ohio.
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Just out!

FREE
'64 Gun Guide
Brand new catalog of the world's most complete
line of sporting firearms. latest models of auto·
loading and pump-action shotguns • high-power
and .22 autoloading rifles • Olympic winning
target and field autoloading pistols • Western·
style and Officer's model revolvers· Derringers.
More than 100 illustrations. All the gun features
and performance data you want.

Mail this coupon today -- it's free.
r-------------------------~I High Standard Mfg. Corporation GM·6C I
I 1817 Dixwell Avenue, Hamden 14, Conn. I
: Please rush my FREE copy of the new 1964 :
I High Standard Catalog. I
: Name :

: Address :

I City Zone State.................. I~ J

REMINGTON TRAP LOADS
(Continued from page 21)

ington-Peters regular cases don't give this
sort of case life, except in rare instances. The
case did show a little wear, but nothing that
could be termed really serious. First, three
small splits about 118" long, developed in
the crimp folds after the 13th reloading.
These didn't lengthen during the remainder
of the shooting. There was a small amount of
gas leakage around the primer, which would
be normal under the circumstances. There
also was a small amount of gas leakage at
the junction of the head and body-again
nothing serious. Primers could be pushed in
place with the fingers but weren't loose
enough to fall out; neither were they thrown
out when the shell was worked through the
action of the gun several times. Just what the
average case life will be remains to be seen.

Of the box of 25 factory loads, ten were
carried in a hunter's coat pocket for a dis
tance of 85 miles-wear and tear was prac
tically nil. The load designation wasn't as
clear as it was on a new shell, but it was
still readable. The shells did show a slight
amount of fuzziness at the mouth end but
otherwise were in perfect condition. This
speaks highly of their durability.

It isn't often that I get ecstatic about a
new product, but this happens to be an
exception, and my hat is off to the Remington
people for bringing out an excellent new
product, with so many features for ~

shooters and reloaders. ~

NEW!
CIJSTOM

MADE
.PISTOL

CASES
(FREE FOLDER)

Various Types-$19.95 up.
Here's Beckelhymer's answer to the demand
for a dependable, but Inexpensive pistol carry
Ing case. This new "JUNIOR" box Is made of
the same top quality materials as used In our
larger and more costlY boxes. Same enduring
beauty, ruggedness and appearance. Just the
thing for keeping and carrying your guns,
~~~~ts~yJl'6lc~~e4s~~tty&~fari~~5~ spotting

DELUXE PISTOL CASES

No. 1-Four-gun Case for the Argus
type Scope as Illustrated above ..... 531.75

No. 2-Five-gun Case for the Argus
type Scope ..•.........•.•.........539.95

No. 3-Four-gun Case for the Balscope
Sr. (New B & L spotscope) .....•..•.539.95

No. 4-Flve-gun Case for the
Balscope Sr. type Scope $43,50

Extra Equipment for Pistol Cases
• Adjustable leather carryinR' strap .•••.•••••. $5.50
• O'Dell elevatln~ scope mount, fastens on

open lid, eliminates scope stand •••..••.•... $4.50
• carryinp; strap .•.•.•..•••.•••...••.•.• • $5.50
• Ltd holder (not (or Jr. Box) .•••••.•.••.•••. $7.50

r------- SPECIAL ------,
Once-fired .38 Special cases: in (actory boxes.
$14.00 per M: bulk $12.50 per M. f.o.b. Lared.o.
Empty .38 Spl. boxes. 3 for 2Sc.

Orders of 5S0.00 or more shipped prepaid.

~?!.~~~~ LAREDO, TEXAS
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Reloading •In a nutshell
The Lyman "nutcracker" keeps the art

of reloading down to its essentials - fun,
economy, more shooting and better shoot
ing. The 310 tool takes out the old primer
from your fired cartridges; readies the
brass for the next round; seats new primers
and new bullets. Every step as simple as
cracking a walnut!

Just ask any reloading expert - he'll

tell you that this trusty "tong tool" goes
with him on his hunting trips or out on the
range . . . complements the heavy-duty
bench equipment in his basement. Ask any
novice - he'll tell you that it's easy as
1-2-3-4-5, as safe as houses. And complete
with dies, the 310 tool costs just $16.50.

Fill out this handy coupon now for
fully illustrated all-line accessory catalogs
- and the brand new Lyman Reloadinga Handbooks.

Lookto~Ly_an for the finest in shooting accessories

Looks like a nutcracker ... performs
like a completely outfitted bench press 
the Lyman 310 reloading tool is the one
piece of reloading equipment that you can
carry right with you into the field. Hunters
... target shooters ... it just takes the
palm of your hand to produce the ammo
you want - on the spot, simply, with
precision, within minutes.

More see-ability with ~yman varmint scopes.

SUPER TARGET SPOT

r--------------------------------------------------------.
The Lyman Gun Sight Corp., Middlefield, Conn. Dept. GM4-6
Please send me
o FREE new Lyman catalog of accessories for shooters 0 FREE new Lyman scope catalog

Please send me the new Lyman reloading handbook 0 $2.50 enclosed

Name 1

Address --'-- I

City State _



On safari in Tanganyika, professional hunter Ommanney holds a Winchester slide-action 22-one of three new 22 models he tested.

"How did I get to be a professional hunter?
I guess it all began with aWinchester 22;'

says David Ommanney, our man in Africa.

Slide-action rifle Model 270, $55.95.
(With brown Cyco!ac forearm. $52.95.)

Lever-action rifle Model 250, $56.95.

Semi-automatic rifle Model 290, $52.95.

ly, and never fafil~g to keep it clean
and in perfect shape.

"Things like always being fair to
the game he hunts~by never firing
at anything until he's pretty sure a
single shot will drop it."

To this day, David Ommanney is
never without a Winchester 22 in
the rack of his Land-Rover. "It's a
real rifle," he says. "And belongs in
the safari battery."

W·INCHESTER.WESTERN DIVISION Olin

..~

~~ill;~
RIM ~RIl " ' 11. ~ fIRE CARTRIDCES
~,,",",,*,9Jl'rRc'IDeES ;;r., ;:P"

Give muscle to your 22. Be sure you ask
for Winchester or Western rimfire ammo.

But it was what he said about his
long experience with Winchester 22s
that we wish all young hunters (and
their parents) could-have heard.

"I was just a kid," he told us,
"when I owned my first one. And
no rifle I've handled since had so
much to do with deciding my career.

"It wasn't simply that I learned
from it how to aim and squeeze a
trigger. My first 22 taught me most
of the things a true hunter must feel
in his bones. .

"Things like sh;\ying respect for
his rifle-by always' handling it safe-

Few men know more about game
and guns than Ommanney. And. no
professional hunter in East Africa is
better liked and respected.

Our three 22 models were among
the new rifles 'he helped t.est. "The
ruggedness and accuracy of these
hard-hitting rifles is amazing," Om
manney said.

Masai warrior who visited our camp
learns to aim with new lever-actio~ 22.

When we took our new rifles to
Tanganyika, to prove them on safari,
it was David Ommanney we chose
to lead us.
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